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On	 qr Lngt 1, 195 P. K. Aro.. and Joba $. Conl.y at the MVSIiCs 
at u1nonl"Toahm1ow of M.gian V, of the Zast.ra Esrisint Statics, Coll. 
ark, 1Er1sM, heving previously arranged to sist W. Z. N. ace., th1sl 
ngine.r at the Malerftla Advisory hard at thekti.1 Am&W of Sciasees 


and ii1 Research Cotasil, at the 1rean of Mine. Station at Pittogh, 
)y1va4., proaseW to Sales, Ohio by off i.isl autesobile. The put ar-
rived at the pilot plant at 10th Street and R11.sth Av., at IsiS p.a. 


er* a demonstration of t King kydroehlor'io said leaching Foose. for Watt 
IN	 1cw.paft nialcalifereve aingansee or, twa. the Whit. Oak ftmlaln are. 
at Tenses..., had been prearranged by General SorTie.. M-4ta1ratioL The 
pn'poe. at .noh d.wis.Wsthm was to iUtrau the feasibili l1w of the pro.esf 
and to su].y technical data for evaluation of the operation.. 


During the deeWation, discussions and e.nvareatioea e.re canted on 
betases the following individuals:


Title and Affiliation 


P. L Lros. 


John I. Conl.y


Contractor and process sposice, Sales, Ohio 
Son of Dr. King, operations .vp.rvisor, 
Sales, Ohio 


Plant for.nen-aeohanis, Sales, Ohio 
Chanical Ingi2w, 1ati1 AeadwV of Selene" 
and Natimal Rsesreh Council, Washington, 
D. C. 


Ssrtntendint, Dates Zzp.rtsint Statics, 
Division of 4nrt14echnslagj, Region Y, 
College Park, arlaM 


Supsrviaoe7 Chesteal Zsginsor, Division of 
Minoral-T.shnolo, Region Y, College Park, 


L. V. King, M.D. 
Roland King 


Willard L. Tangling 
K. I. Roe. 


Two laborers wi.t.d Roland King and I. L. YsagUng is making the pile 
Plant desanstration test.	


/ 
Idiatily on our arrival at the plant, previously crushed UNSWeewd 


are at approzltei.y sinus 3/$'izsoh was ahergid to an slanting ovqor dla 
ohePgisg into the tied NWW of the rat.ting kiln chick in twa diseherged 
directly to the leaching tank through as enclosed flattened vibrating abate 
designed to affect som siaw sooling of the roasted prod t.
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Approxisatoly 2 0 118 pounds of we admixed with about 5 peaecat of ndm 
1/4..ia.b o.ke he.eae WNs fed to the "mater and in tus'n to the 1.ea0hiag "W-
slim vhi.b was conducted ins 4' x 4' redwood tank oonta1-th4 30 pllocs of 
20° scl and 30 gall of nt. The rotating and leaching ep.ti 	 con. 
md the r.iMer of the afternoon. At the olstios of the leaching test, 
the sbesge ens , left to settle overnight and the - up 2 m	 1iq a'.ied the 
following sorning._ 1.ashed we we then repeatedly washed by spraying 


tes trot a boss provided with a nosala, psetiactooUy stfri1x the leach 
residue in the leaching tank by saw of a cultivating '-hee and draining 
off the washings by tilting the 1.s.h teak until the liquid would flow Into $ 
wooden tray provided with a ocsrse-h screen to catch the solid psrtioles 
estried out with the washings. All washings were puVed to and o.11eot.d In 
the sans tank with the strong leash liquor. 


It ens p1aed to treat this extract liquor and combined washing, to 
precipitate the iron as hpdrcid. and precipitate the combined zii*ksl and 0O-
baIt as sulfides. o,evlr, these latter phesas of the process were d.,tsd 
several time on the afternoon at the first day, thl, 'the )esh4qg of the 
2 # 118 pond charge of we was in progress. 


Therefore, only the rotating, 2esshiug and washing steps of the prepossd 
process were demonstrated on the pilot seal.. The proe.dwss and .quip.ut de-
vised and used for the iron, cobalt and nickel precipitation stepsvwo,, as 
pr.vi]y stated, dawonstrat.d on acimbined extract and wash liquors on 
fros previous operations. 


Outline of teaching and flec.verj Process 


As described by Dr. L. V. Xing, the major steps of the pros... are as 
follows,


1. lHft and crush we to sinus 1/4 Cr 


2. Adaix are with approxinat.ly 100 lb. coke bresse per ton of ore, 
and fire with fuel-oil in snail (24 in, by 12 ft.) rotary kiln 
at 1200 - 14500 7 to reduce manganese to VnO. 


3. Treat with 1 to 1 200 Be awiatic said with seebaniosi agitation 
to a final solution p1 of 2.0 . 2.5. 


4. Decant extract liquor and wash residue appradmately fous' time 
by stirring and d.osnting the resulting wash solutions, 


5. Aerate to agitate the liquor and oxidise the Iron to wuo'e , ps 
olpitation by means of IhCO added to a p1 at 3.9. The ire,. 
by'th'onids is allowed to settle apprcxinatsiy it days and ss.'. 
natsnt Solution is renewed by d,.tat&ea. 
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6. The iron.fpee soletica is this te.stsd with a SGIVUM of ccdiia 
bydresaltid. () tea alniaa At (uaonlLy 2.2 - 2$) and a 
subsequent slight issss to 3.0s, abereipsn the aieksl sal 
eobalt precipitate as their respective sultides. To a..sle'st. 
sosgalation and settling of the selfid* pr.sipitat., a ssull 
quantity of Do, Chuodoal Ca,sa's tlo.sul.tiag ecopw4adp Ølo 
Sspsrsn, is add" ass dilute solution. All liquid-solid 
.usstiona sad resovesy of precipitates are secoulish,d by 
4s2tatien nosbing ps'oeedi'ss. As siternot. procedure to 
"owe elets aieksloobalt presipitatios is to add sxssso 
NOW solution then add a U quantity of dilute , suristic sold 
which dissolves oo-pu.eipitat.d sulfides other than cobalt and 
nickel. 


7. Izeems sulfide is resoved by raising thepWite 5.2 and adding 
a small quantity of iron eh]m'id., under whisk conditions 
nganes. also should begin to precipitate. Resulting pr.oip. 


itato to reaoved after decanting the supernatant liquor. 


S. fte nickel and cobalt-tree solution is than treated with addittomal 
sodius-osrboz*te soluttos to a p1 at 9.2 to precipitate the 


as aarbouate which is re.ov.red by decantation proo.dus.s. 


9. The precipitate of oo.binsd Wi-end Co-sulfides I. to be roasted 
and separated by oonverting to .srbols uder controlled MO-
ditions according to theMond process. 


During the inspection visit on August 1, and 2, 1955, requests ware node 
to Dr. L. W. King for quantitative data an teats nods in the pilot pleat as 
batch rums. Also a balanced quantitative flousheet of the process isa 
qia.sted. Dr. King has speed to s].y the ficuwbest, but the gensesi in-
pressica of the writes and which is believed to be lb0 sentiment of the other 
inspeotouw, we the quantitative data on individual test rumm are not avail. 
able. Prseb1y, such emphasis in the control wwk no qualitative in 
noturo. Considerable attention however, has been given to lbs control of the 
pH sonditicas beat suited for precipitation of the twos, cobalt and nickel, 
and of the manganese in their respective precipitating *too. 


When and it, the qusntitstive tiowahest data are received, evaluating of 
the recoveries of the cobalt-nickel, and manganese values Will be possible. 
Likewise, the ealoulation of the ouatico of chmioal reagents osqsislag 
sulfurie sal bydrochioris acids, soda ash, and sodium b$r'epn sulfide will be 
isd., VatIl sowe reliable figures men be obtained for the coke and fual-oli 
requfrnts, the.s given by Dr. King, as 100 pounds of cob and 11 Amite 
5 gallons of f'usl.oil per ton of we roasted, seat be aoospt.d. 


Isocuse of the lash of chemical snolyass of the ores used and of the 
pradusts nods, an evaluation of lbs piGees will be difficult if not iibl., 
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lowew.', it Dr. Zing subeit. a balanced materials floushast, then the o 
mti of acids and othex r.sgsnts ens be determined and thsir cost. seti-


t.d.


Pilot-plant gm%ums 


In, spits of. proposal by M. C, B. laz'.on of the Inergeaw ftosuresmb% 
Servis. of General Serviss Administration, after an inspection trip,, theta 
qststio stopliug pr'osedo be foflow.d, the ab.e of enoJy..w and ussti-
tative data indicates	 t the saling lwoo.dur.s as outlined were not 
followed to wW appreciable extent. Tb. use at the vesious special quslita 
h	


- 
te tests he. ely served to control the operations but doss not psoeur the 
quantitative data that are essential for process svatusticm. 


ft* plant to replete with nous novel sad tugs nous tua.nts aM 
pi.oss of .quipstnt. Bouevr, the absence of wW efficient filters baa boss 
a serious deficiency. The filters constructed to collect the vwiom .0114g 
and precipitates were aar.ly ecmtiuous belts of 8srsn filter 


sloth aotrust.d 
as endless belt, about 32 inobse wide and appiox1nste1y 12 feet long,manted 
in a tress and supported by rolls" at each end and provided with a chain and 
sprocket drive to convey the solids to one end for dI.sebszging. Liquid sepa-
ration was effected rly by draining through the sloth, With the gelatinous 
ir.bgdroxid. and uichel-cobalt sulfide and Eangenesi carbonate precipitate., 
such draige would be .rtreaely aloe and unsatisfactory, ftw lack of off so-
th. filtration equipment baa no doubt, seriously handicapped sad retarded 
the d.v.lepsnt of the px'ooaa. 


Consliaim and Rscsadatjons 


With the present sit-up and operating proe.dures, there La no 
basis for evaluating the process as to grads at ox's treated, ,.00v.'ims possi-
ble, costs of ehiudeal reagents and ..tIt.d total produstion cost. • Cost 
satisatis are further seopliested by the proposed plan to gswAftatwe the 
lqd,oablcrie said by the salt-ache pros..s using salt sad sulfuric asid. 


The sulfuric acid is in turn to be produced by  special patented process 
developed by a W. Ker.hikov and refined by Dr. QuacM,, head of the ohtstry 
department of Gsnoa University in Italy, and who ens retained by svahikov's 
widow to exploit the process. Allegedly the process ens used by Irahihev in 
G e'weiea] plant in the Balearic Islands about 1939. Pr.ebly, the peaces. 
uses gypsum cad coke to generate the 502 needed for sawIftaturing the sulfusie 
said.


lo acid plants are currently using this process in the United States, but 
there we several installations in Zurope in ubLah by-product portland :zit 
IS no.4e by admixing coke sad the required proportions of ait{ and silica. 
i,.vez', cost data available in the literature, indicate that after taking 
orc.djt f, the oonsnt, the told east is stiU hfgher than thet pe.duosd by 
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SIJ1MAPY 


At the request of the General Services Administration - Interi 


Joint Operating Committee, a chemical engineer from the Bureau of 


Mines station at College Park, Maryland, was present at the Salem, 


Ohio facilities of Dr. L. W. King from August 30 to September 9, 


1955, to monitor and observe the pilot-plant operations These toes 


El


were made as part of the general project being conducted in the 


development of the hydrochloric-acid leaching process for recovering 


manganese, nickel, and cobalt compounds from the White Oak Mountain, 


Tennessee ore; the operations are covered by G.S.A. Contract I&iP-103.


During the monitored period, three complete and two abbreviated 


tests were made according to the process as then proposed by Dr. King. 


To avoid unnecessary expense, only two of the complete and one of 


the abbreviated tests were studied and evaluated in detail. 


In the reduction and leaching operation ,,-the three tests yielded 


manganese percentage extractions of 22, 14, and 10, respectively; 


nickel and cobalt extractions were in the same range. To improve the 


operation, the ore should be ground finer, much more efficient mechan-


ical agitation should be provided during the leach and more acid 


should be used, more nearly approaching the theoretical amount needed 


to dissolve the acid-soluble components of the ore. 


To use efficiently the acid added to the leach, all of it should 


be expended on the ore rather than neutralizing a portion with soda 


ash. Over half of the acid entering these tests was used to dissolve 


aluminum which Dr. King states comes mainly from overburden included 


in his ore stock pile by error. 
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Eliminating the preoipitation of the Fe(OH) 3 as a separate step, 


a procedure which was demonstrated in tests 1 and 5, is a great im-


provement on the length of the time required for the process. 


The settling-and-decantation step used for all solids-liquid 


separations is very inefficient and should be replaced where at all 


possible with filter presses or countercurrent decantation thickeners. 


Over half of the dissolved nickel and cobalt reported in the 


final MnCO3 product rather than in the (NI,Co)S precipitate which is 


supposedly where a selective precipitation occurs. If this step can-


not be controlled,, the merit of the entire process Is questionable, 


regardless of acid-consumption efficiency, a minor constituent of 


the ore, zinc, concentrates in the (Ni,Co)S giving rise to an 


I	 additional operation problem.' 


General Considerations 


During the two-week period between August 50 and September 9, 
1955, five pilot-plant tests were monitored at the King facilities 


in Salem, Ohio. In addition to observing the operations, all sampling 


at the various stages of the process was done by the Bureau of Mines 


engineer. 


Since the nature of the process as it was carried out in the 


pilot plant required considerable time for settling and subsequent 


decantation of solutions, the tests were run concurrently. The 


original number of monitored tests had been set at two or three, de-


pending on operating conditions. When Dr. King realized the extreme 


length of time that was being taken to conduct each of the first







three tests, he decided to run two more tests in a revised and 


abbreviated manner in order to show the best possible time-wise 


results for the monitored period. By this modified procedure, tests 


14 and 5 were completed on the same day as test 3 . No extra time 


was required at Salem to observe these two tests. 


The essential flowsheet for tests 1, 2, and 3 is shown in 


figure 1, and that for tests Ii. and 5 in figure 2. 


The flowheet in figure 1 shows the following main steps of 


the process as demonstrated in tests 1 1 2 and 3: 


1. Mine and crush the ore to minus 3/8-inch. 


2. Feed the crushed ore at the rate of approximately 1/2-ton 


per hour with a simultaneous feed of approximately 33 pounds of coke 


per hour to reduce the manganese to MnO in a small, rotary kiln fired 


with No. 2 fuel oil to a temperature of approximately 1,250°F. 


3. Leach the hot ore as discharged from the rotary kiln in a 


solution containing approximately 8.5 percent by weight of HCl to a 


final solution pH of 1.5 to 1.75 . A small amount of mechanical agita-


tion is provided by air forced upward from a coiled, perforated "Saran" 


hose fastened to the bottom of the tank. 


14. After cooling overnight, decant extraction liquor and wash 


residue approximately four times by passing water upward through 


leached ore by means of the perforated hose coil on the tank bottom; 


decant resulting wash solutions and combine them with extraction liquor. 


5. To the combined extraction liquor and washes add Na
2CO3 solu-


tion to a pH of 3.9 and aerate the solution to precipitate the iron


3 
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NOTES: 


(1) Final p1-I = 1.5 
(2) pH = 3.9 
(3) Start pH = 2.8 


Final pH = 3.2 
( li) pH = 3.9 
(5) Final pH = 9.2


CO2 


WATER 


ORE 


GRINDING 


•	 _______ ____________ 
[ COKE ___	 REDUCTION	 HE: 


•	 ______ 


11C1	 LEACHING (i)	 L 
 DECANTATION   


SETTLING AND  


AIR	 - 


FeREMOVAL(2) 1 


SETTLING AND 
DECANTATION 


• ___ ______ 


Iaiis {NiCoREMOVAL (3) 


PRODUCT HSETTLING AND 


(N1C0)S 	
DECANTATION	 E 


EXCESS SULFIDE - I AIRJ	 REMOVAL(') 


SETTLING AND ] 4 DECANTATION 


LI1IIIH	 REMOVAL (5) f 


1 
SETTLING AND	


} 41 DECANTATION


PRODUCT 
lvinCO3	 I 


Figure 1. Flowsheet for tests 1, 2, and 3.
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as Fe(OH)s. The slimy iron hydroxide-tailings precipitate takes 


roughly four days to settle as demonstrated; the supernatant solu-


tion was then decanted off. The Iran sludge is washed at least 


I	 once, resettled, and the wash is siphoned off and added to the 


first decantate. 


6. Add a slight quantity of HCl to lower the pH of the iron-


free solution to 2.8. Add NailS solution to precipitate both nickel 


and cobalt as their respective sulfides; the NailS is added to pH 


of 3.2. It is stated that since this is measured with their con-


ductance-measuring controllers, there is very little excess sulfide 


solution added. Dow Chemical company's flocculating agent,. Separan 


2610, is used to accelerate the settling of the extremely finely 


divided sulfide precipitate. After settling approximately one day, 


the supernatant liquid is decanted. 


7. In test 2, the solution from the nickel-cobalt precipitation 


was decanted back onto the iron sludge to which had been added one-. 


half gallon of 20° Bh HCl to produce FeC13 . In test 5, one-half gallon 


of FeC13 solution was added to the decantate from step 6. Both pro-


cedures are essentially the same; tank utilization in the pilot plant 


being the governing factor. After adjusting the pH to 3.9 with Na2CO3 


solution, the solution is aerated. Any excess sulfide from step 6 is 


precipitated as FeS and the solution is again made iron-free by pre-


cipitating dissolved iron as Fe(OH) 3 . After settling overnight, the 


supernatant solution is decanted. 


8. The decantate is then treated with Na2CO3 solution to a pH 


of 9.2 to precipitate the manganese. After settling, the supernatant 


liquid is decanted to waste and the product is washed, drained and 


stored.







5I 
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The flowsheet in figure 2 shows the following modifications 


used in tests 1 and 5: 


I


i. After cooling overnight, Na2CO3 solution was added directly 


to the leach tank containing the extraction liquor and leached ore 


residue to give the solution a pH of 3.9. The slurry was then 


aerated to precipitate the iron as Fe(OH)s. After settling overnight, 


the iron-free extraction liquor was decanted, and the leached ore 


containing Fe(OH) 3 was washed five times .with relatively small quanti-


ties of water. Settling and decantation was used to remove each wash 


from the residue. The combined solution comprising the extraction 


liquor and washes was allowed to stand overnight in order to give 


I	 leached ore slimes that had been carried over with the decantates 


a chance to settle. 
.


2. This clear, iron-free solution was then treated with Na2CO3 


solution to a pH of 9.2 to precipitate not only the manganese but 


also the nickel and cobalt in a combined product. 


In a step instituted after the monitored period, the MnCO3 


product is calcined to produce an oxide which is presumed to be a 


1n304 product physically satisfactory for blast-furnace feed. 


Because of the large amount of work necessary to perform the 


desired analyses of the various samples taken during each test, only 


three of the five tests, 2, 3, and 5, were studied completely. Test 


1 was essentially the same as test 2, and test 4 was similar to 


I t	 test 5.
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Figure 2. Flowsheet for tests 4 and 5. 







While it was understood that the monitored tests were to be 


made in a manner similar to previous tests, it was evident that 


some operational changes were made in the first three tests. In-


stead of adding a set quantity of ore, approximately 2,100 lbs. to 


the system to provide an excess to "kill" the unused acid, the 


addition of ore to the leaching tanks was stopped as soon as the 


conductance of the leaching solution reached a point said to be 


equivalent to a pH of 1.7. While acid values were being thrown away 


by this procedure, Dr. King felt that this would give the best possi-


ble extraction of manganese for demonstration purposes. The acid that 


would otherwise have been leaching some manganese from the excess ore 


had to be neutralized with soda ash before the dissolved iron could 


be precipitated as Fe(OH)3. 


To facilitate the precipitation and settling of Fe(OH) 3 , much 


larger quantities of water were added to the decanted combined extrac-


tion solution and washes from the leached ore. This had not been tried 


before since the step required at least four days in each test. No 


systematic study had been made to find the optimum conditions for the 


precipitation and/or settling of Fe(OH)3. 


The rotary kiln used in the reduction step was made from a ten-


foot section of standard 20-inch pipe with a 3/8-inch wall. Excessive 


scaling was not noted on the exterior of the kiln, and the interior 


was said to be clean metal showing no signs of scaling. The hot re-


duced ore was introduced into the leach tank by means of a vibrating 


closed chute attached to the sealed exit of the kiln. While some
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cooling of the hot reduced ore was effected during transit from 


kiln to leaching tank, the solids entering were hot enough to heat 


the leaching solution to near boiling. Some acid is necessarily 


lost in its gaseous form even though the leach tank is covered with 


a single sheet of plywood. 


There are two leaching tanks mounted side by side at the end 


of the kiln so that two successive runs can be made in the pilot 


plant on any one day. These are nominal 4- x 4-foot redwood tanks. 


mounted on trunions to facilitate the removal of the leached ore 


residue. All other steps of the process are performed in redwood 


tanks, either 6- x 6-feet or	 x 14-feet in size. All plant activi-


ties are governed by the efficient utilization of these tanks since 


they naturally are limited in number. 


Filters have been fabricated, but the poor design proscribed 


their general use in the plant. Each of these consisted of an end-


less belt of Saran cloth that acted merely to drain by gravity some 


of the liquid from precipitates that would not blind the cloth. In 


actual practice only an extremely wet slurry of the manganese carbon-


ate could be worked on this equipment, and then merely to drain off 


some of the water to produce a thickened product. No other precipi-


tate from the process could be worked on this equipment, necessitating 


the settling and decantation procedure used. Some form of filter or 


filter press would have been a great help to the plant. 


Control of the various steps was carried out by qualitative 


tests for iron, nickel, or manganese, by measurement of the pH, or
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by measurement of the conductance as it approached a predetermined 


control point for the solutions involved. 


The conductance was measured on surplus equipment fabricated 


by Dr. King into controllers that operated at a predetermined value. 


These predetermined values were equivalent to pH's that had been 


obtained by measuring known solutions of acid and water. 


Data in the literature!/ show that for the precipitation of 


iron from solution as ferric hydroxide less than 20 percent comes 


down at a pH of 3.9. Over 95 percent is precipitated at 5.0 with-


out bringing down more than 2 percent of the manganese in solution. 


This indicates that a more complete consideration of the quantitative 


aspects of each step of the process would have been well advised. 


Test Results 


The results of tests 2, 3, and 5 are discussed in the following 


section. The complete data of the results, including the analyses 


Qf the various samples, are given in the table following the discus-


sion. The items of this log-type table are numbered and will be re-


ferred to by number when necessary in the discussion. Each test will 


be covered as a complete unit rather than as parts of the succeeding 


steps of the process. 


The volumes of the contents of the various tanks were Obtained 


by measuring the outage (vertical distance between top of tank and 


1.	


top of liquid) to find the difference between the known capacity of 


the tank and the volume not occupied with solution. 
1/ Ketz3ach, Norman. Production of Manganese Oxides and Ammonium 


Sulfate. AflvlE Transactions, vol. 187, March 1950, pp.392.







In order to cut down the cost of the chemical analysis, aluinir 


was not determined directly. Since the titanium content is negligi 


the samples were analyzed for Fe and R203 (Ft contains Fe, Ti, and .A 


and the aluminum content calculated by difference. 


Because of the extremely poor results of the tests, no attempt 


was made to carry out a material balance on the acid. 


Test 2 


The ore fed to test 2, as for all tests, was sampled with a "thief" 


taking at least three random samples from each wheelbarrow load of 


approximately 250 pounds. As the pH of the leaching solution approached 


the desired point, the kiln was allowed to run clear and increments of 


50 pounds of ore were added. These increments were also sampled with 


the "thief", taking from each increment only one sample about half 


the size of the samples taken from the wheelbarrow loads. 


The weight of coke fed was obtained only approximately. The coke 


feed bin had been filled with one wheelbarrow load before the monitored 


period. At the end of test 3, the coke remaining in the bin was removed 


and weighed; one wheelbarrow of coke was weighed, and the difference in 


weights was divided by the total weight of ore fed during the three 


tests to obtain the average ore-to-coke ratio (item 9). 


The fuel oil used was measured In much the same way. Assuming 


the feed tanks of the oil burner was full at the start, its contents 


were measured (approximately) at the end of the first three tests, the 


- difference being the oil consumed during the total operating period 


of those tests. From this, the fuel oil consumption in gallons per 


hour (item 10) was obtained.







io1 
The estimated reduction temperature (item ii) was given by 


Dr. King from past measurements. 


The ore stockpile for the plant was exposed to the weather. The 


ore for this and the other tests had been washed before the monitored 


period and stored under cover in an opensided shed. 


Two carboys of 126 pounds net weight each of 200 BaunT HC1 were 


added directly to the leaching tank. More water than had been used 


in tests before the monitored period was added in order to cover 


carbon electrodes that had been introduced in opposite sides of the 


tank to measure the conductance of the liquid contents. 


Items 16 through 19 show the theoretical amount of acid to 


dissolve the constituents in the ore fed into the process. The acid 


-	 used was considerably below the theoretical figure, even neglecting 


the aluminum. Dr. King had stated that the manganese content of the ore 


was only Ii percent, if that high. Actually, the manganese content was 


closer to 8 percent ('item 2). This high figure coupled with the aluminum 


that he had thought absent probably caused the use of too little acid 


in the leach. 


Very little cooling of the reduced ore is accomplished before it 


falls into the leach tank as is indicated by the charred condition of 


the upper walls of the leaching tanks and the extremely high temperature 


of the slurry at the end of the reduction. 


After the extraction liquor and subsequent washes had been decanted 


from the leached ore residue, the remaining thick sludge was sampled 


with the "thief". In order to have as uniform a residue as possible,







the leaching tank was rocked back and forth on its trunions for 


I	 several minutes before sampling. Grab samples were taken through 


the surface's center and the center of each quadrant of the surface 


of the sludge to obtain a representative sample. Given the volume 


of the sludge and the sample's total volume, wet weight, and dry 


weight (washed on filter first), an attempt was made to calculate 


the weight of the leached ore residue (item 37). Assuming no silica 


is dissolved, the weight of the leached ore residue was calculated 


knowing the weight and silica content of the ore fed and the silica 


content of the leached ore (item 36). The comparison of these two 


items for the other tests, as well as this one, shows that while it 


obtains a representative sample-of solids in a slurry, the thief is 


a poor sampling tool for the determination of the liquid content of 


solids. 


The percent extractions of the major constituents of the ore are 


given in item 38. Because the weight of the tailings could not be 


obtained accurately, the extractions are based on the silica contents 


as shown in the item in the table. No reason is immediately apparent 


for the fact that the ore residue seems to contain more iron than the 


ore feed. 


Item 39 gives the weights of the materials leached from the ore 


that was fed. Item 30 gives the weights of the materials recovered 


in solution. The difference is due to extremely poor washing of the 


leached ore residue; the coiled hose on the tank bottom came loose 


during the leach and was found in a vertical position when the residue 


was thrown out.
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It was stated by Dr. King that by adding more water than they 


had done in the past, the Fe(OH)3 precipitation and settling steps 


would be accelerated. Just the opposite was the case. 


To sample the iron sludge and (i1i,Co)S precipitate slurries, 


the total volume of the slurry was measured first. Then a sample 


of known volume was taken and weighed. After weighing, it was 


filtered and the filter cake washed. The filter cake was then dried 


on a hot plate and weighed. Knowing the weight of precipitate in 


a given volume, the total weight of precipitate in the slurry was 


calculated. 


To precipitate (Ni,Co)S in the iron sludge decantate a solution 


of NaHS was metered in, using a pump controlled by a device measuring 


the conductance. The pH was also measured with a portable pH meter. 


Knowing the starting volume and concentration of NaHS, the amount 


added was found from the unused volume. 


At least 800 gallons of concentrated soda and solution was al-


ready made up in the plant for use in the process. One sample was taken 


of this to find its Na2CO3 concentration. When used, the volume was 


measured and later converted to weight of Na 2CO3 added for the iron 


and manganese precipitation steps. 


The nickel and cobalt were precipitated in 	 x 4-foot tanks, 


requiring the solution to be split three ways. Due to washes of the 


iron sludge, these three fractions were not of the same concentration. 


In order to take only one sample rather than three, the sample of 


(Ni,Co)S decantate was taken after these three fractions had been







recombined. Again, to cut down on samples, the solution was sampled 


only once between (Ni,Co)S and MnCO3 precipitations. As a result, 


it was sampled after the removal of the excess sulfide. This is the 


only source of explanation for the lack of balance between the weights 


of nickel and cobalt in their precipitate (item 56) and the weights 


of these removed from solution (difference of items 50 and 60). One 


plausible explanation is that nickel and cobalt are precipitated 


during the excess sulfide removal. 


It should be noted that the ore contains a small amount of zinc. 


This zinc is concentrated in the (Ni,Co)S precipitate, where it is 


reported spectrographically as greater than 5 percent (item 55). 


The spectroscopist has reported orally that it is probably close to 


10 percent. This would mean more zinc than nickel in a by-product 


that already dontains more manganese than nickel (item 54). 


From item 54 it is also seen that slightly over 40 percent of 


the (Ni,Co)S precipitate weight is lost on ignition at 1000°C. for 


one hour. Since oxygen would replace the sulfur in the compounds, 


it can be assumed that this figure is equal to approximately the 


weight of Separan 2610 that was used to flocculate the precipitate. 


This is exceedingly high if it were to be expected on the plant scale. 


A closer study of the proper use of the flocculating agent should be 


made. The writer feels that the Separan 2610 is added in entirely 


too concentrated a solution for efficient results; this opinion is 


based on reading the directions for recommended usage issued by 


Dow Chemical for their product.


13 
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The manganese precipitation step was effected in more than one 


4- x 4-foot redwood tank, but since the solution entering the step 


was all of one concentration, it was considered sufficient to take 


-	 only one sample of the manganese-free decantate. The precipitate 


Of MnCO3 was free-settling, allowing the decantation of the super-


natant liquid to take place in less than an hour. The product was 


then bucketed onto one of the drainer-type filters to be washed and 


further de-watered. The uliginous product is then stored in card-


board boxes for complete draining to a moist but âompact, shape-


retaining mass. 


Item 65 shows that the supposedly nickel- and cobalt-free 


manganese carbonate contains exceedingly high percentages of these 


elements. Half of the nickel and cobalt recovered in solution is 


found here (items 30 and 67). Items 72, 73, and 74 show the manganese, 


nickel, and cobalt balances respectively for the test. Only 21.8 per-


cent of the manganese was extracted from the ore. Of this, only 33.2 


percent was precipitated as MnCO3 ; 7.2 percent of the available 


manganese was all that was recovered. 


Test .3 


The reduction and leaching steps for test 3 were run in the same 


manner as test 2. For some reason, 38 percent more ore than test 2 


was Added to the system before the conductance of the leaching solu-


tion reached the same desired point. Even so, the actual amount of 


manganese extracted from the ore (item 39) was less than for test 2.
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In this test the two calculated tailings weights (items 36 


and 37) are in satisfactory agreement. 


A much more satisfactory washing of the tailings was obtained 


since the perforated hose coil remained in place on the tank bottom 


during the run. 


To precipitate and settle the Fe(OH)3 from the extraction liquor 


/ and washes took five days, one day longer than for test 2 (item 2). 


The final volume of liquid from which the Fe(OH) 3 was precipitated 


was the same for both tests (item 28). No log or other written 


record was kept by the operators so that there is no way of knowing 


the amount of air used during the aeration of the solutions. The 


Fe(OH)3 was completely settled in this test only after resorting to 


the use of a small amount of Separan 2610. 


All the statements made under test 2 on the precipitation and 


settling of (Ni,Co)S are equally applicable for test 3. The analysis 


of the precipitate does vary though, as can be seen under item 54. 


The slight variance in the procedure for removing the excess sulfide 


in solution has already been discussed under the general considerations. 


The procedure followed for the precipitation of the final MnCO3 


product was the same for test 3 as for test 2. Again almost half of 


the nickel and cobalt recovered in solution from the ore is found in 


this product (items 30 and 67). From the manganese balance of item 


72, it is seen that only 14 percent of the manganese was extracted 


from the ore, and 15 percent of this was recovered in the MnCO3. 


This gives an overall recovery of the available manganese of 6.3 


percent.







Test 5 


As has been mentioned in the section on general considerations, 


an abbreviated version of the process was inaugurated during the 


monitored period. The innovation was the precipitation and settling 


of-Fe(OH) 3 from the extraction solution upon the leached ore residue. 


This worked quite well, shortening the time for the iron removal 


step from 6 days to 2 days. As an expedient, in order to finish the 


test during the monitored period, the selective nickel-cobalt precipi-


tation step was omitted, and these elements were precipitated with 


the manganese. 


The reduction and leaching steps were the same as for the other 


tests. After letting the extraction liquor-tailings slurry cool over-


night in the leaching tanks, soda ash solution was added to bring 


the pH up to 3.9. The tank was then aerated all day. After settling 


overnight, the iron-free mother liquor was decanted off. After a 


number of washes using a small volume of water had been made and added 


to the extraction liquor, the tailings containing Fe(OH) 3 were dis-


carded. In this test, as in test 2, the two calculated tailings 


weights were not in agreement (items 36 and 37). 


An unexpected.ly'large amount of soda ash solution was required 


to complete the precipitation of manganese at a pH of 9.2. The pre-


cipitate itself did not settle readily. As a consequence, a large 


volume of this slurry had to be worked on the drainer-type filters. 


Even then the de-watering did not approach that of tests 2 and 3. 


Item 65 indicates that the manganese was probably not present in the 


form of MnCO3.


16 
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From the manganese balance (item 72) it can be seen that only 


I 1	 12.69 pounds out of 130.8, or 9.7 percent of the available manganese 


was extracted from the ore. Virtually all of this was recovered in 


the final product. 


An effort should be made to find the nature of the manganese 


compound precipitated as the product in this test and to find what 


caused it. The 1vnCO3 recovery portion of the project is predicated 


on the free-settling quality of the product. Such a product as was 


obtained in this test would only aggravate already difficult operations 


on a plant scale.
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TABLE OF TEST RESULTS 


Test No.	 2	 3	 5 


1. Date	 8/30-9/8 8/31-9/9 9/6-9/9/55 


Ore Analyses: 


2. Chemical, percentages 
Mn 7.19 7.59 8.05 
Fe 2.48 2.83 2.06 
Ni 0.4 o.46 0.11.4 
Co 0.18 0.21 0.23 
R203 14.6 14.7 12.4 
Al 1/ 5.85 5.611. 5.00 
SiO2 6.4 64.4 67.4 
Insoluble 66.3 65.6 68.6 


3. Spectrographic, percentages 
Mn -5 -5 
Fe .8-8 .8-8 .8-8 
Ni .12-.8 .0-.5 .05-.5 
Co .05-.5 .05-.5 .05-.5 
Al .5-5 .8-8 
Mg .08-.8 .08-.8 .08-.8 
Ca .008-. 08 .008- .08 008,08 
Na .Ol-.l .05-.5 .01-.1 
K .1-1 .1-1 .1-1 
Si 7-10 ,.lO 
Ti .01-.1 .01-.1 .01-.1 
Zn .08-.8 .08-.8 .08-.8 


4. Sieve, Tyler series, percentages 
-3/8" + 4-mesh 3.7 11..5 5.5 
-1. + 8-mesh 27.6 30.1 32.5 
-8 + 111.-mesh 20.7 22.3 20.2 


-14 + 28-mesh 16.4 16.1 14.3 
-28 + 48-mesh 12.8 11.3 io.6 
-11.8 + 100-mesh 9.0 7.5 7.7 


-100 + 200-mesh 1.4 3.8 
-200-mesh 5.4 11.11 5.1 


Reduction: 
5. Ore fed, dry basis, lbs. 1,195 1,512 1,625 


6. Wt. of various constituents fed, lbs. 
Mn 85.9 114.8 130.8 
Fe 29.6 11.2.8 33.11.8 
Ni 5.38 6.96 7.15 
Co 2.15 3.18 3.74 
Al 69.9 85.3 81.25 
S102 781.5 973.7 1,095.


7AièaIcu1atedTrom R203 and Fe, neglecting Ti. 







TABLE OF TEST RESULTS (Cont'd.) 


Test No. 
Date


2 
8/30-9/8 8/31.9/9


5 
9/6-9j 


7. Moisture content of ore, percent 10.9 9.9 


8. Approx. ore feed rate, 
(moist basis), lbs./hr. 1,000 1,000 1,000 


9. Approx. ore-to-coke ratio 30:1 30:1 30:1 


10. Approx. fuel oil consumption,
6 6 6 


gal./hr. 


11. Estimated reduction temp., °F. 1,250 1,250 1,250 


Leaching solution: 


12. 20° B4 HC1, lbs. 252 252 252 


13. 20 0 Be' HC1, gal. 26 26 26 


lii. . HC1, 100 percent, lbs. 79.25 79.25 79.25 


15 . Total vol. of leaching solution, gal.	 112 107 


Theoretical acid: 


16. HCl needed to dissolve all major 
acid soluble constituents, 
(Mn,Fe,Ni,Co,A1), 100%, lbs. 566.9 560.5 


17. Percent of theoretical acid to dis-
solve all major acid soluble


17.8 11.0 14.1 
constituents used. 


18. HC1 needed to dissolve only Mn, Fe,
162.1 220.9 230.9 


Ni, and Co, 100%, lbs. 


19. Percent of theoretical acid to dissolve 
48.9 23.9 34.3 Mn, Fe, Ni, and Co used
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TABLE OF TEST RESULTS (Cont'd.) 


Test No. 2 
Date	 8150-918 8/31-9/9 916-919-5 


Leach: 


20. Vol. after addition of hot ore to 
leaching solution, gal. 184 -- --


21. Vol. following addition of water 
to hot slurry, gal. 247 255 --


22. Na2CO3 (100%) added to bring pH to 
3.9 to ppt.Fe(OH) 3 during aeration, 
lbs. -- -- 22.7 


23. After cooling overnight, slurry 
volume, gal. 230 244 --


24. Vol. of extraction liquor decanted 
from leached solids, gal. 99 70 70 


25. Analysis of extraction liquor, 
constituents in gpl. 


Mn 7.92 11.4 16.4 
Fe 2.50 2.92 0.12 
Ni 0.514 0.714 1.10 
Co 0.17 0.214 0.141 
R203 9.83 13.4 14.2 
Al 1/ 3.31 4.88 7.42 
Cl 38.2 39.8 53.1 
Specific gravity 1.045 1.050 1.070 


26. Wt. of various constituents decanted 
in extraction liquor, lbs. 


Mn 6.83 6.99 10.25 
Fe 2.16 1.79 0.08 
Ni 0.47 0.45 0.69 
Co 0.15 0.15 0.26 
Al 2.86 2.99 4.64 
Cl 32.98 24.41 33.19 


27. Number of washes of leached solids 4 6 5 


28. Vol. of extraction liquor plus washes 
decanted from leached solids, gal. 627 630 3140 


1/ Al calculated from R203 and Fe, neglecting Ti.
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2.93 
0.57 
0.17 
0.066 
3.13 
1.23 


10.1 
1.015


4.65 
0.046 
0.32 
0.13 
3.31 
1.71 


16.7 
1.025 


15.63	 13.52 
3.04 0.134 
0.907 0.931 
0. 352 0.378 
6.56 4.97 


53.89 48.56 


77.0 77.0 


23.1 28.4 


e 1W.


TABLE OF TEST RESULTS (Cont 'd.) 
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Date	 8/3O-


29. Analysis of extraction liquor 
plus washes, constituents in gpl. 


Mn	 2.22 
Fe	 0.68 
Ni	 O.li 
Co	 0.046 
R203	 2.65 
Al 1/	 0.89 
Cl -	 9.50 
Specific gravity	 1.020


30. Wt. of various constituents decanted 
in extraction liquor + washes, lbs. 


Mn	 11.85 
Fe	 3.63 
Ni	 0.74 
Co	 0.24 
Al	 4.75 
Cl	 50.69 


31. Cl entering leach as HC1, lbs. 	 77.0 


32. Cl unaccounted for, lbs.	 27.3


Leached Ore Analyses: 
33.	 Chemical, percentages 


Mn 
Fe 
Ni 
Co 
R203 
Al 1/ 
S1O2 
Insoluble 


5.79 6.61 7.27 
2.94 2.40 2.24 
0.37 0.40 0.42 
0.16 0.20 0.21 


12.0 11.4 11.3 
4.13 4.22 4.29 


67.1 6.1 67.6 
68.4 66.4 69.0 


34.	 Spectrographic, percentages 
Mn 1-10 ,,5 
Fe .8-8 .8-8 .8-8 
Ni .08-.8 .05-. .05-.5 
Co .05-.5 .05-.5 .05-.5 
Al .5-5 .5-5 .5-5 Mg .05-.5 .05-.5 ,05-.5 
Ca .008- .08 .008- .08 .008- .08


1/ Al calculated from R03 and Fe, neglecting Ti.







TABLE OF TEST RESULTS (Cont'd.) 


Test No. 2 5 
Date 8/30-9/8 8731-9/9	 9/6-9/55 


li.	 (Cont'd.) 
Na .008- .08 .01-.1 .01-.1 
K .08-.8 .08-.8 .08-.8 
Si ,10 'lO >10 
Ti .008- .08 .008- .08 .008-.08 
Zn .o8-.8 .08-.8 .08-.8 


Leached Ore Analyses (Cont'd.) 
35.	 Sieve, Tyler series, percentages 


-3/8" + 4-mesh	 -- 3.8 1.5 
+ 8-mesh	 -- 35.7 33. 


-8	 +14-mesh	 -- 22.3 30.5 
-1	 +28-mesh	 -- 1.5 14.8 
-23	 +48-mesh	 -- 9.9 9.9 
..48	 +100-mesh	 -- 6.5 5.0 
-100	 +200-mesh	 -- 3.9 2.2 


-200--mesh 3.4 2.7 


36.	 Wt. of leached ore based on wet and 
dry wts. of known vol. of tailings 
slurry, lbs.	 975 1,530 1,825 


37.	 Wt. of leached ore based on 5102 in 
ore and in leached ore, lbs. 	 1,165 1,196 1,620 


38. Percent extractions, calculated by formula: 


/ Percentage M extracted =	 -
M:Si02 ratio of tailings


1X 100, M:Si02 ratio of heads 


where M represents: 
Mn 21.8 114.0 9.7 
Fe 2/-16.0 6.6 ,/ -0.1 
Ni 16.7 14.O 
Co 11.1 5.8 8.8 
Al 30.3 26.0 14.6 


39.	 Wts. of constituents extracted 
from solids, lbs. 
(basis = M:Si02 ratios and wt. of feed) 


Mn 18.73 16.07 12.69 
Fe -- 2.82 --
Ni 0.90 0.97 0.329 
Co 0.24 0.181 0.33 
Al 21.18 22.18 11.86 


2/ Probably due to poor sample. 
3/ Fe(OH)3 pptd. in leach tank before decantation of extraction liquor.
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TABLE OF TEST RESULTS (Cont 'd.) 


Test No. 2 3 5 
h O. Wt. of Na2CO3 added to extraction 


soin. + washes to raise pH to 3.9 
during aeration to ppt. Fe(OH) 3 , lbs. 45.4 36.7 3/22.7 


41. Wt. of HC1 equivalent to Na2CO3 used 
in Fe(OH) 3 pptn., lbs. 31.2 25.3 15.62 


42. Time required to ppt. and settle 
Fe(OH) 3 , days 4 5 1 


43. 
-


Time required to wash and re-settle 
Fe(OH) 3 , days 1 1 1 


44. Wt. of Fe(OH) 3 sludge (Inc. slimes 
from leached ore), lbs. 47.7 50.6 Inc. in 


leached 
-_)4,.-, 


Fe(OH) 3 sl udge analyses:
J.L.4U 	residue


4. Chemical, percentages  
Mn 


Fe
1.02 3.15 
7.06 6.24 


Ni 
Co


0.22 0.32 
0.06 0.12 


46. Spectrographic, percentages 
Mn .5-5 .8-8 Fe 
Ni


>'5 
Co .05-.5 .05_.5 
Ti .008-.o8 .oi-.i 
Zn


.05-.5  
Al .08-.8 


.8-8 .8-8 
47. Wt. of constituents pptd. in Fe(OH)3 


sludge, lbs. 
Mn 


Fe
0.51 1.59 


Ni 3.37 3.16 
Co 0.105 o.16 


0.029 0.06]. 


48. Vol. of Fe(OH) 3 sludge decanted + 
wash, gallons 692 665


3/ Fe(I) 3 pptd. in leach tank before decantation of extraction liquor.


H 







TABLE OF TEST RESULTS (Contd.) 


• Test No.	 2	 3	 5 


49. Analysis of Fe(OH)3 sludge decantate + 
•	 v,ash, constituents in gpl. 


Mn	 1.93	 2.68 
Fe	 .0.001	 40.001 
Ni	 0.11	 0.15 
Co	 0.039	 0.053 
Specific gravity 	 1.015	 1.013 


50. Wt. of various constiuents decanted 	 - 
from Fe(OH)3 sludge, lbs.	 - - 


Mn	 11.32	 15.06 
Fe	 <0.006	 <o.006 
Ni	 0.645	 0.843 
Co	 0.228	 0.298 


51. Wt. of NailS added to Fe(OH) 3 sludge 
decantate + washes to ppt.(Ni,Co)S,lbs. 1.25	 1.0 


52. Time required to ppt. & settle 
(Ni,Co)S, days 1 1 


53. Wt	 of (Ni,Co)S, lbs. 0.73 0.80 


54. (Ni,Co)S ppt. analyses: 
Chemical, percentages 


Mn 5.87 3.86 
Fe o.86 1.52 
Ni 531 2.91 
Co 1.70 1.96 
Loss on ignition 5/ 41.1 35.9 


55. Spectrographic, percentages 
Mn 1-10 
Fe .3-3 .3-3 
Ni >5 1-10 
Co 1-10 1-10 
Al .3-3 .5-5 
Si 1-10 1-10 
Ti .008-.08 .008-.08 
Zn >5 >5 


6. wt. of constituent pptd. in (Ni,Co)S,lbs. 
Mn 0.043 0.031 
Fe o.006 0.012 
Ni 0.039 0.023 
Co	 -- 0.012 o. o16


Z -/ 1i and Uo pptd. witfl Mn. 


5/ Represents approx. the floe, agent, Dow Saparan 2610, used to settle the 
(Ni, Co)S ppt. prior to decantation. 
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TABLE OF TEST RESULTS (Cont 'd.) 


Test No. 2 3 


57. Vol. of (Ni,Co)S ppt. decantate + 
Fe(OH) 3 sludge slurry, gale 810 


8. Vol. of (Ni,Co)S ppt. decantate 
( inc -lA gal. FeC13 soin. for 
excess S removal 492 


59. Analysis of (Ni,Co)S ppt. decantate, 
constituents in gpl. 


Mn 1.37 2.13 
Fe 0.002 0.01 
Ni 0.072 0.12 
Co 0.023 0.043 
Specific gravity 1.015 1.015 


60. Wt. of various constituents decantated 
from (Ni ) Co)S ppt., lbs. 


Mn 9.40 8.88 
Fe O.O114 0.042 
Ni 0.494 0.500 
Co 0.157 0.179 


61. Wt. of Na2CO3 added to (Ni,Co)S ppt. 
decantate to ppt. MnCO3,lbs. 34.9 36.7 


62. Wt. of N 2CO3 added to Fe-free extrac-
tion soin. to ppt. Ni,Co, and Mn, lbs. 122.2 


63 Wt. of HC1 equivalent to Na2CO3 used in 
Mnppt. lbs. 214..0 25.2	 814..1 


614. Wt. of MnCO3, lbs. 20.0 21.2	 56.6 


6. MnCO3 analyses: 
Chemical, percentages 


Mn	 31.1 34.3 22.8 
Fe	 O.41 0.17 0.31 
Ni	 1.81 1.92 1.14.2 
Co	 0.66 0.76 o.6o







.<.00l 
i. 001 
<.01 
0.001 
1.015


4 O .001 
< .001 
<.01 
0.002 
1.015


<.001 
.:.O01 
<.01 
0.001 
1.035 


TABLE OF TEST RESULTS (Cant 'd.) 


Test No. 2 3 


66.	 IICO3 analyses: (Cont'd.) 
Spectrographic, percentages 


Fe .1-1 01.1 .03-.3
Ni .1-1 . .08-.8 


Co .5-5 .5-5 
Ti '.. 


Zn
.01-.1 .o8- .8 


Al .3-3 .1-1 
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67. wt. of constituents pptcl. in 
MnCO31 lbs. - 


Min	 6.22 
Fe	 0.082 
Ni	 0.362 
Co	 0.132 


7.27 12.90 
0.036 0.175 
0. 1i07 o.8o4 
o.i6i 0.3O


68. Vol. of }AnCO3 decantate, gals.
	 679
	 527	 14.50 


69. Analysis of MnCO3 decantate, 
constituents in gpl. 


Mh 
Fe 
Ni 
Co 
Specific gravity 


71. Analysis of calcined MnCO31 


percents 6/ 
Mn 


7 Samples not taken under superv 
Sample referred to by Dr. King 
mixture. It has been assumed 
carbonate products from tests


0. 001r	 . 0014. 
.40014. 


.,—o46
	


<.014 
0.009
	


0.0011. 


53.8	 56.0	 7/61.0 


ision of Bureau of Mines personnel. 
as calcination product of carbonate 
that this is a mixture of the manganese 
14 and 5. 


70. Wt. of various constituents decanted 
to waste from MnCO3 1 lbs. 


Mn ..006 
Fe	 <.006 
Ni 
Co	 o.006 







TABLE OF TEST RESULTS (Contd.) 


Test No. 2 3 5 


•	 72.	 Manganese balance: 


Mn content of various solids and 
liquids given in lbs. 
Ore in 85.9 11L8 130.8 
Ore residue out 67.17 98.73 118.11 
Extracted from ore 18.73 16.07 12.69 
Recovered in extraction 
solution and washes 11.85 15.63 13.52 


Recovered in Fe(OH) 3 sludge 
decantate and washes 11.32 15.06 --


Recovered in (Ni,Co)S ppt. 
decantate 9.40 8.88 


Recovered in MnCO3 ppt. 6.22 7.27 12.90 


73.	 Nickel balance: 
Ni content of various solids 


•	 and liquids given in lbs. 
Ore in 5.38 6.96 7.15 
Ore residue out 4.48 5.99 6.82 
Extracted from ore 0.90 0.97 0.329 
Recovered in extraction soin. 
and washes 0.74 0.907 0.931 


Recovered in Fe(OH) 3 sludge 
decantate and washes 0.645 O.843 --


Recovered in (Ni,Co)S ppt. 
decantate. 0.1194 0.500 


Recovered in MnCO3 ppt. 0.362 0.107 0.804 


711.	 Cobalt balance: 
Co content of various solids 
and liquids given in lbs. 
Ore in 2.15 3.18 3.71 
Ore residue out 1.91 3.00 3.41 
Extracted from ore 0.214 0.1814 0.33 
Recovered in extraction, 
soin. and washes 0.214 0.352 0.38 


Recovered in Fe(OH) 3 sludge 
decaritate and washes 0.228 0.298 --


Recovered in (Ni,Co)S ppt. 0.157 0.179 --
Recovered in MrCO3 ppt. 0.132 o.161 0.3140
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COMMENTS 


Poor results are not necessarily inherent in this process. 


Some of the reasons for them, together with suggestions for their 


improvement, are listed below: 


1. The ore has not been ground to a sufficiently fine size. 


It should be ground to at least minus 10-mesh and probably finer 


rather than crushed to only minus 3/8-inch for efficient reducing 


and leaching. 


For an operation on the scale of the one in Salem, the writer 


would recommend that the operators have one large batch of ore 


(enough to last for the projected pilot-plant demonstration period) 


custom ground and mixed. The advantage of this would be a known 


feed that would not vary; the purchase of crushing and grinding 


equipment for the pilot plant would be unnecessary, and time would 


not be spent on this known unit operation that could better be spent 


studying the process as a whole. 


2. The retention time of the charge in the reducing kiln is 


too short, especially if the minus 3/8-inch ore is used as feed. 


The slope of the kiln should be decreased to lengthen the retention 


time. When the reducing kiln was constructed, provision should have 


been made to vary the slope of the kiln. 


3. The hot ore from the reducing kiln should be cooled more 


before entering the leaching tank; this would suppress the loss of 


HC1 that is now lost when the hot ore heats the leaching solution 


to the boiling point.
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ii. Efficient mechanical agitation of the leaching ore should 


be provided by mixing equipment. The coiled perforated hose 


fastened to the tank bottom provides some agitation and is excel-


lent for washing the leached ore residues as the step is now run, 


but the air providing the agitation must also re-oxidize some of 


the hot ore. Item 31 of the table shows that the best manganese 


extraction was had in test 2 during which the hose coil came 


loose and got into a vertical position onc.one side of the tank. 


5. A closer check should be kept on the analysis of the ore 


entering the process. This applies not only to the manganese, but 


also to all the acid soluble constituents. In no test during the 


monitored period was more than 18 percent of the theoretical acid 


used. This no doubt contributed more to the poor leaching than 


any other single factor. 


6. The use of countercurrent thickeners should be investigated 


for efficient solids-liquid separation and washing of the tailings 


following the leaching step. In the pilot plant a large filter 


press would have sufficed. 


7. The innovation started in tests 14 and 5 for the precipita-


tion of Fe(OH) 3 showed what could be done to shorten the operating 


time of the process. This is certainly the recommended procedure 


rather than that demonstrated during tests 1, 2, and 3. 


8. The results of tests 2 and 3 showed that nickel and cobalt 


could not be selectively precipitated as had been claimed. In 


addition, a minor constituent of the ore, zinc, was concentrated 


in the supposed (Ni,Co)S precipitate. It is suggested that further
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work on this step be done in the laboratory. This is especially 


true because Dr. King states that the profit of the operation will 


come from the nickel and cobalt obtained. As the process stands 


now, a speciallized market must be found for the nickel- and cobalt-


contaminated manganese product. Since, it appears that most of the 


nickel and cobalt is removed from solution during the excess sulfide 


removal step (pH=3.9) rather than the addition of NailS (p11=3.2), 


the desirability of carrying out the sulfide precipitation at a 


higher pH should be investigated. 


9. Filter presses should be used for the various solids-liquid 


separations in the pilot plant rather than the inefficient settling-


decantation procedure now used. 


Submitted by: G11t 
Chemica Engineer 
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SU1vMARY 


As instructed by Mr. C. B. Lars3n of the General Services Adniinis-


tration, supplementary tests have been ade to determine if irr-ved 


results could be obtained with the L. W. IC.ng hydrochloiic-aid leaching 


process by slight modifications. These changes involved: (1) precipita-


tion of the nickel- .cobalt sulfides at higher pH to effect higher recovery 


of an improved product and, (2 preiiminri leaching tests on the ex-


tracted ore resithies with additional acid proportioned to supply theo-


retical quantities equivalent to the soluble constituents. 


The products resulting from the tests proposed by Dr. L. W. King 


have not been received yet at College Park. Therefore it is assumed 


that -some complications have been en'muntered to delay the samples from 


the King pilot-plant. The proposed leaching tests have been conrpleted 


by the Bureau and the results are given in this report. 


This supplementary laboratory work on materials from the monitored 


tests showed that: (1) the pilot-plant reduction did not completely 


reduce the manganese from its tetravalent form; (2) the coarse ore residue 


when ground finer and leached with agitation and the theoretical acid 


equivalent to the unreacted manganese, iron, nickel, cobalt and aluminum, 


gave increased extractions which raised the indicated recoveries on moni-


tored tests 2; 3 and 5 to the following range of percentages: Wn, 61 - 80; 


Fe, 70 - 80; Ni, 50 - 65; and Co, 43 - 59. With hydrochloric acid equiva-


lent to the Ivin, Fe, Ni and Co only, the total combined pilot-plant and 


laboratory recoveries as percentages were: 47,1 1 57.5, 144.0, and 35.9, 


respectively. A sample of the raw ore when reduced with carbon and







extracted with 711 percent of the stoichiometric quantity of hydro-


chloric acid for the Mn, Fe, Ni, Co and Al, yielded percentage re-


coveries of: 59.2 1 29.4 1 79.1, 32. 11 and 36.9 1 respectively. The nickel 


recovery of 79.1 percent is the best obtained in any of the tests. How-


ever, additional tests will be needed to fix the optimum conditions. 


GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 


Supplementary laboratory investigations were undertaken at the 


Eastern Experiment Station to determine the reason or reasons for the 


extremely poor extractions that were obtained by Dr. King during the 


monitored tests. In Report No.2, previously submitted, some possible 


explanations for the poor test results were given in the section on 


comments (pp. 28-30). The ones that dealt with the extraction of the 


various constituents from the ore were: 


1. Insufficient size reduction of the ore entering the process. 


2. Probable incomplete reduction of the ore due to its coarse 


size and the short retention time in the reducing kiln. 


3. Almost complete lack of mechanical agitation during the 


leaching period. 


4 Insufficient acid to meet the theroretical requirements 


of the major acid-soluble components of the ore. 


Five experiments were made to determine the effect of these variables 


on the extraction-of the acid-soluble constituents of the ore. All of the 


solids used were ground fine enough t0 	 through a 100-mesh screen. 
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These were leached in each instance with 8-percent hydrochloric acid 


solutions at a constant temperature of 80°C. (1767.) for two hours. 


Vacuum filtration was used to separate the re-worked solids from the 


extraction solution to which was added the subsequent washings of the 


filter cake. Only the combined extraction solution and washes were ana-


lyzed for the major acid-soluble constituents. Knowing the chemical ana-


lysis of the starting solids, this was sufficient to obtain the percentage 


recoveries of the various constituents from the ore. 


In experiments 1 1 2 and 3, samples of the tailings from each of the 


monitored tests evaluated in Report No. 2, were leached with the stoich-


iometrio amount of HC1 required for dissolution of the Mn, Fe, Ni, Co and 


Al remaining in the solids. In experiment ii., another sample of the tail-


ings from monitored test No. 3 was leached with the stoichioinetric quantity 


of HC1 required for the dissolution of the Mn, Fe, Ni and Co, neglecting 


the aluminum present. . In experiment 5, a sample of the heads for monitored 


test 3 was mixed with 5-percent charcoal and reduced in a closed graphite 


crucible for two hours at 700°C. (1,292°F.). The weight loss of the ore 


on reduction was 7.5 percent. A sample of the reduced ore was then leached 


with approximately 75 percent of the stoichiometric acid needed to dissolve 


all the Mn, Fe, Ni, Co and Al present. 


EXPERIMEITAL RESULTS 


The res4ts of these experiments and comparisons with the correspond-


ing monitored tests are given in table 1. 
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TABLE 1. -Experimental. results 


EximentNo. 3 4 5 
SuppieineiitnKiigmontoi'ectestN 	 - -- 2 --	 ) 5 3 _ 3 
1. Solids re--worked with stoichiome+.ric 


HJl for ivh, Fe, Ni, Cc and Al Tailings Tailings Tailings !/Tailings a/Heads 


2. Peicciitagc composition of scuds 
leached:


Ma 579 6.61 7.27 6.61 7.59 
Fe 2.4 20 2.24 2.40 2.83 
Ni 0.37 o.i-O 0i!•2 O.Ii.o 0.14.6 


Co 0.16 0.() 0.21 0.20 0.21 
R203 12.0 11.1 11.3 11.4 1117 


Al	 3/ 11Th13 4,22 4.29 14..22 5,64 


Leaching Conditions 


3. Weight of solids, gins. ii] 25 25 25 25 25 
14. Nominal site of solids, mesh l00 -100 -100 -100 100 


5. Weight of 8	 HC1 leaching acid, gins. 94 94 94 4O.6 94


6. Theorticd H011:solids ratio 5/ 0.291 01301 0.308 1/ 0.130 0.375 
(lbs. i00& HC1:lbs. solids) 


7. Actual H01:8olids ratio used 0.7;0 0.2;0 0.30 0.13 0.278 
1/ Stoichiometric HC1 for IVki, Ye. Ni, Co, only 


a/ Ilead	 ample reduced for 2 hours at approx. 700°C. in graphite crucible using ore:C ratio of 20:1 
Weight loss of heads cn reduction = 7.5%. 


Al calculated from Rp&z and Fe, neglecting Ti. 
/ Leache"O for 2 hcurs at 80°C. w.ti. rapid mechanical agitatiozi. 


5/ Stoichometric ratio for soluble constituents.
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TABLE 1.-Experimental results (conttd.) 


Experiment No.	 1	 2	 3	 ii.	 5 


Recoveries 
t.	 Weights of various constituents removed 


during leach of 25 g. of starting solids, gms. 
1.08 1.21 .1.035 0.635 1.22 Mn 


Fe 0.45 0.46 0.11.15 0.365 0.225 


Ni 0.055 0.06 0.05 0.035 0.095 


Co 0.022 0.02 0.022 o.oi6 0.0185 


R203 1.735 1.715 1.765 1.18 1.30 


Al	 3/ 0.575 0.6 0.62 0.35 0.52 


.	 Percentage of various starting constituents 
recovered in combined extraction liquor 
and washes


711.5 73.3 56.9 38.5 59.2 


Fe 61.2 76.0 711.1 60.8 29)' 


Ni 59.7 60.0 117.6 35.0 79.1 


Co 55.0 110.0 42..3 32.0 32.11. 


R203 57.8 6o.1 62.5 11.1.5 32.7 


Al	 3/ 55.6 511.0 57.8 33.1 36.9 


10.	 Weight of constituents remaining after
- leaching 25 g. of starting solids, gms.


0.37 0.11.11. 0.785 1.015 0.84 
Mn	 - 


Fe 0.285 0.111. 0.145 0.235 0.511 


Ni 0.037 o.o4o 0.055 0.06 0.025 


Co 0.018 0.030 0.030 0.031 0,038 


Al	 3/ 0.1157 0.1198 0.1152 0:708 1.00


3/ Al calculated from R203 and Fe, neglecting Ti.
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TABLE 1.-Experimental results (ccnt'd.) 


Experiment No 1 2 3 14 


Recoveries (cont'd.) 


11.	 Calculated percentage composition of re-worked tailings 
(assuming only listed constituents are removed by leach) 


--1.62 1.914 14.31 3.76 


Fe 1.20 0.614 0.63 0.99 2.35 


Ni o.16 0.18 0.214 0.28 0.1:. 


Co 0.08 0.13 0.13 0.114 0.17 


Al
V	


2.00 2.114 1.98 2.99 14.36 


12.	 Weight of leached ore from monitored test,
Report No.2) lbs. (See Item 37, Table of Test Results,


1,165 1,1496 1,620 1,1496
6/1,1400 


13 .	 Additional recoverable wt. in lbs. of various constituents from V 


leached ore on the basis of small-scale re-working tests.
66.9 38.00	 --


Mn 50.2	 72.5 


Fe 21.14	 27.2 26.9 21.8	 --


Ni 2.58	 3.59 3.214 2.09	 --


Co
V	 1.03	 1.20 1.414 0.96	 --


Al 26.8	 314.1 140.2 142.1	 --


114	 Total recoverable weights in lbs. of various constituents from leached ore; based on weights 


recovered in monitored test. (See Item 39, Table of Test Results, Report No.2) and additional 
-	 4" _i1t,rvrkircr tests reuov ejuJ.e W.LU U	 J. JU.IL'.I	 . - 


YM 68.9 88.6 79.6 54.1 68.3 


•	 Fe 21.14 30.0 26.9 214.6 12.6 


Ni 3.148 14.6 3.57 3.06 5.31 


Co 1.27 1.38 1.77 1.114 1.014 


Al	 - 57.1	 V 56.3 52.1 614.3


57-Weight of ore fed to monitored test No-3 
6/ Reduced weight of ore fed to monitored test No. 3 on basis of small-scale reduction. 


7/ Recoverable weights in pounds of various constituents based on extrapolation of
. data of small-scale 







TABLE 1. Experimental results (cont'd.) 


Experiment No. 1 2 3 4 5 


15 .	 Total percentage of constituents - 
recoverable from ore 


Mn 80.2 77.2 60.9 47.1 59.2 
Fe 72.3 70.1 80.4 57.5 29.11. 
Ni 64.7 65.5 50.0 1111.0 79.1 
Co 59.0 113.11 47.3 35.9 32.4 
Al 81.7 67.6 611.1 75.11 36.9 


16. Percentage extractions of monitored tests 
(same as Item 38, Table of Test Results, Report 110.2) 


Mn	 21.8 
Fe	 - - 
Ni	 16.7 
Co	 11.1 
Al	 30.3 


111.0 9.7 111..0 111.0 


6.6 -- 6,6 6.6 
111.0 ii. .6 


8.8
1L!. .0 ).R . o 


5.8 
26.0 111.6 26.0 26.0
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The assumption that the ore had been only partially reduced during 


the monitored tests was substantiated during the first four experiments. 


In these, the tailings from the monitored tests after having been ground 


to minus 100-mesh, were leached with hydrochloric acid. Unreduced 


manganese wculd be present in the tetravalent, state as MiO2 which would 


react with 1101 to form chlorine. This is the now commercially abandoned 


Weldon process for chlorine production by the oxidation of HCl, 


following the equation: 


lvfri02 + 11HC1 = IvfriC12 + 2H0 + 012 


Such a reaction during the leaching step of the proposed King 


process would be unprofitable because of the complete waste of acid in 


producing virtually unrecoverable chlorine. This reaction took place 


during the first four experiments, being evidenced by the evaluation 


of obnoxious amounts. of chlorine from the 25-gram samples of solids 


being leached. 


There is no way to evaluate the individual effect of the size 


reduction and mechanical agitation of the variables tested by these 


experiments. The collective effects of reduction to small particle size, 


ample mechanical agitation, and use of the theoretically required acid 


are demonstrated by items 9, 15, and 16 in the table. The use of enough 


acid is the most important single factor. The difference between 


experiments 2 and 1 was the quantity of acid used for the leach; in 


experiment 3 enough acidwas used for all the acid-soluble constituents, 
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while in experiment ii. , acid for the dissolution of the aluminum present 


was not provided. The use of the full quantity of theoretical acid in 


experiment 2 yielded a manganese recovery twice that of experiment 4. 


Had 100 percent of the theoretical acid been used for the leach of 


experiment 5 instead of 75 percent, the recoveries would no doube have 


increased correspondingly. 


In experiment 5, a sample of the heads from monitored test 3 was 


reduced after having been ground to minus 100-mesh. The results of the 


leach as given in items 9 and 15 show that while the manganese recovery 


is down as compared to experiment 2, the iron recovery has b?en definite-


ly suppressed and the nickel recovery is higher than would have been 


expected. The cobalt recovery is lower in experiment 5 following the 


trend indicated by the manganese reovery. 


C01VtIIENTS AND REC0:1ENDATI0N3 


The results of these tests substantiate the opinions expressed in 


RepertNo 2. Most of the acid-s 'luble components can be leached from 


the ore. Their selective recoveries will depend on modification of the 


King process as demonstrated during the monitored period. 


The ore was not reduced enough to obtain only 1n0. Finer grinding 


and efficient agitation during the leach would help increase the recoveries.







Careful attention must be given to the analysis of the ore-f ed to 


the process in order to use enough acid to dissolve most of the Mn, 


Ni, and Co. If the main ore body does not contain aluminum-bearing 


minerals, then caution must be used during the mining to kee p clay 


overburden out of the ore.


i7 
Respectfully submitt€:d:


Chemil Enginear 


Jp_̂rvisory Chemical Engine
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The critical shortage of metallurgical grade manganese ores for 
stockpiling and consumption, during the recent Korean campaign, focused 
attention more sharply than ever on the large reserves of low grade 
manganese ores and manganiferous slags in this country. As a result the 
Government commenced several programs for the purchase of low grade ores, 
and simultaneously began various research projects looking to the developient 
and testing of processes for upgrading these ores to usable products. 


At the time these programs were start ed4tpegt 
urgency of the manganese situation was such thatjow recoveries and high costs 
could he tolerated, if necessary. However, in the intervening period the 
urgency of converting these ores to usable products at any cost has decreased. 
Hence experimental work is now being continued not only with the obective of 
merely finding processes for treating the various types of ores, but also of 
finding the most practical and economic processes for doing this. 


In the course of these investigations EPS has given careful con-
sideration to nearly a score of different new or unproven processes for 
extracting manganese from slags and various types of submetailurgical ores and 
slags. As a result, a half dozen of these processes have been deemed promising 
enough to iustify financial assistance by the Government for further research, 
development and test work, 


In each of these cases, before deciding finally as to whether, or 
to what degree, financial assistance of the Government should he given, EPS 
has requested the Materials Advisory Beard of the National Academy of Sciences 
to investigate, study and report upon the technical merits of the process. 
Also, in the general consideration of these matters and in certain specific 
cases, EPS has sought technical information and counsel in other offices of 
Government, including principally the Burea of Mines. 


Actual research and testing work was begun over a year ago on two 
new metallurgical processes for winning manganese from low grade sources. 
Since then test work on oter new nrocesses has been commenced. Others are 
about to be corimenced. 


Pere follows a brief descrirtion of the work done to date on the 
various projects: 


FLOTATION 


Studies Regarding Upgrading of Government 
Stockpiled Sub-Metallurgical Ores 


The Bureau of Mines has for a number of years been experi-
menting with the so-called oil-emulsion" process which, 
in the case of low grade ores, would need to be followed by 
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nodulizing or other means of agglomerating the product and 
•	 eliminating base-metal impurities. The Bureau has at times 


and on selected specific types of low grade ores, secured 
in the laboratory fair to good recoveries of manganese, but 
has indicated that a full scale mill test on iixed ores as 
stockpiled would as yet be ill-advised and premature; 


(a) In early 1954 an idle lead and zinc flotation mill at 
Deming (peru Mining Company) was offered for use in 
upgrading low grade stockpiled ores. Bureau of Mines 
metallurgists exa-ained the plant as a possible site for 
mahing mill-scale tests and reported not only that the 
mill was not suited to the purpose but that it would 
be "premature" and "utter folly!! to undertake mill-
scale tests without further extensive laboratory and 
pilot plant testing of the process. 


(b) In 1949-1950 the Domestic Manganese and Development 
Company of Putte operated a Government-owned flotation 
mill and a nodulizing plant on low grade Butte district 
ores. Fort' —one thousand (41,000) torts of ore (22.11% 
Mn) were treated, producing 7301.5 tons of nodules 
(46.19% Mn). The overall recover., of manganese, however, 
was only 37.22% and the base metal (zinc and lead) 
content of the nodules was so high that they were un-
usab1eby industry and rejected for stockpiling. 


Recently tie former plant operator proposed that a 
mill test of the oil-emulsion flotation process be 
made in that plant. In reply to this proposal the 
Bureau stated, "It is the consensus of interested 
Bureau personnel that large-scale mill runs would he 
premature at this time. Although the r.ethod is 
considered to be technically feasible, it is believed 
that small pilot plant testing and probably addition- 
al laboratory and other work will be necessary before 
an undertaking of the magnitude pronosed by Hr. Cole 


- can he justified.!! 


f the need for conversion were immediate and urgent, 
the "oilemulsjon" flotation and nodulizing as now 
developed could he employed to obtain from these ores 
some manganese suitable for metallurgical use. Under 
present circumstances, however, the p-resent costs and 
losses to the Govern'lent in that procedure cannot be 
justified, and large-scale mill testing should he de-
ferred until the Bureau is ready to recommend  it. In 
the meantime soe more feasible and economical process 
may he developed.
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Scuthwestern Engineering Company (Swece) 


In 192 Sweco, under-contract to DMPA, ebtained large work. 
ing samples of wad and other low grade manganese ores from 
Virginia, Tennessee, Arkansas, Maine, Arizona and New Mexico 
They performed extensive analyses and ore tests upon each / 
ore. Flotation possibilities were principally studied, but 
tests were also made by employing gravity and sink-float 
methods. Also, a few tests, employing leaching, were per-
formed. 


Sweco reported that ncneof the sample cres were amenable 
to upgrading to metallurgical grade, by physical methods 
alne. More research, using chemical (leaching) methods, 
was indicated. It was found in some instances that pre-
concentration by physical methods would be practical for 
preparing the material for leaching. 


PYRONETALLURGY 


Mangaslag Inc. 


A contract was signed btween DMPA and Mangaslag on 
December 31, 192, whereby the latter was to test out in 
a large pilot plant a new process devised by Bureau of 
Mines metallurgists for recovering manganese from open 
hearth slags, and possibly Arosteok ores. 


The contract, as amended, provided that the pilot plant 
construction was to be completed by April 194; and that 
prior to December 31, 195, the process would be proven 
feasible or not. The project, situated at Pittston, 
Pennsylvania, was largely financed by Government funds. 


The process is pyremetallurgical, entailing the reduction 
of ore in a vertical blast furnace, pssibly using anthra- 
cite coal instead of coke, to produce a spiegeleisen; then 
selective oxidation of the molten s piegeleisen in a special 
converter to produce a cinder containing the manganese, 
and a molten metal containing the iron and phosphorous; 
then reduction of the cinder in the blast furnace to pro-
duce ferrornanganese; and blowing of the molten metal in 
a second converter to produce de-phosphorized steel melt-
ing scrap., 


The construction of the pilot plant was completed in May 
194. Since then furnace Qperatiens have been commenced 
a number of times and each time have soon been stopped 
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because of defects of one kind or another in the furnace 
and accessory equipment. 


Mangaslag Inc., assisted by Bureau of Nines and other 
Government engineers, has continued to work on the project, 
making improvements as indicated after each new-testing 
operation. To date the furnace has never functioned 
satisfactorily, and operations have never progressed to 
the point of selective oxidation of molten spiegeleisen 
in the converters, which is the crux of, the process. 


Evidently much additional development and testing will 
be required to prove or disprove the feasibility of the 
process. 


At the time of this writing there is some possibility that 
Mangas lag Inc • may drop out of the project. In such case, 
EPS, believing that the process should be tested out to a 
final conclusion, expects to find some satisfactory arrange- 
ment for continuing with the pilot plant testing. 


Blast Furnace Reduction 


The Bureau of Mines has informally suggested that themost 
feasible way to upgrade the low grade manganese ores in 
the Government stockpiles in the southwest might be direct 
reduction in the blast furnace to obtain a product inter-
mediate in manganese content between standard spiegeleisen 
and ferromanganese. - 'A product of that nature has little 
utilization at present in the steel industry but this 
procedure would have the virtue of recovering a fairly 
high percentage of the manganese in ore as a product that 
could be consumed by the steel industry in an emergency 
when higher grade materials were in short supply. 


(a) The Colorado'uel and Iron Co. with blast furnaces 
at Pueblo, Colorado, was a possible candidate for 
this type of conversion, since the plant is so lo-
cated that ores from El Paso and Deming could be 
freighted to Pueblo for a cost of about 7.00 per 
ton. (Separate arrangements would have to be made 
for the Uenden ores, probably at furnaces in the 
Los Angeles area). 


C.'. and I. suggested a test run of about 20,000 
tons of El Paso and Deming ore in one of their 
750-ton furnaces which is now making a run of ferro-
manganese, the object being to determine costs of







the operation, and quality and potential utility of 
the product. Upon closer exa.ination,. however, the 
company has lost interest at the present time be-
cause, (a) the furnace that they planned to use has 
developed a hot spot and must be reined immediately, 
after which it will be returned to production of pig-
iron, and (b) the operating people are afraid of the 
lead-zinc content of the ores, which might destroy 
a good furnace lining, plus (c) a lack of 1owledge 
as to whether sintering the ore ahead of furnacing 
would reduce the base metal content to proporti"ns 
harmless to the blast furnace lining. 


(b' It has recently been learned that the Sheffield Steel 
Company (subsidiary of Armco) a few years ago purchased 
a small (75-ton) blast furnace at Rusk, Texas, with a 
small sintering plant, blowing engines and other ac-
cessories. Inquiries are now under way to determine 
whether that plant is still in existence and operable. 
If so, a study will be made of the possibility of 


•	 utilizing these facilities for a test run on a compara-
tively small amount of El Paso and Deming ore, to 
determine feasibility of costs. The Rusk plant is 
south of Dallas, within a, reasonable freighting distance 
of El Paso and Deming. Lone Star and Sheffield also 
have other furnaces in Texas which conceivably could 
be made available for this purpose under certain 
conditions. 


The problem of finding a suitable process, whereby the 
sub-metallurgical grade ores in the Government stockpiles 
can be upgraded to some readily usable form, continues 
to receive actiire consideration in EPS. As soon as more 
conclusive data is available concerning some of the processes, 
which are now being tested, it may be that one of these 
processes, or a combination of them, can be selected for 
upgrading these ores, 


COMBINED ROASTING - LEACHflTG 


Manganese Chenical Corp. (M.C.C.) 
(Carharnate ProcessT 


A contract was signed August 7, 1952, between 1IA and 
MCC, which provided t hat the company build a pilot plant 
and test the new Carhanate (Dean-Leute) Process for ex-
tracting manganese from the manganiferous iron ores of 
the Cuyuna Range, Minnesota. The pilot plant, having







capacity to treat 200 tons per day of ore, is situated 
at Riverton, Minnesota. The pro ject has been financed 
largely by Government funds. The contract, as amended, 
provides that pilot plant production is to commence by 
January 1, 1955. 


The new process combines roasting and leaching of the ore, 
using an anwionia solution, with the aid Of -.02 gas; and 
the recycling of ammonia. The final basic product is 
manganese carbonate which can be readily converted to 
manganese oxide in nodules for use in the steel-making 
industry; also the manganese carbonate, which is in a very 
pure state, can be used to good advantage in the chemical 
industry. It can be also used as basic material for 
producing electrol rtic manganese dioxide. 


The construction and tuning-up of the pilot plant has re-' 
quired over a year more than was originally anticipated. 


• However, MCC now reports that the plant finally is in 
good working condition and will be in production on a 
regular basis by January 1, 1955. 


When the plant has been in regular production for a few 
months, data may then be available concerning the, economic 
feasibility. 


It now seems reasonable to suppose that the pilot plant 
operation will prove the new process to be technically 
sound for the treatrierit of the Cuyuna low grade mangani-
ferous iron ores, of which there are extensive reserves. 
Indications are that the operation will show the process 
to be economically feasible, as well. However, final 
c)flclUs jofls concerning these points must, of course, 
await definite proof which can be obtained only after 
the plant has been in regular o'eration for at least a 
few months. 


Nossen Laboratories, Inc. (N.L.I,) 


DMPA and N.L.I. entered into a contract June 30, 1953, 
whereby the latter was to construct and o v erate a pilot 
plant for the purpose of testing their new process for 
extracting manganese from low grade manganese ores, 
The contract, as amended, expired on November 15, 1954. 
The r'rcject was financed entirely by Government funds. 


The new process begins with a reducing roast (omitted in 
the case of some ores.) A nitric acid solution is employed 
to dissolve the manganese in the raw or roasted material. 
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The pregnant solution is decomposed by heat in a specially 
designed equipment, thereby rroducing a solid product 
containing the manganese, and a vaDor containing the nitrous 
fumes.' The solid product is then treated by grinding and 
washing to give a high grade manganese dioxide concentrate. 
The nitrous fumes are recovered in the form of nitric acid 
for recycling in the process. 


Construction of the plant, at Paterson, New Jersey, re-
quired over half a year and the plant was then operated 
for several months. It was shut down last October upon 
expiration of the contract period and exhaustion of al-
lotted funds. As a result of pilot plant operations, the 
general opinion in Government offices is that the metallurgy 
of the new process was proven to be technically sound. 


However, certain difficulties were encountered in connection 
with the mechanical o'eration g of some of the equipment which 
had been selected or developed for use in the pilot plant. 
At the conclusion of the contract period when the plant was 
shut down these difficulties had not been completely overcome. 


The feeling among Government engineers who have been close 
to t'e pilot plant work is that, owing to unexpected delays 
because of late delivery of equipment, and of necessit- for 
solving unforeseen problems, not enough time remained within 
the contract oerod for fully developing optimum techniques 
and for determining which kinds of equipment, in some in-
stances, would give the proer results. The feeling is that 
with a reasonable amount of further pilot plant experimenta-
tion and final testing these operating problems can very 
probably be solved. 


With reference to economics of the process, the data thus 
far obtained gives some indication that the process can 
be anplied within practical limits of cost; but that defi-
nite concJ)Tsjve oinons upon this aspect must await more 
complete data obtainable once the equipment problems, just 
referred to, are solved. 


It shomld he mentioned that, in the pilot plant work, ores 
from Aroostook County, Maine, were used exclusively. These 
ores are of low manganese content and furthermore are of a 
refractory character. The Government insisted that Aroostook 
ores be used in the pilot plant because the Aroostook de-
posits are very extensive and, if the Nossen process were 
proved feasible, these deposits would represent a great 
source of manganese in a national energency if i mports of 
foreign ores were cut off. 
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!Tndoubtedi r some of the country 's less refractor r ores 
having a higher manganese content, such as some of the 
sub-metallurgical grade ores from less extensive de-
posits in the southwest, could be treated much easier 
and cheaper, per unit of manganese recovered, than the 
Aroostook ores. 


Since being shut down, the pilot plant, which is property 
of the Government, has been kept intact, with the thought 
that possibly pilot plant operations may be soon renewed. 
It is the expectation of EPS that arrangements to this 
end may be made with some private company which may become 
interested in the matter. 


Bruce Williams Laboratories (B.W.L.) 


EPS has concluded negotiations with B.W.L., and a contract 
is now being prepared whereby the latter will build and 
operate a small metallurgical pilot plant, at Joplin, 
Missouri. The proect is to be wholly financed by Govern-
ment funds. 


The purpose of the pilot plant is that of testing a new 
process, developed by B.W.L., for extracting manganese 
from practically any type of low grade, manganiferous ore 
or slag, to produce a high grade Mn02 concentrate. 


In general, the process, upon which B.W.LII has applied for 
a patent, involves a roasting procedure followed by leaching 
and precipitation, with recycling of the principal reagents, 
and from this point of view is, of course, not new. It does 
involve, however, certain distinctive procedures and the 
novel use of certain reagents which sets it apart from being 
merely a duplication of some other alrady known process. 


Various Government engineers have examined and studied the 
the theorr of the process, and some have visited the premises 
of B.W.L. for a firsthand laboratory demonstration of it. 
All are of the opinion that the process holds much promise. 


The contract schedule of pilot plant construction and opera-
tion covers a period of 15 months, thus if there are no 
delays in signing the contract, and in carrying out the 
construction and operations, the process should be proved 
or disproved by April 1956,







L. W. King 


On September 3, 19, EPS signed a contract with 
Dr. L. W. King. The contract provides that he is to 
erect and operate a small-scale pilot plant fir the 
purpose of testing a process devised by him for re-
covering manganese, cobalt, and nickel, separately, 
from low grade, natural deposits which exist in widely 
scattered places in the United States. 


The raw ore to be used in the pilot plant is being 
shipped from a mineral property in Tennessee, con-
trolled by Dr. King, 


Dr. King has been conducting his own laboratory ex-
periments for several years for the purpose of develop-
ing a process for treating satisfactorily that type 
of ore. The process is not patented, 


The King process employes roasting and leaching, using 
hydrochloric acid as the leaching agent. The manganese, 
cobalt and nickel are recovered separately, as oxides, 
by a series of chemical operations involving the chang-
ing of the degree of acidity of the solution by the 
addition of reagents, and by changes in solution tempera-
tures. 


For the economic success of the process Dr. King relies 
to some extent upn recycling a portion of the hydro-
chloric acid, but principally he relies upon manufacturing 
the acid very cheaply from low cost raw materials by means 
of a special European process upon which he holds certain 
rights. 


The pxesent contract provides only for testing the process 
to recover the manganese, cobalt and nickel from the ores. 
If the pilqt plant demonstrates success in this, the in-
tention of EPS would be to assist Dr. King with funds to 
erect additional facilities to test his process for manu-
facturing cheap hydrochloric acid, 


The pilot 2lant is now being erected in Salem, Ohio where 
Dr. King already owns premises and some eouipment which he 
is loanini to the project. The cost of additional equip-
ment, and of erecting and operating the pilot plant, is to 
be paid by the Government.
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The present contract is to expire in May 1955 by which 
time it is contemplated that the feasibility of the 
extraction process will have been proved or disnroved. 


If the extraction process is proved feasible, another 
period running possibly into 1956, would be reçuired 
for setting up and testing the acid manufacturing facili-
ties. 


At present, the installation of equi pment at the pilot 
plant is progressing according to contract schedule, 
and the expectation is that the construction will be 
complete and that operations on a tune-u p basis will 
be commenced early in February.	 - 


CO!13INED ROASTING - MA(NETIC SEPARATION 


flia'iond Alkali Co. (D.A.C.) 
(Sylvester Process) 


•	 Negotiations are now in trogress between EPS and D.A.C. 
with a view to making a contract whereby the latter will 
test, at its plant at Painesville, Ohio, the Sylvester 
Process for recovering manganese from slags and low grade 
ores of Aroostook County, Maine. 


•	 This testing project is to be financed by Government funds, 
but with D.A.C. doing the work on a cost basis, that is, a 
non-profit basis, with expectations of possible gain later 
on if the process is roved successful and is used com-
mercially. 


The Sylvester Process, deveJ.oped within recent years in 
the laborathry of Sylvester & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, is a 
roasting process whereby manganiferous slags and ores of 
the types above naned are converted pyro-che.iicali;'T from 
a refractor- state to a state amenable to concentration 
br magnetic separation. It is expected that te concén-
trate thus produced will permit of successful further 
treatment eit 1-er by leaching or by smelting to produce 
-manganese products for use in the steel industry. 


The contemplated prograr'i, including the work of designing 
the necessary facilities, of installing equipment addi-
tional to that aireadir available in the D.A.C. plant, and 
of performing shakedown operations and final demonstrations, 
will cover a period of 15 months. 


This means that if a contract is soon signed, and if no 
great delays are experienced in getting the facilities 
ready, or in eperating then, the whole project should be 
completed, and the process proved or disproved by May 1956. 
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TABLE NO, I


DISTRIBUTION OF MANGANESE RESEARCH AND FIEVOPI€NT UNDER EIERGENCY PROCURE, ENT SERVICE' 
eg nTypes of Pro	 taL_ 


Southwestern Manganese	 Nossen Bruce 


Engineering	 Bureau Chemical	 Laboratories Mangaslag Williams Diamond 


CONTRACTOR Qflines __Copy Q	 Inc..,.__,._J.jic._- __L _W,.,Kjng__Laboratories __Alkali 


TYPE OF PROCESS: Gravity	 F1ottion Ammonia	 Nitric Acid Special Blast Hydr Special Lime Roast 


and C2 Leach	 Leach Furnace chloric Roasting followed by 


Flotation (Dean-Leute	 (Nossen (Royster), and Acid and Magnetic 


'Carbamat&'	 Process) Selective Leach	 - Leaching Separation 


process) separation of 
SOURCE MATERIAL: Mn in converter 


(Buehi) 
Slags, Open Hearth X X X 


Cuyuna Iron Range, Minn. X


Aroostook County, Maine 	 X 


Artillery Peak, Ariz,	 X 


Batesville, Ark.	 X 


Va-Tenn-Ma 
(S.Appalachian Region)	 X 


Low-Grade Mn-NI-Co ores 
Tennessee and elsewhere 


Govt. Stockpiles, sub-
metallurgical ores, at 
1 Paso-Deming-Wenden-


Butte	 X


x x
	


x
	


r4. 


x 


x 







SUMMARY:	 c4 


The following tabulations and remarks are presnted as a summary of the 
scope and status of manganese research and development under EPS: 


T!IBLE NO. a - Status ofRcsearch and Development work 


ESTIMATED DATES 
-	 FOR CONCLUSI'N 


PROJECTS 	 OFTST WORK	 REMAR!S 


A. 1'inished 


SWEC 
Flotation; 
various ores 
in different 
states 


B. In Progress


Concluded	 SWECO found that some ores, 
including the important 
Aroostook County ores, could 
he preconcentrated to ad-
vantage for possible sub-
sequent treatment by other 
processes such as maybe 
Nossen, Mangaslag and 
Sylvester processes. 


May 1955 


NOSSENLAPORATORITS, Iw.	 Tece-ther 1955 
Leaching process for 
Aroostook ores & Govt. 
stockpiles of sub-
metallurgical ores. 


MANGANESE cHIIcAL Co. 
Leaching process for 
Cuyuna ores & possibly 
Sylvester concentrates 


L. W. KING 
Leaching process for 
low grade Mn, Ni, Co 
ores 


MANGASLAG, INC. 
Pyromet allurgic al 
process for slags 


C. Under Neotiation or Study


Work to date indicates 
favorable results by date 
here indicated. 


Work to date indicates 
favorable results if project 
is continued till date here 
indicated. 


Pilot plant now under con-
struction. 


Pilot plant operation has 
not yet developed any 
definite data. 


Pilot Plant construction to 
he commenced soon. 


Negotiations for testing of 
process now in progress 


Project is of importance 
but the quantity of manganese 
contained in the low grade 
stockpiles is of much less 
strategic importance than 
that contained in the ex-
tensive deposits, Aroostook, 
Cuyuna and Slags. 


June 1955 
(extraction 
process) 
Jan. 1956 
(acid process) 


At least 6 mos., 
but maybe a 
year from now 
(Jan. 1956) 


PIP I.JCE WIT IIAMS	 April 1956 
Roasting-leaching 
process; all ores and 
slags 


IAM TDALALI (Sylvester)	 June 1956 
Pyrochemical process 
followed by magnetic 
separation, or leaching, 
or blast furnace 
reduction. 


TTP('R AT)Ii'J (7T GC)ITT. STOCKPILES	 After all above 
OF StJB4TETA1J .URGICAL MANGANESE processes have 
ORES	 been tested, the 


one best suited 
for treating 
stockpile ores 
can be selected 
by late 1956 
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ftlerger.cr lDrocurereflt Service feels that in this work a good degree of 
progress has thus far been made. Naturally, as might be expected in research work 
of this kind, unforeseen problems and delays have come up in each of the different 
pro,ects. !owever, these problems are being met and solved as they come up, and 
on the whole the prospects for bringing forth some practical means of utilizing 
the nation's low-grade manganese deposits, at least as an emergency supply, are 
good.


Because the characteristics of the material from the different low-grade 
sources of manganese differ.so greatly, it is not expected that any one process 
will be satisfactorily applicable to all. In some cases a combination of 
processes may prove desirable, as for example the Aroostook ores may be best pre-
treated by flotation prior to leaching, or prior to the lime clinker-magnetic 
separation (Sylvester) process; or possibly the Sylvester process may be employed 
to good advantage to pre-treat open hearth slags or Aroostook type ores, producing 
a concentrate which would he amenable to further treatment by the Carbamate, Nossen, 
Bruce Williams or some other process. These are possibilities to which Emergency 
Procurement Service plans to give attention as soon as - ,iore data on each of these 
processes are available. 


The three largest ; known potential sources of do:lestic manganese are 
the Open Hearth Slags, the res in Aroostook County, Maine and the manganiferous 
low-grade iron ores of the Cuyuna Iron Range, Minnesota. Consequently, from the 


'	 viewpo3.nt of national expediency, E.ergency Procurement Service has naturally 
been more interested in testing processes which would treat material from these 
large sources, 


With reference to these the project of the Manganese Chemicals Co. 
at Riverton, Minnesota, for testing the Carbamate process for treating Cuyuna ores, 
is furthest advanced, and at this writing the belief is that this project will 
soon have demonstrated te practicability of that .process for those ores. 


uowever, Emergency Procurement Service is also giving attention to the 
possibilities of treating ores fron some of the lesser sources such as (1) the 
Government stockpiles of sub-metallurgical ores at El Paso, Texas; Deming, Mew 
Mexico; Wenden, Arizona; and Butte-Philipsburg, iontana; (2) Artillery Pea}, 
Arizona; (3) the Virginia-Tennessee-Georgia-Alabama Region; (4) the Arkansas 
Region. Three years ago as a Korean War expedient a large plant was partly con-
structed for treating ores of the Batesville district on a commercial basis. This 
proect, however, ran into difficulties resulting in litigation and a cessation of 
operations.	 - 


Tit the aid of Government, through Emergency Procurement Service, 
plants for extracting manganese from ores have alread y been established and are 
now in operation at Henderson, Three Kids and Pioche, Nevada, 


Table No. 1 shows the distribution of manganese projects under 
Emergency Procurement Service by Regions and by type of projects, 
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Froi Table 2 it is seen that only one research and development 
proect - Swec -as been completed; and that the other 


'
seven are in various 


stages of progress - some soon to be finished, some still to be continued for 
t'-.e better part of a year or more, and others just about to be started. 


T'e present estimate is that the last of the individual projects may 
be completed by mid 1956. 


When all of the data from the different pilot plants have finally 
been obtained, some relatively little additional time will be required for 
making comparisons of the different processes with a view to selecting the 
process, or cobination of processes, which will give the best over-all results 
in the case of each different source material. 


Iit this in view mergency Procurement Service recommends that, unless 
some national emergency dictates otherwise, no full scale or cc'mmercial up-
grading of the governm.ent f s stockpiles of sub-metallurgical ores be undertaken, 
and that no full scale plant be established by the government for beneficiating 
any of the extensive natural deposits of do'iestic low-grade, ores till all of 
the processes now being investigated he been fully appraised. 


•


	


	 Thus, the thorough and proper completion of the manganese research 
and development work as a whole may well require some 18 or 20 months more or, 
say, till the latter part of 156. 


In this connection it should be borne in mind, however, that re-
search and development work is naturally fraught with many uncertainties, and 
that consequently some of these projects may require more time than is now 
estimated. Also, there is the possibility that other new processes may yet be 
proposed, and that one or another of them may be worthy of pilot plant testing. 
This possibility, however, seems slight inasmuch as there does not appear to be 
any other worthy process in the offing, and it is doubtful that in the 
immediate future any will be brought forth. 


The great importance to the nation of being prepared in an emergency 
to extract manganese for the steel indusrv from the extensive domestic deposits 
of low-grade ores and slags in a practical and economic, large scale manner, is 
well known. A good start in this direction has been made by launcing and 
working upon the research and development projects here discussed. It now re-
mains to finish the job in a proper, thorough manner. 


The matter is of such vital importance to the nation that support of 
these projects shuld be continued for at leastt,, 	 or 20 months above mentioned. 


GSA-WASH DC 55 55_6640
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M S	 S 
UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


ROtYfY 
KNOXVILLE 2, TENN.


1P 


Augist 17, 1956 


M.aorandu 


To:	 Operating Coixittee, DMA, Fashington ., D. C. 


From:	 Field Team, DA, Region V, Knoxville, Tennessee 


Subject' IEE1-2741 (Manganese-nicket-cobalt) 
L. W. 01.ng .. L I)., Salem, Ohio 
J. U. Artz land, Bradley and Hamilton Conntiee, Tennessee 


Reference is made to }. Iittendorf' s letter of August 2 
to the Applicant, denying the application. Ue infer from this that 
the results of Ir. icing's research under a GSA contract were 
negative.


We have been unable to learn what was done in the way of 
metallurgical research by Dr. King, though we understand that be 
built a small mill at Salem and shipped a few truckloads of 


uganiferous chart from White Oak ibuntain to it. 


Is there a copy of Dr. King's report to :GSA which could 
(be eaned to us? Although the application has ben denied, we 


d be interestod to know just what has been accomplished. 


Robert A. Laurence 
Executive Officer


wel'-J 


V. J. Lynch 
ember, Bureau of Mines 


RAL?MG 
CC * Operating Committee 


Lynch 
files files


M 
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S
UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


) 


KNOXVILLE 2, TENN.


August 17, 1956 


ando* 


To	 Operating Coittee, ThEL, faehiugton, D. C. 


Field Tews, II€A, Oftion 1, Xnexvifle, Tennessee 


Subjeet 14EA. .271414 ($snganseeicketscobelt) 
L. W. Oing, X. D., Sal",, Ohio 


K. Arts load, Bradley and Ha1ton Counties ;, Tennessee 


Beferenca is 4s to I(r. Ittendort' a letter of August 2 
to the Applicant, donyist the p1ication. 1w infer fro* this that 
the results of 1)z. King's research utr a 06k contract re 
aegative.


w 
have been uxah]. to learn what sea dons in the way of 


seta1lwgic*1 research by Dr. )ing, though we wderstaizi that he 
baUt a amll xM at Salon and eed a few tcads of 
ananiZerue chart froa White Oak 1ientain to it. 


Is the a °°w of Dr. K'a report to GSA vhich could 
be loaned to us? Although the application has been denied, 
would be interested to knew just what has been accomplished. 


.Robert A..Lanrence	 .:..,.. 
Executive Officer 


V. J. Lynch 
Member, lureau of Mines 


RALVIG 
CC * Operating Committee 


Lynch 
filesf.les
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Dr. L4.W.King 
7O E. St$te Street 


Salea,Obio


Rev Doct No. NBA'27 


J. H. £rtz 1*nd 
Bradley and Xamlatft Coustis1 


- 
Dear Doctor' ICing: 


ft.t*renee is sade to your letter of Augat 3, 
1956, calling our attention to 2 teas 4th which you die-
agreed in our letter of August 2 rega?din the subject 
project.


?tea the ospy ithich you e*cloeed of yota' letter 
of Aug 	 2 to J. elsrerce A. PredeU. sx.ray Procure- 


n1 	 enero1 $.rvices An1atration, we not* that
you pub further discussions of your *'ooe*c with that Agency. 
me have consulted th* report whicrA you caUed to our atten-
tion. Your tntor*atiøn is	 eiatei. 


In ccodarce with your request, the Abave-
me 	 øor'responience is being made a part of Docket )o. 
DMA-2T44


Sincerely yours, 


Go. 4jtte4o1l 


A4srajstrator 


cc: Docket 
Code 400 


	


•	 Ada. Head'. Pile 


	


•	 per. Qom. 
L £iilsgaard, U3GS	 ' 
• No T. Reno, USBII	 • 


PT, Reg. 5 
WSMartjr)/18 8/15/56


/ 


•
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Reports on 


King Hydrocholoric Acid Process for Extraction 
of Manganese, Nickel, and Cobalt 


(1) Preliminary Report, The L, W. King RydroclUorio Acid Leaching 
Press for Nlckel i ferous Manganese Ores, dated August 10, 1955s 
by P. M. Ambrose and 3. E. Conlay; 
Extract from "Conclusions and Recommendations" 


"With the present set-up andoperating procedures, there 
Is no sound basis for evaluating the process as to grade of 
ore treated, recoveries posstble,. costs o1 chemical reagents 
and estimated total production costs. Coat estimates are 
further complicated by the proposed plan. to manufacture the 


• hydrochloric acid by the salt-cake process using salt and 
sulfuric acid.. 


U * * * 


(2) Report No. 2, King Hydrochloric Acid Process for Extraction of 
Manganese, Nickel, and Cobalt from White Oak Mountain, Tennessee, 
Manganese Ore Contract DMP-103, Pilot-Plant-Inspection and 
Monitoring of L. W. King Facilities, Salem, Ohio, from August 
30 to September 9, 1955. Report dated November 3, 1955, written 
by Ralph C. Kirly, and John E. Conley, Eastern-Experiment Station,, 


College Park, Md. 


Extract from "Comments"	 (pp. 28-30) 


"Poor results are not necessarily inherent in this process. 
Some of the reasons for them, together with suggestions for 
their improvement are listed below: 


(9 practical suggestions followed), * * 


(3) ' Report No. 3, Supplementary.LaboratorylnvesttgationFollowing 
Pilot-Plant Inspection and Monitoring of L. W. King Facilities, 


•	 Salem, Ohio, from August 30 to September 9. 1955. Report dated 
November 21, 1955, written by Ralph C. Kirly and John E. Conley. 


Extract from Comments and Recommendations": (pp. 9-10) 
"The results of these tests substantiate the opinions expressed 


•	 in Report No. 2, Most of the acid-soluble components can be 
leached from the ore. Their selective recoveries will depend on 
modification of the King process as demonstrated during the 
monitored period.	 . 


"The ore . was not reduced enough, to obtain only MnO. Finer 
grinding and efficient agitation during the leach would help 
increase the recoveries. Careful attention must be given to 
the analysis of the ore-feed to the process in order to use 
enough acid to dissolve most Of the Mn, Ni, and Co. If the main 
ore body does not contain aluminum-bearing minerals, then caution 
mustbe used during the mining to keep clay overburden out of the 
ore.







L. W. KING, N. D. 
470 E. State Street 


Salem, ohio


August 3, 1956 


Mr. C. 0. Mittendorf 
D.M.E.A. Administration 
Dept. of Interior Bldg. 
Washington 25, D. C. 


Dear Mr. Mittendorf: 


I was surprised to receive your letter in reference to Docket 
D.M.E.A.-2744. 


It contains some inaccuracies that I wish to correct by 
calling them to your attention, so that this statement which 
I will mail registered may come to your personal attention. 


The second and third paragraphs suggest that as "indicated 
that the greater portion of such material etc."--- cannot be 
classed as ore by present standards" - is untrue as a perusal 
of Bureau of Mines report 3 on DMP Contract # 103 of which 
all copies except the file copy were collected from them; will 
corroborate. I presume this report was not made available 
to you in reference to this application. I think you person-
ally can see it at the Bureau at College Park on request. 


I will enclose my last application for pilot plant assistance 
which will bring you up to date on our work. 


Will you please make this letter a part of Docket # D.M.E.A.-
27kk?


Sincerely yours, 


/s/ L. W. King, M. D. 


L. W. King, M.D. 
470 E. State St. 
Salem, Ohio 


LW K/mg.
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fttiG-2 1956 


Dr. L. W. King 
470 E. State 
Salem, Ohio


Re: Docket No. DP1EA-274, 
Manganese-Nickel-Cobalt 


J. H. Artz land 
Bradley and Hmi1ton Counties, 


Tennessee 


Dear Doctor King: 


Refereuee is made to the subject application dated 
October 22 1952, and our subsequent d.iscssions with you. 
As you are aware, that application h&z been held in abeyance 
in consideration of the information and correspondence which 
you hive had with the General Services Administration, and 
other agencies of the Government, relative to the problem of 
• beneficiating the prticular type of mineralized material 


occurring on the captioned property. 


•	 xp1ration already completed on the same property 
under Contract No. Idm-E83, our Docket No. DMk-176X, h-s 
indicated the presence of appreciable tonnages of material 
containing cobalt and manganese, but does not show that your 
property has definite promise of yielding products of accept-
able grade In quantities that will si gmificantly Improve the 
mineral supply positIon for the National Defense Program. 
The subject request was for exploration assistance in extend- 
ing the explored areas.. The new work iiaht indicate additional: 
tonnages similar in chracter to the deposits already explored. 


It is our understanding, however, that metallurgical 
tests have not indicated that the greater proportion of such 
material can be economically treated to yield a satisfactory 
product. Consequently, unless further tests produce a satia-, 
factory metallurgical process, additional exploration by the 
Government would be unwarranted in any area where we could 
expect to find only similar deposits of material which cannot 
be classed as ore by present standards.







S 


We have held final setion Qn. your request for 
additional exploration assistance 1 ab.yanoe for more than 
two years in order to allow ample tTh. for coapietion or 
your metallurgical tests. The DI(EA s*nnot ind.ti.nitely 
postpone action on applications unoer such circums;znoes. 
We therefore regret to advise that your application for 
additional exploration assistance is denied. liowevsr, if 
at some future ti*s the metallurgy of cobalt-manganese 
deposits of this type Is satisfactorily solved., we shall be 
glad to consider a revised application for additional ex-
ploratlon assistance. 


We wabto thank you for your interest in the 
DME.A prog ram and for bringing your property to our atten-
tion.  


Sincerel yours,


ø.:O. Mitteniort 


•	
/


 


Administrator


cc: Docket 
Code 
Adm. Read. Pile 
Oper. Committee. 
T. Kiilsgaard,USGS 
W. McInnis, USBM 
Field Team, Region V 


WSMartin/FEJohns on/is 
7/26/56
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OFFICE OF THE 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF T INTERIOR


WASHINGTON 


July 6, 1956 


To.	 Bill Martin 
DMEA 


From: Gladys McCarthy 


Please hold these copies of 
letters to Dr. King and give them to 
Mr. Martin upon his return from 
his vacation.


G. McC.
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C	 M 


Dear Dr. King: 


Your letter ot January 7, 1956, addressed to 


Ni'. I.iebert, has been referred to us ror reply ethoe it 


mentions Mr. Melchor who was at the time you specity, 


Cw6rking in our Washington offioe 


Your letter does not make clear to us what 


report you desire to examine. Possibly you refer to a 


final report at Field Team prepared for the Defense zevls 


xp1oration MiiinistratiOn in 1951 and 4: 
January 9, 1952, for Uploration Project Contract Idii.-E63 


(Docket No. DMA'176X), entitled: 'Artz Cobalt-Mangene 


Property, Operator: X. W. King, LI)., Cecil K. Scott, and 


Lowell $k. King, a ?artnerahp; White Oak Mountain, Bradley 


County, 1ennesee." 
Such Yield Team reports are for Government 


use only, but under certain circumstances certain fsctual 


parts thereof can be diecua*e4 with the l*nd owner or hi 


legal representative. Your request should, therefore, be 


addressed to Mr. C. 0. Mittendorf, Administrator, Defense 


Ilinerals Exploration Administration, Department of the 


Intet'ior, Washington 25 0 D. C. 


CC- -v-	
('at	 d	 A	 tAi—:: ) 


	


R v. ce CL aA Ttet (	 t	 ' & 


EPS- GSP co	 g7irt	 '
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#0	 *_Y^11 
fn UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 
ROOM 13 POST OFFICE BLDG. 


KNOXVILLE 4 TENN.
JUN 24 1955 


Jum 22, 1955 


1. Sigasand J. Sathw 
£nergency Procurement Service 
.zerieral Services Axinistratjon 
c/o Craet, P. U. 13ox 817.. 
Chattanooga, tenejee 


Iiogr tV. S4ow:


•e: Docket Lo. Dt2741 
(ifa%aese..xaicIce1ccbelt) - 
L. W. king, applicant 
J. 11. Arts land, Bradley and 
anilton Counties, Tenuessee 


Some tiwe sO, Dr.- L. W. 14ng of Salem, Ohio,, filed an •	 applicattot for aid in further exploration of cobalt-bearing 
manganese deposits on White (C Ywwtain in Bradley and hamilton 
Coutjes, Tennessee. We did not recommendapproval, because it 
could not be deiwustrated that tie knoiii deposits were of cosrcial 
trade. aowever, the applicatioii ias kept open. while Dr. itng con-
tinued his research. 


It is ny U deretandiug that his pilot plant, financed 
under a resarcji contract with Oeneral Services Administration is 
aLout to go into operation. ieoause the results of that project will to a very large extent Influence any decision as to further action on Dr. King I s exploration application, I uld greatly • appreciate it if you could keep this office advised as to the progress of the reaearc project. .1so, if any considerable amount 
of inaterial it being *inocj for this project, it is probablg, that we wii.l uSAt to inspect the atas wo%kiW,8. Any inforaatioxt you c& provide will be helpful to us. 


V0z7 t 11' 7OXS 


iobert A. Lar.ce 
1XeCUtiTe 'Lice 
D& Yield Team, Be&-ion V 


PAL/mg 
cc - Operating Comittee (2) --


Lynch 
A].lsinan 
Clemmons 
Pavi ides
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J(&N17 1955 


Mr. Robert A. Laurence, ExecutIVS, Officer 
D.L&. Field ¶m Reiofl V 
Room 13, Post Office Building 
Knoxville 2 0, T.nnsss.s


!i: Docket No. D$EA 2744 (angane8e-
Ntc1ce1Cob*lt) 


L.	 King. 
J. L Artz3.and 
BraGley & Hamilton Counties, 


Tennessee 


Dear Mr. Laurence: 


fltarunce iiiade t your letter of June 10, 1955, 
iuquiri about the status of the subject application. 


• prom conversations with the staff of the Materials •


	


	
Division, msrgenCy Proeuraent 3rvice, General Services 
Ac1mi1tration, we have learned that the plant built for 
the rearch roect on Mr. King's process Is about to SO 
Into ocratton. In another three months, the	 izinar 


in that plant should be completed and we should be 
able to drwu some conclusions atout the merits at the pro-
posed p1'ce33. 


It is sug'ested that you arrange to be kept 
advised of the proVess of this same research project by 


•


	


	 the local GSA representative:. Mr. 8ieund J. S*dow, 4mor-
gency Procurement ServiCe, t,enorsl $srvieus AzsInIstratLOn, 
c/o Crarnet, P. Of Box 0157, Qkiattanooga, Tennessee. 


Picase let us know . 1f our U. stiOn is teasLblc. 


SInçereIr tnrB, 


George C, Sefrd 
hairtL*n, Op.rattn Coiiznittee 


••	


Aproved
cc: Docket 


3. H. - -•	 -	 -.	 Mm. Read. File 
ernber, BUPeSU Of Minos


	


	 •Oper. Committee 
)'Code 400 


Thor a. Kiilsgaar	 ' Thor Kiilsgaard, USGS 
Member, Geological rvey


	


	 G. DeHuff'04 USBM 
PT, Reg. V 


WSMartj'n:(--) 
6/17/55
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OF


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


RoM\SH 	 §ioci 
KNOXVILLE 2, TENN. 	 v--


Jirie lO 1955	 rr7


1mcrandu 


Tos	 Operating Committee, DMA Wsngbon 


roies	 Executive Officer, D171A Field Team., flegion V 


Subject;. DA.271414 (Cabolt*nneaeiiIickel) L.. Vo, Zing,, et L.. 
•	 Salem, Ohio. J U. Artz Land, Brad1ey.ni.ltcti 


•	 Counties.* . Terine5see.	 - 


•


	


	 We are still cairying the subject application in our 


active fileso although there has been no cortespotidene, or othcr 


activity, since October 23, 1953.	 S 


•	 •: Is this applicatim still active, or has it been withdran2 


!obert A. Laurence 


	


•'	 -6 S .3-	 •







FhR 
5-3-55 


Doctor L. :. King 
470 East State Street 
3alem, Ohio


Docket No. 2744 - Manganese ,, cobalt, 
und Nickel 


L. U. King, C. K. 3coL, & L. 211. iiiig, 
partners 


The J. H. Artz land 
Bradley and HFrlilton Cou-ties Tenn, 


Dear Dr. King: 


Your application for additional exploratior assistance on the 


above-referenced property and other data available to us in Washington 


have been carefully reviewed. 


Projects approved by the Defense Minerals Exploration 


Administration must, in its judgment, shov definite promise of yielding 


materials of acceptable grade in quantities that 'ill significantly 


improve the mineral supp1r position for the National Defense Pro'ram. 


Exploration already completed on the subject proety under 


Contract No. Idm-E83, our Docket No. D IMA 176X, has indicated the 


presence of appreciable tonnages of cobalt-bearing manganese minerali-


zation. The subject request was for exploration assistance in extending 


the explored F reas the nev 'ork might indicate additional reserves 


similar in chFracter to those contained in the deposits already exnlored, 


ti	 have been 


C40	 _ 
brought to our attention 	 not indicte, _____great' proportion 


of such material can be economically treated to : rield a satisfactory 


product. Therefore until T.e receive evidence that further testing 


has demonstrated a sFtisf-ctory meta.11urical process for the treatment







MF-201 
(Revised February 1953)	


UNITED STATES	 0 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION


SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT 


KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: 
WHEREAS, the undersigned is the holder of a mortgage, claim, lien, or encumbrance iden-


tified and described as follows*: 


upon that certain parcel of ground described in a proposed Exploration Project Contract 


between 


and the United States of America; 


Now, THEREFORE, the undersigned, in consideration of said contract and as an induce-
ment to the Government to enter into same, does by these presents subordinate all of his 
right, title, and interest in said mortgage, claim, lien, or encumbrance to the right, title, 
and interest of the United States of America under the provisions of said Exploration Project 
Contract, and any amendments thereof, and agrees that the lien and claim of the United 
States of America under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and any amend-
ments thereof, shall be prior to the undersigned's rights under the provisions of said mortgage, 
claim, lien, or encumbrance; and 


The undersigned agrees to commit no act nor assert any right, title, or interest under 
said mortgage, claim, lien, or encumbrance that might contravene or conflict with the prior 
lien and claim of the United States of America under the provisions of said Exploration 
Project Contract, and any amendments thereof. 


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns 
of the undersigned. 


Dated this
	 day of -------------	 195.


[SEAL] 


[SEAL] 


I,	 certify that I am the 


(Secretary, etc.) of the corporation named herein; that 


who signed this agreement was then ------------------------------------------------(President or Vice-President, 
etc.) of said corporation; that said agreement was duly signed for and in behalf of said corpo-
ration by authority of its governing body, and was within the scope of its corporate powers. 


[CORPORATE
SEAL] 


Include date of the Instrument, and if recorded, book, page, and county of record. 	 16-68181-1 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE







UNITED STAT)
DEPARTMENT OF THIS 101OR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


REFERENCE SLIP 


DATE 
REFERRED TO:


1. -----
2. - 
3rN±. tni-rf Rm. 
4. Co 


FOR: 
------Action	 Recommendation 
------Approval	 Record 
------ Comment	 of -------------------
------ Conference	 Referring 


	


Consideration	 to 
------Filing	 Reply for signa-
------ Instructions	 ture of 
------Investigation	 Rewriting 
------ Initials	 Signature 
------Mailing	 Suggestions 
------Previous correspondence ------------Your information 


REMARKS: --- -IyOiCOflU1 Lea ri11nrepaze 
__ ---_________________________ 
-------L ic-4..___ 
--otr.4xkQ. 
-----------


Check (X) before the items needing attention. 


- 	------------- - -----------
a p o 	 16-6381.5-1	 Initial., of 8ender.







indicated	 - 
of the.co t-bearing man'enese materiel, additional exoloration by 


the Government trould he unwarranted in Eny erea, ithere we could expect 


to find only similar denosits of material which cannot be classed 	 J 
ore by present standards.	 S	 I%c.4114i11,S1Ik	 C 


Wt  


Under these circumstances, 
4	 4Ie 


tmnv-	 ;ur 


.oper. However when the results of the pilot plant tests now in 


progress under your contract with the Materials Division, Emergency 


Procurement Service, General Services Administration are available, 


we shall be glad to consider a revised application for assistance to 


explore for additional reserves of this ty'oe of material providing the 


metaJJurgicals results are favorable. If such a request is made, 


pleLse refer tQ the subject docket. 


Ue wish to thank you for your interest in the Defense 


Minerals Exolora± ion Program and for biinging this property to our 


attention.


Sincerely yours, 


Administrator







MF-201 
(Revised February 1958) 	


UNITED STATES	 0 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION


SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT 


KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: 
WHEREAS, the undersigned is the holder of a mortgage, claim, lien, or encumbrance iden-


tified and described as follows*: 


upon that certain parcel of. ground described in a proposed Exploration project Contract 


between 


and the United States of America; 


NOW, THEREFORE, the undersigned, in consideration of said contract and as an induce-
ment to the Government to enter into same, does by these . presents subordinate all of his 
right, title, and interest in said mortgage, claim, lien, or encumbrance to the right, title, 
and interest of the United States of America under the provisions of said Exploration Project 
Contract, and any amendments thereof, and agrees that the lien and claim of the United 
States of America under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and any amend-
ments thereof, shall be prior to the undersighed's rights under the provisions of said mortgage, 
claim, lien, or encumbrance; and 


The undersigned agrees to commit no act nor assert any right, title, or interest under 
said mortgage, claim, lien, or encumbrance that might contravene or conflict with the prior 
lien and claim of the United States of America under the provisions of said Exploration 
Project Contract, and any amendments thereof. 


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns 
of the undersigned. 


Datedthis ------------------------------------- ---------- day of ------------------------------------------, 195


[SEAL] 


[SEAL] 


1-------------------------------------------------------------------------, certify that I am the ---------------------


(Secretary, etc.) of the corporation named herein; that 


who signed this agreement was then ------------------------------------------------(President or Vice-President, 
etc.) of said corporation; that said agreement was duly signed for and in behalf of said corpo-
ration by authority of its governing body, and was within the scope of its corporate powers. 


[CORPORATE
SEAL] 


*Include date of the Instrument, and if recorded, book, page, and county of record.	 1-68181-1 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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ubect2 DO44 of ai 5: project. 4n the aiiount Of 12510OO.00 
Docket lb. 274 - 24m na 3 cobsl.t, *id ia1 
L. V.	 C. K. Scott, &L. R.Amwo Parther5 
The J. L Art*	 S 


&Lfl.y and Biltoa CoimUa., T.sa.. 


The, denIA of the aube t j1ic&i* by this Di.'visicn ja.. 
band an the foUc*Lng WomtUm S 


1. 16 ting reqeestd dditt ns1 alrnIt assi*tais tn 
turth.r extend the kum xeees daWtsd ' 4 r DM Cact 
10. 1.&.!83, Docket b. DFA ]Z, ts iaineraj$s.it *&teTi*1 jfl 
witigated UP? tha mApUration cQnt2aCt 183 not CGX*1di*d to 


2. 2he pr'oport4r to be e2ored is the s* as tl*t Covered 
by t	 io'ua	 i.catt1 Dcict . I)1 176X. I'be l* 
of 963 acreø, located VwUy In ed1.7 Cow d partly 131 HmUtm 
Couatr, Texnaeoe, bdg is the Uh&ta Oak l'bimtain ares and biaei as 
the J, H. AxtstiiI.	 S. 
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o	 . 


The, Appic*t bas prepa..d apl*t to *,o.iir the cob.1t1 
nielael, SM asngaiee. At present there Ii a p sstbOtt r that the 
Gayerzmatt throi2Øz t&*	 genc Pre*ft Svio, G*rs1 Service 
A Wr 1ttrattc.3, my p*I'tielpata in the ootr1cUan of a WKU pilot 
Øant. *. King's cost dat&war* baed on treating on *'., ida*d 
IV selective atdping, that iuld ocntain in sees of iD percent 
*angsse, 0914 percent cobalt, 0.14 percent nickel..-16 1 am,*ciable 


of this grade ba,* been tili*ited.	 7 -	 / 
k. Tbe anticipated r.eex'v,s are ecd to be sial3a to 


the5 already olored ier the prim' oontct (Contrast $o. 
Xde-383) • Uzttit it bas been *'cven that s&ch Naterial cen be 
treated to yield aat&atactcy produota, ft&nal e4or&ti.on t.r 
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The critical shortage of metallurgical grade manganese ores for 
stockpiling and consumption, during the recent Korean campaign, focused 
attention more sharply than ever on the large reserves of low grade 
manganese ores and manganiferous slags in this country. As a result the 
Government commenced several programs for the purchase of low grade ores, 
and simultaneously began various research projects looking to the development 
and testing of processes for upgrading these ores to usable products. 


At the time these programs were start e tpe	 gt 
urgency of the manganese situation was such that, ,ow recoveries and hig. costs 
could be tolerated, if necessary. However, in the intervening period the 
urgency of converting these ores to usable products at any cost has decreased. 
Hence experimental work is now being continued not only with the objective of 
merely finding processes for treating the various types of ores, but also of 
finding the most practical and economic processes for doing this. 


In the course of these investigations EPS has given careful con-
sieration to nearly a score of different new or unproven processes for 
extracting manganese from slags and various types of submetallurgical ores and 
slags. As a result, a half dozen of these processes have been deemed promising 
enough to justify financial assistance by the Government for further research, 
development and test work. 


In each of these cases, before deciding finall y as to whether, or 
to what degree, financial assistance of the Government should be given, EPS 
has requested the Materials Advisory Beard of the National Academy of Sciences 
to investigate, study and report upon the technical merits of the process. 
Also, in the general consideration of these matters and in certain specific 
cases, EPS has sought technical information and counsel in other offices of 
Government, including princi pally the Bureau of Mines. 


Actual research and testing work was begun over a year ago on two 
new ietallurgical processes for winning manganese from low-grade sources. 
Since then test work on oter new r rocesses has been commenced. Others are 
about to be co-menced. 


"ere follows a brief description of the work done to date on the 
various projects: 


FLOTATION 


Studies Regarding Upgrading of Government 
Stockpiled Sub-Metallurgical Ores 


The Bureau of Mines has for a number of years been exeri-
meriting with the so-called"oil-emulsion" process which, 
in the case of low grade ores, would need to be followed by 
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nodulizing or other means of agglomerating the product and 
eliminating base metal impurities. The Bureau has at times 
and on selected specific types of low grade ores, secured 
in the laboratory fair to good recoveries of manganese, but 
has indicated that a full scale mill test on iixed ores as 
stockpiled would as yet be ill-advised and premature; 


(a) In early 1954 an idle lead and zinc flotation mill at 
Deming (peru pining Company) was offered for use in 
upgrading low grade stockpiled ores. Bureau of Mines 
metallurgists examined the plant as a possible site for 
making mill-scale tests and reported not only that the 
mill was not suited to the purpose but that it would 
be "premature" and "utter folly" to undertake mill-
scale tests without further extensive laboratory and 
'pilot plant testing of the process, 


(b) In 1949-1950 the Domestic Manganese and Development 
Company of Rutte orerated a Government-owned flotation 
mill and a nodulizing plant on low grade Butte district 
ores. Fort—one thousand (41,000) tons of ore (22.11% 
Mn) were treated, producing 7301.5 tons of nodules 
(46.19% Mn). The overall recover, of manganese, however, 
was only 3722% and the base metal (zinc and lead) 
content of the nodules was so high that they were un-
usable by industry and rejected for stockpiling. 


Recently tie former plant operator proposed that a 
mill test of the oil-emulsion flotation process be 
made in that plant. In reply to this proposal the 
Bureau stated, "It is the consensus of interested 
Bureau personnel that large-scale miU runs would he 
premature at this time. Although the method is 
considered to be technically feasible, it is believed 
that small pilot plant testing and probably addition-
al laboratory and other work will be necessary before 
an undertaking of the magnitude pronosed by Hr. Cole 
can be justified." 


f the need for conversion were immediate and urgent, 
the "oil-emulsion" flotation and nodulizing as now 
developed could he employed to obtain from these ores 
some manganese suitable for metallurgical use. Under 
Present circumstances, however, the r'esent costs and 
losses to the Government in that procedure cannot be 
justified, and large-scale mill testing should he de-
ferred until the Bureau is read-to recommend it. In 
Vie meantime some more feasible and economical process 
may he developed.
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Southwestern Engineering Company (Swece) 


In 1952 Sweco, under contract to DMPA, obtained large work-
ing samples of wad and other low grade manganese ores from 
Virginia ) Tennessee, Arkansas, Maine, Arizona and New Mexico, 
They performed extensive analyses and ore tests upon each 
ore. Flotation possibilities were principally studied, but 
tests were also made by employing gravity and sink-float 
methods. Also, a few tests, employing leaching, were per-
formed. 


Sweco reported that none of the sample ores were amenable 
to upgrading to metallurgical grade, by physical methods 
a15ne, More research, using chemical (leaching) methods, 
was indicated. It was found in some instances that pre-
concentration by physical methods would be practical for 
preparing the material for leaching. 


PYPLOMETALLtJRG! 


Mangaslag Inc. 


A contract was signed between DMPA and Mangaslag on 
December 31, 1952, whereby the latter was to test out in 
a large pilot plant a new process devised by Bureau of 
Mines metallurgists for recovering manganese from open 
hearth slags, and possibly Arosteok ores. 


The contract, as amended, prsvided that the pilot plant 
construction was to be completed by April 1954; and that 
prior ta December 31, 1955, the process would be proven 
feasible or not. The project, situated at Pittston, 
Pennsylvania, was largely financed by Government funds. 


The process is pyrometallurgical, entailing the reduction 
of ore in a vertical blast furnace, possibly using anthra-
cite coal instead of coke, to produce a spiegeleisen; then 
selective oxidation of the molten spiegeleisen in a special 
converter to produce a cinder containing the manganese, 
and a molten metal containing the iron and phosphorous; 
then reduction of the cinder in the blast furnace to pro-
duce ferromanganese; and blowing of the molten metal in 
a second converter to produce de-phosphorized steel melt-
ing scrap. 


The construction of the pilot plant was completed in May 
1954.. Since then furnace operations have been commenced 
a number of times and each time have soon been stopped 
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because of defects of one kind or another in the furnace 
and accessory equipment. 


Mangaslag Inc., assisted by Bureau of Mines and other 
Government engineers, has continued to work on the project, 
making improvements as indicated after each new testing 
operation. To date the furnace has never functioned 
satisfactorily, and operations have never progressed to 
the point of selective exidation of molten spiegeleisen 
in the converters, which is the crux of the process 


Evidently much additional development and testing will 
be required to prove or disprove the feasibility of the 
process. 


At the time of this writing there is some possibility that 
Mangaslag Inc. may dro p out of the project. In such case, 
EPS, believing that the process should be tested out to a 
final conclusion, expects to find some satisfactory arrange-
ment for continuing with the pilot plant testing. 


Blast Furnace Reduction 


The Bureau of Mines has informally suggested that the most 
feasible way to upgrade the lew grade manganese ores in. 
the Government stockpiles in the southwest might be direct 
reduction in the blast furnace to obtain a product inter-
mediate in manganese content between standard spiegeleisen 
and ferromanganese. A product of that nature has little 
utilization at present in the steel industry but this 
procedure would have the virtue of recovering a fairly 
high percentage of the manganese in ore as a product that 
could be consumed by the steel industry in an emergency 
when higher grade materials were in short supply. 


(a) The Colorado 7, uel and Iron Co. with blast furnaces 
at Pueblo, Colorado, was a possible candidate for 
this type of conversion, since the pl ant is so lo-	


A 
cated that ores from El Paso and Deming could be 
freighted to Pueblo for a cost of about 7.00 per 
ton. (Separate arrangements would have to be made 
for the enden ores, probably at furnaces in the 
Los Angeles area). 


C.. and I. suggested a test run of about 20,000 
tons of El Paso and Deming ore in one of their 
750-ton furnaces which is now making a run of ferro-
manganese, the object being to determine costs of 
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the operation, and quality and potential utility of 
the product. Upon closer exa:ination, however, the 
company has lost interest at the present time be-
cause, (a) the furnace that they planned to use has 
developed a hot spot and must be relined immediately, 
after which it will be returned to production of pig-
iron, and (b) the operating people are afraid of the 
lead-zinc content of the ores, wiich might destroy 
a good furnace lining, plus (c) a lack of knowledge 
as to whether sintering the ore ahead of furnacing 
would reduce the base metal content to proportions 
harmless to the blast furnace lining. 


(b' It has recentlir been learned that the Sheffield Steel 
Company (subsidiary of Armco) a few years ago purchased 
a small (75-ton) blast furnace at Rusk, Texas, with a 
small sintering plant, blowing engines and other ac-
cessories. Inquiries are now under way to determine 
whether that plant is still in existence and operable. 
If so, a study will be made of the possibility of 
utilizing these facilities for a test run on a compara-
tively small amount of El Paso and Deming ore, to 
determine feasibility of costs. The Rusk plant is 
south of Dallas, within a reasonable freighting distance 
of El Paso and Deming. Lone Star and Sheffield also 
have other furnaces in Texas which conceivably could 
be made available for this purpose under certain 
conditions. 


The problem of finding a suitable process, whereby the 
sub-metallurgical grade ores in the Government stockpiles 
can be upgraded to some readily usable form, continues 
to receive actire •consideration in EPS. As soon as more 
conclusive data is available concerning some of the processes, 
which are now being tested, it may be that one of these 
processes, or a combination of them, can be selected for 
upgrading these ores. 


COMBINED ROASTING - LEACHThG 


Chem i cal Corp. 
(Carhamate Process' 


A contract was signed August 7, 1952, between flIA and 
MCC, which provided that the company build a pilot plant 
and test the new Carharl.ate (Dean-Leute) Process for ex-
tracting manga:ese from the manganiferous iron ores of 
the Cuyuna Range, Minnesota. The pilot plant, having 
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capacity to treat 200 tons per day of ore, is situated 
at Riverton, Minnesota, The proiect has been financed 
largely by Government funds. The contract, as amended, 
provides that pilot plant production is to commence by 
January 1 1 1955. 


The new process combines roasting and leaching of the ore, 
using an ammonia solution, with the aid Of '_'02 gas; and 
the recycling of ammonia. The final basic product is 
manganese carbonate which can be readily converted to 
manganese oxide 'in nodules for use in the steel-making 
industry; also the manganese carbonate, which is in a very 
pure state, can be used to good advantage in the chemical 
industry. It can be also used as basic material for 
producing electrolytic manganese dioxide. 


The construction and tuning-up of the pilot plant has re-
quired over a year more than was originally anticipated. 
However, MCC now reports that the plant finally is in 
good working condition and will be in production on a 
regular basis by January 1, 1955. 


When the plant has been in regular production for a few 
months, data may then be available concerning the economic 
feasibility. 


It now seers reasonable to suppose that the pilot plant 
operation will prove the new process to be technically 
sound for the treat:'ient of the Cuyuna low grade mangani-. 
ferous iron ores, of which there are extensive reserves. 
Indications are that the operation will show the process 
to be economically feasible, as well. T4owever, final 
conclusions concerning these points must, of course, 
await definite proof which can be obtained only after 
the plant has been in regular overat on for at least a 
few months. 


Nossen Laboratories, Inc. JT.L.T,). 


DMPA and N.L.I. entered into a contract June 30, 1953, 
whereby the latter was to construct and o rerate a pilot 
plant for the purpose of testing their new process for 
extracting manganese from low grade manganese ores. 
The contract .,-as amended, expired on November 15, 1954. 
The ;rcect was financed entirely by Government funds. 


The new process begins with a reducing roast (omitted in 
the case of some ores.) A nitric acid solution is employed 
to dissolve the manganese in the raw or roasted material, 
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The pregnant solution is decomposed by heat in a specially 
designed equipment, thereby producing a solid product 
containing the manganese, and a vapor containing the nitrous 
fumes. The solid product is then treated by grinding and 
washing to give a high grade manganese dioxide concentrate. 
The nitrous fumes are recovered in the form of nitric acid 
for recycling in the process. 


Construction of the plant, at Paterson, New Jersey, re-
quired over half a year and the plant was then operated 
for several months. It was shut down last October upon 
expiration of the contract period and exhaustion of al-
lotted funds. As a result of pilot plant o perations, the 
general opinion in Government offices is that the metallurgy 
of the new process was proven to be technically sound. 


However, certain difficulties were encountered in connection 
with the mechanical o- 'erations of sor i e of the equipment which 
had been selected or developed for use in the pilot plant. 
At the conclusion of the contract period when the plant was 
shut down these difficulties had not been completely overcome. 


The feeling among Government engineers who have been close 
to te pilot plant work is that, owing to unexpected delays 
because of late deljver of equipment, and of necessit- r for 
solving unforeseen problems, not enough time remained within 
the contract neriod for fully developing optimum techniques 
and for deterining which kinds of equipment, in some in-
stances, would give the proer results. The feeling is that 
with a reasonable auount of further pilot plant experimenta-
tion and final testing these operating problems can very 
probably be solved. 


With reference to econoics of the process, the data thus 
far obtained iires sorie indication that the process can 
be anp lied within practical limits of cost; but that defi- 
nite conclusive o-?-n-- ons upon this aspect must await more 
complete data obtainable once the equipment problems, just 
referred to, are solved. 


It should he mentioned that, in the pilot plant work, ores 
from Aroostook County, Maine, were used exclusively. These 
ores are of low manganese content and furthermore are of a 
refractory- character. The Government insisted that Aroostook 
ores be used in the pilot plant because the Aroostook de-
posits are very extensive and, if the Nossen process were 
proved feasible, these deposits would represent a great 
source of manganese in a national energency if i'orts of 
foreign ores were cut off. 
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!Tndoubtedlir some of the country t s less refractor T ores 
having a higher manganese content, such as some of the 
sub-metallurgical grade ores from less extensive de-
posits in the southwest, could be treated much easier 
and cheaper, per unit of manganese recovered, than the 
Aroostook ores. 


Since being shut down, the pilot plant, which is property 
of the Government, has been kept intact, with the thought 
that possibly pilot plant operations may be soon renewed. 
It is the expectation of EPS that arranoements to this 
end may be made with some private company which may become 
interested in the matter. 


Bruce Williams Laboratories ( B .W. L.) 


EPS has concluded negotiations with B.W.L., and a contract 
is now being prepared whereby the latter will build and 
operate a small metallurgical pilot plant, at Joplin, 
Missouri. The proeet is to be wholly financed by Govern-
ment funds. 


The purpose 6f the pilot plant is that of testing a new 
process, developed by B.W.L., for extracting manganese 
from practically any type of low grade, manganiferous ore 
or slag, to produce a high grade Mn02 concentrate. 


In general, the process, upon which B.W.L. has applied for 
a patent, involves a roasting procedure followed by leaching 
and precipitation, with recycling of the principal reagents, 
and from this point of view is, of course, not new. It does 
involve, however, certain distinctive procedures and the 
novel use of certain reagents which sets it apart from being 
merely a duplication of some other already known process. 


Various Government engineers have examined and stucied the 
the theor r of the process, and some have visited the premises 
of B.W.L. for a firsthand laboratory demonstration of it. 
All are of the opinion that te process holds much promise. 


The contract schedule of pilot plant construction and opera-
tion covers a period of 15 months, thus if there are no 
'elays in signing the contract, and in carrying out the 
construction and operations, the nrocess should be proved 
or disproved by April 1956.







L. W. King 


On September 3, 19, EPS signed a contract with 
Dr. L. W. King. The contract provides that he is to 
erect and operate a small-scale pilot plant fir the 
purpose of testing a process devised by him for re-
cvering manganese, cobalt, and nickel, separately, 
from low grade, natural deposits which exist in widely 
scattered places in the United States. 


The raw ore to be used in the pilot plant is being 
shipped from a mineral property in Tennessee, con-
trolled by Dr. King. 


Dr. King has been conducting his own laboratory ex-
periments for several years for the purpose of develop-
ing a process for treating satisfactorily that type 
of ore. The process is not patented, 


The King process employes roasting and leaching, using 
hydrochloric acid as the leaching agent. The manganese, 
cobalt and nickel are recovered separately, as oxides, 
by a series of chemical operations involving the chang-
ing of the degree of acidity of the solution by the 
addition of reagents, and by changes in solution tempera-
tures. 


Fer the economic success of the process Dr. King relies 
to some extent upon recycling a portion of the hydro-
chloric acid, but principally he relies upon manufacturing 
the acid very cheaply from low cost raw materials by means 
of a special European process upon which he holds certain 
rights. 


The present contract provides only for testing the process 
to recover the manganese, cobalt and nickel from the ores. 
If the pilot plant demonstrates success in this, the in-
tention of EPS would be to assist Dr. King with funds to 
erect additional facilities to test his process for manu-
facturing cheap hydrochloric acid. 


The pilot ::lant is now being erected in Salem, Ohio where 
Dr. King already owns premises and some eouipment which he 
is loanin to the project. The cost of additional equip-
ment, and of erecting and operating the, pilot plant, is to 
be paid by the Government.
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The present contract is to expire in May 1955 by which 
time it is contemplated that the feasibility of the 
extraction process will have been proved or dis'roved. 


If the extraction process is proved feasible, another 
period running possibly into 1956, would he reCuired 
for setting up and testing the acid manufacturing facili-
ties. 


At present, the installation of equipment at the pilot 
plant is progressing according to contract schedule, 
and the expectation is that the construction will be 
complete and that operations on a tune-up basis will 
be commenced early in February. 


COBflTED ROASTING - MAflNTIC	 ARATION 


Dia'-ond Alkali Co. (D.A. C.) 
(Sylvester Process) 


Negotiations are now in progress between EPS and D.A.C. 
with a view to ciaking a contract iereby the, latter will 
test, at its plant at Painesville, Ohio, the Syl"ester 
Process for recovering manganese from slags and low grade 
ores of Aroostook County, Maine. 


This testing pro :ect is to be financed by Government funds, 
but with D.A.C. doing the work on a cost basis, that is, a 
non-profit basis, rith expectations of possible gain later 
on if the process is 'roved successful and is used com-
mercially. 


The Sylvester process, developed within recent years in 
the laboratorr of Sylvester & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, is a 
roasting process whereby manganiferous slags and ores of 
the types above named are converted pyro-cheiicaliy from 
a refractor.r state to a state amenable to concentration 
bir magnetic separation. It is expected that te concen-
trate thus produced will permit of successful further 
treatment eit-er by leaching or by smelting to produce 
ranganese products for use in the steel industry. 


The contemplated program, including the work of designing 
the necessary facilities, of installing equipment addi-
tional to that alread'r available in the D.A.C. plant, and 
of performing shakedown operations and final demonstrations, 
will cover a period of 15 months. 


This means that if a contract is soon signed, and if no 
great delays are experienced in getting the facilities 
ready, or in operating them, the whole project should be 
completed, and the process proved or disproved by May 1956.
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Mn in converter 
(Buehi) 
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x 


SOURCE _MATERIAL: 


Slags, Open Hearth 


Cuyuna Iron Range, Minn.


Aroostook County, Maine X 


Artillery Peak, Ariz, X 


Batesville, Ark. X 


Va—Tenn—Ala 
(SJppa1achian Region) x 


Low—Grade Mn—Ni—Co ibres 
Tennessee and elsewhere 


ovt. Stockpiles, sub—
metallurgical ores, at 
El Paso—Deming—Wenden— 
Butte X x


TABLE NO, 1 


DISTRIBUTION OF MANGANESE RESEARCH AND DEVOPNT UNDER EMERGENCY PROCIJRE1, E1T SERVICE 
__(Regjs nd_Tyns ofrojectsL____._. - 


Southwestern Mangsriese 1'Tossen Bruce 


Engineering	 Bureau Chemical Laboratories Mangaslag Williams Diamond 


CONTRACTOR	 _mpai_of Mines _op _In _ ._1nc___________ L. W. _ 1s11 -


TYPE OF PROCESS:	 Gravity	 Flotation Ammonia Nitric Acid. Special Blast Hydro— Special Lime Roast 


and C2 Leach Leach Furnace chioric Roasting followed by 


Flotation (Dean.-Leute (Nossen (Royster), and Acid and Magnetic 


'Carbamate Process) Selective Leach Leaching Separation 







L.W.KING 
Leaching process for 
low grade Mn, Ni, Co 
ores 


MANGASLAG,INC. 
Pyrometallurgi cal 
process for slags


June 1955 
(extraction 
process) 
Jan. 1956 
(acid process) 


At least 6 mos., 
but maybe a 
year from now 
(Jan. 1956) 


C. Under Ne;otiation or Study 


BRUCEWIiIAS	 April 1956 
Roasting-leaching 
process; all ores and 
slags 


uIAM\TP AlKALI(Sylvester)	 June 1956 
Pyrochemical process 
followed by magnetic 
separation, or leaching, 
or blast furnace 
reduction.


SUMMARY: 


The following tabulations and remarks are presented as a summary of the 
scope and status of manganese research and development under EPS: 


LE NO.	 .	 -	 Status of Research and Develbpment work 


ESTIMATED DATES 
FOR CONCLIJSI°N 


PROJECTS	 -- - OF TPIST WORK REMARKS 


A.	 Winished


Concluded SWECO found that some ores, 
Flotation; including the important 
various ores Aroostook County ores, could 
in different he preconcentrated to ad-
states vantage for possible sub-


sequent treatment by other 
processes such as maybe 


• Nossen, Mangaslag and 
- Sylvester processes. - 


B.	 InProgress 


MANGANESE CHEMICAL CO. May 1955 Work to date indicates 
Leaching process for favorable results by date 
Cuyuna ores & possibly here indicated. 
Sylvester concentrates


NOSSEN LARORATORIPS,uSC.	 ece1ber 1955 
Leaching process for 
Aroostook ores & Govt. 
stockpiles of sub-
metallurgical ores.


Work to date indicates 
favorable results if project 
is continued till date here 
indicated. 


Pilot plant now under con-
struction. 


Pilot plant operation has 
not yet developed any 
definite data. 


Pilot Plant construction to 
be commenced soon. 


Negotiations for testing of 
process now in progress 


TTP(L\OpJC, G(1T.STOCKPILES 
OFSUB-METALT URGICALMANGANESE 
ORES


After all above 
processes have 
been tested, the 
one best suited 
for treating 
stockpile ores 
can be selected 
by late 1956


Project is of importance 
but the quantity of manganese 
contained in the low grade 
stockpiles is of much less 
strategic importance than 
that contained in the ex-
tensive deposits, Aroostook, 
Cuyuna and Slags. 
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mergecy rocurertent Service feels that in this work a good degree of 
progress has thus far been made. Naturally, as might be expected in research work 
of this kind, unforeseen problems and delays have come up in each of the different 
pro,iects. However, these problems are being met and solved as they come up, and 
on the whole the pros pects for bringing forth some practical means of utilizing 
the nation's low-grade manganese deposits, at least. as an emergency supply, are 
good.


Because the characteristics of the material from the different low-grade 
sources of manganese differ so greatly, it is not expected that any one process 
will he satisfactorily applicable to all. In some cases a combination of 
processes may prove desirable, as for example the Aroostook ores may be best pre-
treated by flotation prior to leaching, or prior to the lime clinker-magnetic 
separation (Sylvester) process; or possibly the Sylvester process may he employed 
to good advantage to pre-treat open hearth slags or Aroostook type ores, producing 
a concentrate which would he amenable to further treatment by the Carbamate, Nossen, 
Bruce Williams or some other process. These are possibilities to which Emergency 
Procurement Service plans to give attention as soon as • iore data on each of these 
processes are available. 


The three largest ) Imoi potential sources of do:aestic manganese are 
the Open Hearth Slags, the ares in Aroostook County, Maine and the manganiferous 
low-grade iron ores of the Cuyuna Iron Range, Minnesota. Consequently, from the 
viewpoint of national expediency, E)iergency Procurement Service has naturally 
been more interested in testing processes which would treat material from these 
large sources. 


With reference to these' the project of the Manganese Cheidcals Co. 
at Riverton, Minnesota, for testing the Carbamate process for treating Cuyuna ores, 
is furthest advanced, and at this writing the belief is that this project will 
soon have demonstrated the practicability of that process for those ores. 


L7owever, Emergency Procurement Service is also giving attention to the 
Possibilities of treating ores from some of the lesser sources such as (1) the 
Government stockpiles of sub-metallurgical ores at El Paso, Texas; Deming, New 
Mexico; Wenden, Arizona; and Butte-Philipsburg, Montana; (2) Artillery Peak, 
Arizona; (3) the Virginia-TennesseeeorgiaAlcbama Region; (4) the Arkansas 
Region. Three years ago as a Korean War expedient a large plant was partly con-
structed for treating ores of the Batesville district on a corunercial basis. This 
project, however, ran into difficulties resulting in litigation and a cessation of 
operations. 


Trit1 the aid of Government, through Fnergency Procurement Service, 
plants for extracting manganese from ores have already been established and are 
now in operation at Henderson, Three Kids and Pioche, Nevada, 


Table No, 1 shows the distribution of manganese projects under 
Emergency  Procurement Service by Regions and by type of projects. 
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Frori Table 2 it is seen that only one research and development 
project - Swece -i-as been completed., and that the other-seven are in various 
stages of progress - some soon to be finished ; some still to be continued for 
the better part of a year or more, and others just about to be started. 


Te present estimate is that the last of the individual projects may 
he completed by mid 1956. 


When all of the data from the different pilot plants have finally 
been obtained, some relatively little additional time will be required for 
making comparisons of the different processes with a view to selecting the 
process, or combination of processes, which will give the best over-all results 
in the case of each different source material 


Wit this in view Emergency Procurement Service recommends that, unless 
some national emergency dictates otherse, no full scale or commercial up-
grading of the government's stockpiles of sub-metallurgical ores be undertaken, 
and that no full scale plant he established by the government for beneficiating 
any ofthe extensive natural deposits of do-iestic low-gde ores till all of 
the processes now being investigated have been fully aunraised 


Thus, the thorough and proper completion of the manganese research 
and development work as a whole may well require some 18 or 20 months more or, 
say, till the latter part of 1956. 


In this connection it should be borne in mind, however, that re-
search and development work is naturally fraught with many uncertainties, and 
that consequently some of these projects may reuire more time than is now 
estimated. Also, there is the possibility that other new processes may yet be 
proposed, and that one or another of them may be worthy of pilot plant testing. 
This possibility, however, seems slight inasmuch as there does not appear to be 
any other worth y" process in the offing, and it is doubtful that in the 
immediate future any will be brought forth. 


The great importance to the nation of being prepared in an emergency 
to extract manganese for the steel industry from the extensive domestic deposits 
of low-grade ores and slags in a practical and econo-tLc, large scale manner, is 
well known. A good start in this direction has been made by laun&-ing and 
working upon the research and development projects here discussed. It now re-
mains to finish the job in a proper, thorough manner, 


The matter is of such vital importanct,o the nation that support of 
these projects shuld be continued for at ].eastj, or 20 months above mentioned. 


GSA-WASH DC 55 55-6640
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C. 0 P Y of letter transmitted by Mr. D. H. Schnee, Executive 
•	 Direótor, Minerals and Metals Advisory Board, to 


•	 Mr. Irving Gumbe]., Acting Director, Materials Division, 
EPS, GSA. (Transcribed from telephone dictation..) 


January 19, 1954 


•	 Mr. D. H. Schnee, Executive Director	 •• 
Minerals and Metals Advisory Board 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Mrenue 
Washington 25, D. C. 


Dear Mr. Schnee: 


The proposal of Dr. L. W. King for the recovery of 
cobalt, nickel, and manganese from White Oak Mountain ores 
in Tennessee has been circulated amongst the Manganese Panel. 
Additional information concerning the proposal made available 
by. Dr. King through Mr.. Long's visit . to the : King laboratory. 
and the various visits of Dr. King to the M.M.A.i. offices 
was also circulated along with the proposal. 


Comments from the members of the Panel were not favor-
able to the proposal and Mr. Critchett, Chairman of the 
Cobalt Panel, likewise commented unfavorably. 


The Manganese Panel is of the opinion that the White 
Oak Mountain ore deposits have not been adequately explored 
to determine the quantity of ore available, nor has the grade 
of the deposit been sufficiently established to predict the 
success of this exploration. The ]3anel is also of the opinion 
that the chemical operations involved in Dr. King's proposal, 
although cleverly conceived and fitted together, are neverthe-
less very complex and quite involved. On the limited scale of 
operations proposed for this plan, It is believed that It 
would be cheaper and certainly much simpler to purchase the 
necessary chemicals rather than to build up chemical plants, 
the operation and coordination of which would needlessly com-
plicate the main purpose of recovering the nickel, cobalt, 
and manganese from the ores; In addition, it Is believed that 
the chemical separations proposed would be less sharp, and 
hence less perfect, than Dr. King performed, and that to attain 
the recoveries anticipated would involve multiple precipitation 
In handling at great expense. The Panel also expressed doubt 
that the potential production of these metals available from 
the ores was of sufficient size to be of national importance.







In view or these comments, it is suggested that 
Mr. Gumbel be informed that the Manganese Panel does not 
recommend that the sing proposal be given Government support. 


Very truly yours, 


Signed: M. J. DAY 


Chairman, Manganese Panel
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I. 
UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION


WASH INGTON 25, D. C. 


r


h' Robert. Laurence, Executive Officer 
DWA Field Team, Region VII 
Room 13 
Poet Office Building 
Kkioxvi].].e 2 2 Tennessee


Re: Doc1et )W. D}IEA 274 - Cobalt and 
ganese 


L. W King et a]..
Je H* Artz land 


Dear . Laurence:
ad]. and Hamilton Counties Te 


Reference is


Lo


 subject application covering the sane property upon whi Nr. King previously completed an 
exploration project under ,Qntraqt No. Idm-E83. 


We have been )i1ding the\referenced exploration appli-
cation in abeyance unil it could be determined whether the 0ore0 
might be econoxnica].]/ treated. Mr. 'King had a related production 
application on fil /with the DefenseIIateria1s Procurement Adinin.. 
istration, now the I'iateria].s Division,\ nergency Procurement Service, General ServiceVadmjnjstratjon. We have been informed that CLA has recently xIquèsted 


iated if a field examinatji of the same prqperty. It would be pre	 you would also urnish us with copies 
Of your report for our consideration. 	 \


yours, 


Chairman, Op'rating Committee 


Neinber, Bureau of Mthes 


Member, Geological Survi







LI


Kr. C. 0. K1ttendort, *daintstrator, DA 	 October 31, 1952 


Iron and Psrro-.A1107 iliytsion, MA 


t)005t$	 176 and 27L4V (Cobe1t-Jiokel-J(sagsnss.) 
Dr. 1. V. flu, at a?. 
the J.!t.ArtrlaM	 . 


Bradley and Featiton Counties, Tennessee 


The writer met with 14r. 0. C. s1ston, Chief Msta1lrtat 
of the luresti of Mimes and. Messrs. Mann and. Brussolo of b14?A, oft 
the morniag of October 30 to discusi the metallurgical probl.*s 
set forth In.-our. -latter of October 15 to Kr. Aalston, cools* of 
whIch-voro sent to Mr. Roward Young on the some date 


After &iscuuion of the entire matter for aa• time it 
• was learned that the Signal Carp was bing part of the áanese 


product ton of a sbstttsed 1-ton chemical plant .t 20 cents a 


	


• V	


pOlUld for batteries. This compares to 5 cents a pound for ifricsn.' 	 V 


Or.. Xndustzy i* also butng part of the product. the plant is 
bin enlarged to 10 tons and uses from 10 to 30 percent crude or.. 
Other projected aanafleso chemical plants were also mentioned.. 


With r.*s rdd, to fl*-'s proc.s, It ,r',ars f, 	 0* 
There it a erket for a mixed nickel-cobalt product. The iron 
and maenese can be e.p.xstei, the iron preoipitLtiag at a Ph of 4. 
The magnesium' content is not kpon and should be a minimum ae it 


V 	


CO res dewn with the Mu,, The amount of acid is O.X. 
• 	 • 


	
V 


Mr. Rslat-n spoke of other smaller but richer cobalt-
wanenee derostte tht Might s'ip to such a plant The U. S. 
Geological SUrVoy has a list DMPA made tentative erangwnts 
to have a cmiiil z•pzei•nt&tiv• lot bamofictatet 1by the Varean of 
Mines at Tusca3.00a to learn it a richer feed could be obtained 
for the chemical plant 


Oar problem rsr&iag further exploration wa5 'xolatu.d. 
Kr-. Mann's Ott too is studying,the matter of the proposed chealeal 
plant. Iftbs grade of the core" promiles possible •eooáte fsast-
btUty (poslibly with subsidies) the £KPA will so advise us. If 


V 	 Its report is favorable, it will than be up to DItiA ta provide for 
further exploration to incr*se the now indicated tonnage to a figure 
sufficiently large to warrant the proposed plant. 


V 	


• 	 • 	


. 	


V 	


V 	


•• V 	


V V 	


V 	


V


 


'Gorge 
0 C. *1iridg., Chief 
Iron and 1erro-A1e7 Division 


GCS.lf ridge is 
cc Docket	 9	 cc. G C Selfridge 


£dmn Read PIl
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S
UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 


WASHINGTON 25, D.C.


IN REPLY REFER TO: 


S 


October 2, 1952 


Gecrge C. 4eUVIdo 


Fmat	 T. P. Theyce 


Jth3est: IA 2744 
I. . KS 
470w. Stat.3t. 
sa1_, 0. 
414s 1tain depeits, Tonnni. 


Dr. KUK FS " to spad $252000 sore p1OTifl1 U 
cobaltitsz!i*I aas. deposits I%Lck yore portly ,rp3.ore t7 
DNL Pre3set 176. The 71.14 TS estiaded ros.rvos of 557,000 short 
tons St sustirial .ontaiag3* 12,790,100 ibs. St cob4t, or a'vsreiag 
0.16 peont .oh.lt ..t&t. 144cr, an'e.it of Klaw cheek uaa ys and 
apli.t* rhech shonsd tk• *rigiasl sonae yore a*srs bstweon 
50 psros* and 250 porsont ton kt*. If the arisl*al assail a*. 
disced br bait, the "resecvs" of osetsioud astal drop. to *bot 
9000000 lb.. or *00 psret. 


The B*SU of )Un assays chow a definite corte1cti* 
betwowa 16 aed Co in *'pee. The ratio of rn;Co in the 20 check 
MapleS *0 fron 7*1 to 1154, 1*ob*b37 sversgl*g about 40*1. It 
It were poisthio to preft" a concentrate asrs1aig Z) p.rct lb, 


dei*ttul tr ordinery aitheds, It weuld a1v.r*ge only about 
0.5% C. or oft powd p.r ten, if all the cobalt is in the *0800 
add... 3.i,rt.s or "the con higr.4. pocket" shøwed to we aboys 
25 percent 1, and a sple fren a os.0 md deposit ssseyed 31.1 
percent ) and 0.51 peroont Co. (Joe poIel of cobalt metal pm ten, 
at $2.50 p.r penal, *muid a]imr only 2.50 for reoovezy W chideel 
*.thcds, sssmlnj that the aaoes isould carry athin and aU1I*$ 
onsta. The .conentcs of reecysrint 4th.r the paeee or cobelt sees 
U be t*r fros knoili, end Lctrcon]y doiàtfnl, 


Tw of tho criteria for D!4 sxpioaticn projeeti *25 the 
anllabiZtty St a tee*iblo atothod of tre&tnait, and probAKUW of a 
s1gniticant contribation to th. suattcnal .pj'. In this case the 
general grad* of neterid likely to be rena baa been demoontratad, 
and the cobalt content is vwy 3.0w. The 0.olo4cal J- sees 
pout in eeeking nwo material vat1l a onthod of recovery me been 
developed.







S







• . Mi. C.	 91ttendorf, Adataistratr, DUA	 .	 Cctobr fl, 1952 


Iron and ?*rro-11oy 4t.ion, D914	 . 


)et11?7	 .	 . .: 
oeirste "Tos, 176 ari4 27I44 (Cob*itfloksj*MsMenqps) 


T T. h. W. flag, et *1.  
Tho J. 1% Artr land V	 . 	 V 


fired1.y and it&*iltonCounttO, ?.nn.ss..  


V	 The writer *.t vith Mr. 0. C. .311sto, Chief ket.11nrist V 


Of the ThLXb.0 of Mines, and govers. Mona and 1355015 of	 as 
V V	 the zoraiac of October	 to discse the motallurgical problems . 


	


V 	 set forth in onr•I*tt•r.ofOstobsr1 to Mr.a1iton, copies of	 V 


	


•	 v4ch were asnt tour. BOV$14 Ymms on the $61O.	 • 	


V 


	


V 	 . 	 . 	 AftC .is8ussion *1' the entire iettør:fo 
•• V


't4wo -it 


	


 
V 	


V 	 V 


we 1ernsd. thet the Qina1 Coip was buyIn pert of the saneee 
production of a sbsiitiz*d 1-ton che*icel pItAtAt O c.itS a 
powd for batteries Thi c,wret to 5 clAti a tv4 1r !friCezi 
ore. I'usti is 4s* biqbg pert of the product The isnt is 


V . •	 bein, e1ared . to 10 tDn$ and uses from 10 to 30 percent	 ore. 
V .  . 	


• Other projected awaganeso ohewicel .-louts were. 	 sentined.,.. ..	 .. . V 


With regard to Xtn's )rOeC$is, it *ioeare tiesibl•. 
There	 iron V 


V 


and *snRAese can be septe the iron precipitating t . a Pb of 4


	


V	 •	 ••
 


he *tgnentum content is not novn end. should b 	 mtnia	 it	 V 
'ces 4)wn with the NuCO. he amount of r ctd is 


Mr. flsThton aoke of other s*.U.r but richer cobalt- 
engsnsee dspoeits Wtmi'ht aip to sacb a plant. he U.. 
r101	 b*$ a list. MIA mM teotetive zau•mts 


	


•	 .
 


:to bvc s.l1 zprcsent-tit lot b.nsfteisti&.by ths Buroan Of 
V .	 V	 Mines. at ftee p loos- to leern if & richer fe•t could be obteinad 


•	 for the eheie41nt.'.	 •	 .	 .	 V 
V	 •


 


-ftr preble* rrin fu'thsr .xploration v&s .41p1stted. . 	 V 


	


•	 .	 office is studring the matter of tpropoe.d ah.*t1 


	


U the trade of the	 promises possible economic feast- 	 V 


	


• .	 V V •	 bt1tty (possibly with s*bsidi,$), the D)Wt will so *dvtes .s. If • V • • •	 • its report is favorsb1e, it will then be up to 3M tr.. provia for V
 


further upl*rstio* to Increase the now indicated tontt. to a figureV 
• :Auff 141ently large to warrant the propoed plout. 	 V 


V	 •	 •	 •	 V	 V


 


. ..0. C4 foolfriaKe,, ickdof V. •	 .	 V 


	


tron "d • V	 •	 • .•	 .., • • V	 •	 V	 V •	 lerzo_Al107 LiYjston	 •	 V 


	


V 	
• Ce1fride:1s .	 . .	 V	 V	 V	 V	 V	 •	 V 
cc; Docket	 -


 Vile
	 •.	 Oct . 0. C.8sfr2dge  


•	 V	 •	 Amn. Read.	 • •	 •• :	 •	 V
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•MF-103  
(Revised April 1952)	 UNITED•TES DEPARTMENT OF THE 1NTOR 


DEFENS INERALS EXPLORATION ADM1NISTRA'N
Form Approved. 
Budget Bureau No. 42—R1035.2. 


7-
4 


._./


APPLICATION FOR AID IN AN
EXPLORATION PROJECT, PURSUANT TO
DMEA ORDER 1, UNDER THE DEFENSE 


PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 1 AS AMENDED


Not to be filled in by applicant 


Docket No. 
Metal or Mineral .......................................... 
Date Received 
Estimated Cost ------------------------------------------
Participation (Government %) --------------------


INSTRUCTIONS 
• 1. Name of applicant.— (a) State here your full legal name, in . the form in which you will wish to contract, and your 


mailing address


 --- — -- --	 - -- -------------- --- 
------------- 


(b) If other than an individual, add to your name above whether a corporation, partnership, etc., and the name of the State 
in which incorporated or otherwise organized. 


(c) If a corporation, add to above statement, titles, names and addresses of officers. 
(d) If a partnership, add to the above statement the names and addresses of all partners. 


2. General.—Read DMEA Order 1, "Government Aid in Defense Exploration Projects," before completing this application. 
Submit this application and all accompanying papers in quadruplicate (four copies), with your name and address on each 
sheet of the application and on all accompanying papers. Where sufficient space is not provided on the form for all required 
information, state it on an accompanying paper, with a reference in each case to the instruction to which it refers by number. 
Comply with all applicable instructions; or, if not applicable, so state. File the application with Defense Minerals Exploration 
Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C., or with the nearest field executive officer thereof. 


3. Applicant's property rights.—(a) State the legal description of the land upon which you wish to explore, including all 
land which you possess or control that may be benefited nteren land which is 
not to be included in the exploratjon.project contract ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


XoCLot 


(b) State any mine name by which the property is known. 
(c) State your interest in the land, whether owner, lessee, purchaser under contract, or otherwise 


(d) If you are not the	 i7plication a copy of the lease, contract,, or other document under which 
you control the property.	 .	 4.eQb1O. 


(e) If you own the land, describe any liens or encumbrances on it --------------


(f) If the land çons),sts of unpatented claims, add to the description above, the book and page numbers for each recorded 
location notice.	 . 


4. Physical description.— (a) Describe in detail any mining or exploration operations which have been or now are being 
conducted upon the land, including existing mine workings and production facilitieCO&Qtffop sV06 any, in such 
operations. Also describe accessibility of mine workings for examination purposes. 


(b) State ast and current production, and ore reserves, if any, giving quantities and grades. 
(c) Describe the geologic features of the property, including mineralization, type of deposit (vein, bedded, etc.), and your 


reasons for wishing to explore. Illustrate with maps or sketches. Send with your application (but not necessarily as a part 
of it) any geologic or engineering report, assay maps, or other technologic information you may have, indicating on each 
whether you require its return to you. 


(d) State the facts with respect to the accessibility of the project: Access roads, distances to shipping, supply and residence 
aL points.  


(e) State the availability of manpower, materials, supplies, eqpWeil4ser. 	 16-60551-1 


OCT 23'1952







5. The explo	 e	 the mineral or minerals for which yo 	 to explore Cobalt, 


(b) Describe fully the proposed work, including a map or sketch of the property showing a plan (and cross sections ieeded) 
of any present mine workings and the loatin fh proposed exploration work as related to such features as coitacts, 
veins, ore-bearing beds, etc.	 °	 O	 (6 


(c) The work will start within --- ----- days and be completed within - ------ months from the date of an exploration 
project contract. 


(d) State the operating experience and background of the applicant with relation 
ration project, and also that, of the person or persons who will sosgnsuoperti1 vtrovoicl 


6. Estimate of costs.—Furnish a detailed estimate of the costs of the proposed work (you will have to use a separate sheet), 
under the following headings. Add the totals under all headings to give the estimated total cost of the project: 


(a) Independent contracts.—(Note.--If the applicant does not intend to let any of the work to contractors, write "none" 
after this item. To the extent that the work is to be contracted, do not repeat the cost of the contract-work in subsequent 
items.) State the cost of any proposed independent contracts for the performance of all or any part of the work, expressed in 
terms of units of work (such as per foot of drilling, per foot of drifting, per hour of bulldozer operations, per cubic yard 
of material moved, etc.). 


(b) Labor, supervision, consultants.—Include an itemized schedule of numbers, classes and rates' of wages, salaries or fees 
for necessary labor, 'supervision and engineering and geological consultants. 


(c) Operating materials and supplies.—Furnish an itemized list, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each, 
and power, water and fuel.  


(d) Operating equipment.—Furnish an itemized list of any operating equipment to be rented, purchased, or which is owned 
and will be furnished by theOperator, with the estimated rental, purchase price, or suggested use-allowance based on present 
value, as the case may be.	 '	 -  


(e) Rehabilitation and repairs.—Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of any necessary, initial rehabilitation or repairs 
of existing 'buildings, installations, fixtures, and movable operating equipment, now owned by the Operator and which will be 
devoted to the exploration project. 


(f) New buildings, improvements, installations.—Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of any necessary buildings, fixed 
improvements, or installations to be purchased, installed or constructed for the benefit of the exploration project. 


(g) Miscellaneous.—Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of repairs to and maintenance of operating equipment (not 
including initial rehabilitation or repairs of the Operator's equipment), , analytical work, accounting, workmen's compensation 
and employers' liability insurance, and payroll taxes. 


(h) Contind.C.—Give an estimate of any necessary allowances for contingencies not included in the costs stated above. 
NorE.—No items of general overhead, corporate management, interest, taxes (other than payroll and sales taxes), or any 


other indirect costs, or work performed or costs incurred before the date of the contract, should be included in the 
'estimate of costs.  


7. (a) Are you prepared to furnish your share 	 ie cost of the ,proposed project in accordance with the regulations on 
Government participation (Sec. 7, DMEA No. 1)? 


(5) How do you propose te- furnish your share of the costs? 


Money	 Use of equipment owned by you 	 Other 


Explain in detail on acompanying paper.


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned, whether as an individual, corporate officer, partner, or otherwise, both in his own behalf and acting for 
the applicant, certifies that the information set forth in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete, to the best 
of his knowledge and belief. - 	 - 


Dated
	 ct&cr 2,.	 2.


(Applicant) 


By 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any depart-
ment or agency of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction.  


U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 	 16'-66551-i







1] 
470B


. state t. 
$&t4 Ohio.


(To aop7 ..103) 


S(b) Proposed b*t Purpose of this po3*ct is to ext.t the preuioua 
soft &*crib.d in	 Vocicet 176 Alch indicat&ed that ors of Gc'i] 
grad aight .xlt on the property. This project is to estihtish definit.] 
that ore do.east c the property, that the ore oa th WMWthM on. 
•iss and sleo by tr ndttng thoda dsacribed in Dit l76 iio1d sstabiMi 
a tonnage mawromat of ove2' 1,000,000 tcz1 asteriaL 


Ms .tdtei of the pzpeTty, location of the project are shAD in 


%U project wosid o,netst of tronching to an aggregate depth of 18 ft" 
*nd 3 fect wide, to a total lineal length of 5000 f.,t. Indivtde*1 
triochss to a'ersg. 300 t..t in length to be placed at WW 1ocaU OR 


the proparty in ce'der to explore for a's bean the two areas described 
orth' and q1jdfl.N on saps in Docket i& 176. 


6. Estimat. of Costs, 


(a) owozt is to be let owlet contract. 


(b) Labor is inc1e4 is rentsl of oquipamt. This IncludeS ,cr'n'* 
coipansattca, 1i*bi]it' insurane.. one laborer to drill abet bolos, 
l.*d, and shoot djue.4s, mslntaifl air ccreeeor mold.. wagss, 
ri.portation to project and workmen's eocpena.ticrt.  


$upsrvisics, Ow general .Qcviscr. • ...,.. .. .• .. 000 .. .. .4800.00 


(c)OperAing materials,. Dril steel, rock bits, dynamite capl, 
load wire, batt ry box,.fuel for sir coopreseoz'3.o......,.....SOQ.00 


(ci) oporat5eg Equipioritt 
One ID IJe Xtornsticn3h Tractor with bull dosing blade; 
iperster, oiler, fu*], lubrication, n2aintwanos to be 
rented for totil of *12.00 per ho*ar. 


2. CbS JA yard Dats' !*ia.1 psisrad ebo.cl with 1/2 
yerd beck hm attichnet operator, oiler, tusl 
Iabzl.ation, sod u&tntftvmcA. to be rented at t12.00 
per hr. 


(bS IngsraoI4tiM 105 Air ooeprla.or, 5 Jack fir 
$125.Oo par scnth. 


b. 090 four'-whHl drive iv,s.l Willys Jeep $100. 
month, Owned by cp.rstcr.. Include. fii1, oil, theusnce. 


R.hsbilttation of existing 10' x IL- 6 building for the atorag 
of dyit. and caps, drill vt.el and rock bite, air hose1 


oil, repair parts, ave's etas ................,.........1$O.O0 
utbi1itatton of *xiating sCc.as roadl within the propart...120.00 


COWCWj The total 5000 13.x*4 fast of trenohing can Li *cco1i.hed at 
tOt , cost of *5.00 per hush toot which Includes all equipment, personnel, 


*M
gs 	 Thus the entir, project is estJ.mi4dd not to c ost over 


AOW
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UNITED STATES
]PAMNT OF TO INTERIOR 


BUIAJJ OF MIS 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


October 17, 1952 


Mr. C. 0. Mittend.orf 
Administrator, D.M.K.A. 
General Services Building 
Washington 25, D. C. 


Dear Mr. Mittendorf:


Be: Docket No. DMA.-176X 
manganese.-Cobalt-Nickel 


The J. K. Arts laud 
Bradley and Hamilton Counties, 
Tennessee. Contract Idm-K-83 


Responding to your letter of October 15, 1952, on the extrac-
tive process proposed by Dr. L. W. King for treatment in a pilot plant 
of 10 tons daily of ore from the J. H. Arts land in Tennessee. I have 
read the material and comment as follows: 


1. The chemistry of his proposed process appears sound, and, 
although I do not expect his separation between nickel and cobalt to be 
clean, there is a market for a considerable amount of mixed nickel and 
cobalt in the permanent magnet industry. King has used as reducing 
furnace for converting manganese to acid-soluble MnO, a design he found 
at work in a Baltimore plant making manganese chloride as a commercial 
product. He is also copying the dissolution in hydrochloric acid., 
which he proposed to make from salt and sulphuric acid by well-known 


methods. His precipitation of cobalt and nickel as sulphide by 
hydrogen sulphides is also something that is well known. Precipitation 
of manganese carbonate and calcination of Mn0 2 is also well known and 


has produced. Mn02 of battery grade by the steps he describes. 


2. As to whether Dr. King can be rated as a competent 
operator, I have some doubt. I kuci of no competent operators in 
his employ. His presentation has been that of an amateur. 


3. Construction costs give details of first cost of equip-
ment, but appear not to provide for erection and housing. I have 
tried to extend his operating costs to a larger plant, but find few 
economies that would result with larger tonnage. Also, he has not 
calculated operating capital needed. I therefore am at a loss to 
check his figures on amortization and interest.







.	 . 


4. Dr. King's early operation will be based on loading 
of selected material without concentration. Whether he knows how 
to concentrate his lean ore I do not know. From his description 
of the undeveloped area it would appear that more trenches might 
well turn up much more ore, but he stated to me that you had called 
a halt on exploration until you knew more about what he could do 
with the ore he has already uncovered. 


5. This deposit appears to have more cobaltiferous man. 
ganese than in the uaial southern deposits, and I would like to see 
it in more competent bands and given a better examination. It 
could provide a plant to which the small lots of ore from elsewhere 
could be shipped. The nickel content is small in terms of national 
needs, but acceptable for what it is worth. The market for battery 
grade manganese ore is small, but not too small to take the output 
from this operation if Dr. King can show that he can make an accept-
able product.


Sincerely yours, 


/9/ 0. C. Ralston 


0. 0. Ralston 
Chief Metallurgist 


cc: Mr. Paul Zinner 
Mr. N. B. Keleher 
Extra copy to Mr. Mittendox
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October 17, 1952 


Mr. C. 0. Mittendorf 
Administrator, D.M.E.L. 
Genera]. Services. Building 
Washington 25,,D . C.


Be: Docket lo. t*IA-1761 — 
)(anganese-.Cobalt-Iick.1 


•	 •	 *	 The J. R. Arts land 


Bradley and Balilton Counties, 
Tennessee. Contract Id*-J-83 


Deer Mr _. Mittes.dorf: •• 


Responding to your letter of October 15, 1952, on the extrac-
tive process proposed. by Dr. L. W. King for treatment in a pilot plant 
of 10 tone daily of ore from the J. U. Arts land in Tennessee.. I have 
read the material and comment as follows: 


•


	


	 1. The chemistry of his proposed process appears sound., and, 
although  do not-expect his separation between nickel and cobalt to be 
clean, there is a market for a considerable amount of mixed nickel and 
cobalt in the permanent magnet indactry. King his used as reducing 
furnace for converting manganese to acid-soluble MnQ a design he found 
at work in a Baltimore plant making manganese chloride at 'a commercial 
product He is also copying the diso.ution in hydrochloric acid, 


which he proposed to make from salt and sulphuric acid by well-known 
methods. His precipit6tion of cobalt and nickel as sulphide by 
hydrogen sulphides is also something that is well known. Precipitation 
of manganese carbonate and calcinetton of Mn02 is also well known and 
has produced Mn02 of battery grade by the steps he describes. 


2. As to whether 1r. King can be rated as a competent 
operator, I have some doubt I know of no c'mpetent operators in 


hi. employ. Bin presentation has been that of an amateur. 


3. Construction Costs give details of firSt Cost of equip-


ment, but at'pear not to provide for erection and housing. I have 
tried to extend his operating costs to a larger plant, but find, few 
ecnoaiea tbt voulc. result with larger tonnage Also, be has not 


	


•	 calculated operating ca$ta1 needed.. I therefore an at a loss to 
check his figures on amortization and interest.







••,•• 


• 4. Dr. Hug's early operation will be baud on loading 
of selected material without concentration. Whether he knows how 
to cocentrati his lean ore I do not know. From his ,description 
of the undeveloped area it would appear that more trenches might. 
well turn 'up auth more ore, but he stated to me that you had called 


•


	


	 a halt on exploration until you knew more ' about whet he could do 
with the ore he hew already untov.re&. 


5. This deposit appears to havemoro cobaltifrous man-
gansee than in the neisi southern deposits, and 1 would ilk, to see - 
It im more competent bands and given a better examination. It 
could, provid, a plant to which the small lots of ore from elsewhere 
could be. shipped. The nickel content is small in terse of national 
nsedg, but. acceptable for what it is worth. The market for battery •


	


	 grade aangan.se . ore ia mall, but not too small to take the output 
from this operation if Dr. King can show that he can make an accept-
able product.


Sincerely yours, 


/s/ O. :C.' lialeton 


0 0 Ralston 
Chief Vetahlu.rist 


cc' Mr. Paul' Zinner. 
Mr. 1. 3 Meicher 
Extra cony to Mr. Mittendorf
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31ThJAUOTM1Z$ 
25, D. c.


Oàtäb.r 17, 1952 


its  Docket No. ThIA.1761 
• Mananese-Cobalt-Iicks1 


The J. R. Arts land 
• Bradley and. Hamilton Counties.' 


Teneee.. Contract 18m--83 


Deer Mr. Mittendorfo. 


esponding to your letter of October 15, 1952, on the extrac-
tive process proposed by Dr. I	 King for treatment in a pilot plant 
of 10 tons daily of ors from the J. B. arts land in Tennessee I have 
read the material and comment on follows:-


1. The chemistry of his proposed process appears sound, and., 


althongh I do not expect his separation between nickel and cobalt to be 
clean, there is a mArket for a considerable enunt of mxe& nickel and 
cobalt in the permatent magnet inthtstry sing his used as reducing 
turnace for converting manganese to acid-soluble KnO, a design he found 
at work in Baltimore niant making manganese chloride as a commercial 
product. 'He is also co,ying the dissolution in hydrochloric acid, 
which be proposed to make from salt and sulphuric acid by well-known 
methods. His nrecipitatiotL nf cobalt and nickel as sulphide , by 


hydrogen suiphides is *lso something that is well known. PreoipitatiOn 
of manganese carbonate and-calcination of Mn0 2 is also well known and 


has nrbduced Kn02 of battery grade by the steps be describes. 


2. Alp to vhether Pr Xing cCn be rated as a competent 
operator, I avo some doubt. I know of no c apetent operators in 


his employ. His presentation has been that of an amateur. 


3. Construction costs give details of first coat of eoj4p-
went, but vear not to provide for ereetton and housing.. I have. 
• tried to extend his operating costs to a larger plant, but find few 
ec.oates that wou1 result with larger tonnage. Also, be has not 
calculated operating capital needed I therefore am at a loss . to 
chock his figures on amortization and interest. 


Mr. C. 0. M&ttendorf 
Administrator,  
0.n.rs3. Services Building. 
Washington 25, D. C.







I: 


k. Dr..Icing's early operation will be based an on loading 
of selected material without conc.ntstton Whether he knows how 


•	 to cccemtrate his lean. ore I to not know. Yros MI description 
of the undeveloped area it would ap pear that more trench.. s2ght. 
• well turn up such sore ore, but he stated to me that yott had called, 


* halt on ezplórat ion until you knew more about what he could do 
with the, ore he has already uncovered. 


5.


 


This deposit appears to have more cobsitiferous man-
anese than in the iaal southern deposit., and I vault ilk, to see 
It in more competent hands and given a better exasination. It 
could provide a plant to which the small lots of or* from elsewhere 
could be shipped. Th.-nickel content is esal in terms of national 
needs, but acceptable for what it is worth. The market for battery 
grade manganese ore is sash, but not too flail to take the output 
from this operation if Dr. King can show thtt he can asks an accept-
able product.


Sincerely yours, 


/5/ 0. C. Il.ton 


0 C Ralston 
Chief retallurgist 


cc-: Kr °*ul Zinner 
Mr. I.'.B Kelcher 


tra coy to Mr. Mittendorf
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October 17, 1952 


Mr. C. 0. MItt.ndorf 
Administrator, D.M.E.A.. 


•	 General Services Building 
•	 Washington 25, D. C.	 .•


.he: Docket lo. DMA-1761 - 
)4anen,se-Coba1t-Ijek.]. 


The J H. Arts land 
•	 .•	 Bradley and Hamilton Counties, 


•	 •	 Tennessee. Contract Id--83
Deer Mr. Mittendorf' 


Iesponding to your letter of October 15, 1952, on the extrac-
•	 tive process proposed by Dr. T. . King for treatrnent in a pilot plant 


•	 •. of 10 tone daily of or* from the J. R. Arts lend in Tennessee. I have 
read the material and comtent Fs fi11ows:	 • 


•


	


	 1. The chemistry of his proposed process aresrs sound, and, 
although i do not expect his separation between nickel and cobalt to be 
cla, there is a market fore. considerable *mount of. mixed nickel and 
cobalt in the icermanent magnet indtietry. Ming has used .as reducing 
furnce for converting  manganese to acid-soluble )4n0, a. design he found 
at 'work in a Baltiacre olant making manganese chloride as a commercial 
product. He is also coo yin the dissolution in hydrochloric acid, 
which he proposed to make from talt sad. sulphuric acid b well-known 
cathode. lie trecinitatton if cobelt and. nickel as sulphide by 
bydrogen sulphides, is also soa)etbing that is well known.'.Precipitation 


-	 of manganese carbonate and calcination of MnO2 is also well known and
ha's produced MaO2 of battery prade by the steps he describes. 


2. As to whether Dr. King can be rated as a cOpetent 
operator. I have some doubt I Irnov of n' c mpetent operators in 
his employ. 	 presentation ba. been that of an amateur. 


3. Construction coete give details of first cost of equip-
ment, but a.ar not to provide for erection 'and housing I have 
tried to extend his operating costs to a larger plant, but find few • 
ec(A3mieS that WOU1El result with larger tonnage Also, be has not 
calculated operating caital needed I therefore an at a loss to 
check his fi4ures on amortisation and, interest.







o 


1. Dr. King's early operation will be Used on loa4jn 
of sijected material without conc.nt:ation. Whether he knows how 
to cc*tcantrate his lean or. I do not know. From hi. deseriptto 
of the undeveloped area it would. appear tht 'more tranch.s might 
well turn up such sore ore, but he stated to as that you. had oflsL 
a bait on exploration until yoi. know more about what he. could do 
with the ore he has already uncovered.. 


5. This ciiosit apeare to have more cobaltif.rous man-
snese than in the uiai southern '1posits and I would like to see 


It in more competent banft end. given a better examination. It 
could provide a plant to which the smell lots of ore from elsewhere 
could be shipp.i. The nickel content is eael. In tsrse of national 
needs, but acceptable for what it is worth. The iiarkst for battery 
rade aangan.se, ore is mall, but not too email to take the output 


from this operation if Dr. King can show tbt he can make an accept-
able product.


Sincerely 3rours 


0. C. slstou 


0. C. Ralston 
Chief Metallurgist 


cc Mr. Paul Ztnner. 
Mr. L B. Meicher 
ztra cony to Mr. Mittendorf











C 0 P 	 of letter transmitted by Mr. D. H. Schnee, Executive 
Director, Minerals and Metals Advisory Board, to 
Mr. Irving Gumbel, Acting Director, Materials Division, 
EPS, M. (Transcribed from telephonedictation.)' 


January 19, 1954 


Mr. D. H. Schnee, Executive Director 
Minerals and Metals Advisory Board 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25,,'1). C. -	 --	 : - 


Dear Mr, Schnee: 


The proposal of Dr. L • W. King for the recovery of 
cobalt, nickel, and manganese from White Oak Mountain ores 
in Tennessee has been circulated amongst the Manganese Panel. 
Additional information concerning,the proposal made available 
by Dr. King through Mr. Long's visit to the King laboratory 
and the various visits of Dr. King to. the MIM.AJ3. offices 
was 9180 circulated along with the proposal. 


Comments from the members-of the Panel were not favor-
able to the proposal and Mr.. Critchett, Chairman of the 
Cobalt Panel, likewise commented unfavorably. 


The Manganese Panel is of the opinion that the White.. 
• Oak Mountain ore deposits have not been adequately explored 
to determine the quantity of ore available, -nor has the grade 
of the deposit been sufficiently established to predict the 
success of this explOration. The Panel is also of the opinion 
that the chemical operations involved -In Dr. Xing's proposal, 
although cleverly 'conceived and fitted together, are neverthe-
less very óomplex and quite Involved. Ou the limited scale of 
operations proposed for this plan, it Is believed that it 
would be cheaper and certainly much simpler to purchase the 
necessary chemicals rather than to build up chemical plants, 
the operation and coordination of which would needlessly com-
plicate the main purpose of recovering the nickel, cobalt, -. 
and manganese from the ores. : In *ddltion, It is belIeved that 
the chemical separations proposed would be less sharp, and 
'hence less perfect, than Dr. King performed, and that to attain 
the recoveries anticipated would involve multiple precipitation 
in handling at great expense. The Panel also expressed doubt 
that the potential production of these' metals available from 
the ores was of sufficient size to be-of national importance.











C_I_P Y of letter trensaitted by or, D. I. *chiee, Z.eutiv. 
Direete, mner*ls and $atals h4v2sry o*rd, to 
Kr. Irvine fltabel, Atieg Direetot', AsterUls Division, 
U, ast. (Transcribed from telephone dictation.) 


January 19, 194 


Nr; L I. 8cis, Ezeoutite Director 
lW2e1*1s and *.tsla Advisory aard 
ationa1 Research Council 


.2101 Cocatitution Avenue 
Washington 25, D.C. 


B*1, W. 3oheee: 


The proposal of Dr. L. W. Zing for the rocoverj of 
cobalt, nickel, and ngores* from White Oak Mountain ores 
in Tennessee has been circulated aaDngs$ the )aaanese Panel.. 
Additional inf.rat1on concerning the proposal jiad. available 
by Dr. Ltng through Kr. Longs visit to the sing laboratory 
and the various visits of Dr. King to the	 offices 
was also circulated along with the propose]. 


CQents fro* the aebers of the Panel were not ravor-
able to the proposal and Kr. Critchett Cheirnen of the 
Cobalt Panel, likewise compnted unfavorably. 


The Kanganesa Panel is Ot the opinion tkat;tM White 
Oak Mountain are deposits have not been adequately explored 
to d.ter.ine the quantity of ore available, nor has the q,r*de 
of the deposit been sufficiently establiShed to predict the 
suceess of this exploration. The Rane] is also of the opinion 
that the cheateSi operations involved in Dr. Ang's proposal, 
although clern*l, eoneeiv*d and tit*4 together, are ncerthe-
less very eeailsx and quite involved. On the limited scale of 
operations proposed for this p1113, it is believed that . it. 
would be cheaper and certainly such sispler to purchase the 
necessary ohesic$la rather than to build up ehesical plantn 
the operation and coordination of which would needlessly om-
pliate the main purpose of reOovering the nickel, ioba1t, 
and manganese from the ores. In addition, it is believed that. 
the obes.tcal eparat ions proposed would be less sharp, and 
hence less perfect, tb*fl Dr. Aing p.rforned, and that to attain., 
the recoveries anticipated would involve su,ttiple precipitation. 
in handling at great "pen". The Panel also expressed doubt 
that the potential production of theee metals available true 
the ores was of sufficient size to be of national Importance.







In view of these comments, it is suggested that 
Mr. Guabel be informed that the Manganese Panel does not 
reco*.end that the King proposal be given Government support. 


Very truly yours., 


Signed: )1 • J • DAY 


Chairman, Manganese Panel







C 0P Y of letter transmitted by Mr. D. H. Schnee, xecutive 
Director, Minerals and ket*18 Advisory Board, to 
Mr. Irving (pmbel, Acting Director, Materials Division, is	 'Iranscribed from telephone dictation.) 


January 19, 1954 


Mr. D. H. Schnee, Executive Director 
Minerals and Metals Advisory board 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
.athinton 25, D. C. 


dear Mr. chnee: 


The proposal of ir. L. d. King for the rc^covery of 
cobalt, nickel, and manganese from white Oak Mounta in ores 
in nneasee has been circulated amongst the Manganese Panel. 
Additional information concerning the proposal made aval1abL 
by Dr. Kin through Mr. Long's visit to the Kin , - 1aoratory 
and the various visits of Dr. King to the LM.A.3. oftcs 
was also circulated along with the proposal. 


Coirnents from the members of the Panel were not favor-
ablc to the proposal and Mr. Critchett, Chairman of te 
Cobalt Panel, likewise commented unfavorably.. 


The Manganese Panel is of the opinion that the White 
Oak Mountain ore deposits have not been adequately explored 
to determine the quantity of ore available, nor has the grade 
of the deposit been sufficiently established to predict the 
success of this exploration. The panel is also Of the opinion 
that the chemical - operations involved in Dr. King's proposal, 
although cleverly conceived and fitted together, ar. novc.rthe -
lecs very complex and quite involved. On the limited sale Of. 
operations proposed for this plan, it is believed that it 
would be cheaper and certainli much simpler to purcae the 
necessary chemicals rather than to build up chemical plants, 
the operation and coordination of which would needi 
plicate the main purpose of recovering the nickel, cobalt, 
and manganese from the ora • In addition, it is belleved that 
the chemical separations proposed would be less sharp, and 
hence less perect, than Dr. King performed, and that to attain 
the recoveries anticipated would Involve multiple precipitation 
in handling at great expense. The Panel also expressed doubt 
that the potential production of these metals available from 
the ores was of sufficient size to be of national importance.







In vilt of these cputs, it is suggested that 
Mr. Qabe1 be inforaed that the Manganese Panel does not 
reaoinend that the King proposal be given Government support. 


V.17 t1U17 0Ur8, 


3igne: LJ.DAY 


Chairman, Manganese Panel







C 0 F ! at letter trszaitt.d by Mr. D. I. Zcbx*e, Rzoeutivo 
Diestor, $1wva.ts and $et*la Advisory bowdv to 
Mr. Irving G%albel,' Asting Director, Ma.rials Division, 
EPS. GSA. (Transcribed from telephone dictation.) 


Jam*jryrl9, l94 


Mr. D. *. Soln*e, Ja*Ut2v* Director 
Minerals and *tl$ Advisory floord 
etion*I Research Council 


2101 . Constitution Aveni 
Washington 25, D. C 


Dear Mx'. Schne*: 


The proposal t Dr. L. W. Lini for the recovery of 
cobalt, niehel, and nsneae frois White Oak P!ountein ores 
MA Tennessee has been circulated esonget th. Mensn... Psel. 
Additional infornation conoeening th proposal asdé available 
by Dr. Xing tlLroujh Mr. Long' a visit to the Ethg laboratory 
and the various visits of Dr. X$ng to the LLA.a. 
was also cireulat*d e]ong with the proposal. 


Cants from the neabers of the Panel were net tavoi'. 
able to the proposal and Mr. .Critcbett, Chairneri at the 
Cobalt Panel, likewise **mooted unfavorably. 


•	 Ti* )npneee Panel is of the opinion that the White 
Oak Mountain ' deposits, Me not been adequately explored 
to determine the quantIty at ore *vailabla, nor has the grade 
or the deposit been sutticieet] established to predict the 
ewceess of this exp9rStion. The Panel is also of the opinion 
that the ohealcal operations involved, in Dr. King's propoial, 
Cithough cleverly conseived and fitted. tosthez', are neverthe 
less very sonpiex and quite involved. On the limited scale at 
op.róttoas proposed for this plan.. it is believed that it 
would be cheaper and eerWsly much ziiler to purb&se the 
necessary obsalcals rather than to build up chemical Lants, 
the operation and coordination of which would neetuesaLy om 
plicate the main purpose of recovering the nickel, cobalt, 
*nd nanganese from the area. In addition, it is believed that 
the chemical separ'ations proposed 'would be less sharp, and 
hence less perfect, than Dr. King perfoened, sad that to attain 
the recoveries anticipated would involve multiple precipitation 
in handling at great expense, The P*nel also expressed doubt 
that the potential production of these netald available from 
the ores was or sufficient size to be of national i.ortance.











or 2a$ts trs1sW4 bp I D. L 3s,	 *IS 
i*ISep iU*1s	 to3rn M'ic.j bsi4, to 


I	 v$	 s1 Mt1 1teo, Nstsel*la NWaa, 
XISO	 * (Transcribed from telephone dictation.) 


D*r J.
. Pc'e.s1 of	 L. .	 strum vsooi of oQIi1t, ats1,	 M 00k	 tsth oros 


I* 1!'0so	 beup	 -r.un.It t*o	 ?*]. 
£U1 $ius*4tss o	 th PSIOS$ M4 


gift wr Er. 1'• dsl* to Sim £2* *b'*t7 
*ad IAW vart~ . ieLts or . J%ft to she 
-$ *s. *ieso1oW along with the oX. 


Conts ft" the mrs of the I*msl sis wt fs 
able to the	 os*l and imp. Crlt.hett, C"I"M of the 
Cobalt Pan.3, lIkswtas 	 t.4	 Sb1y 


•	 he ^Gvmft ?.asl is %ho op*nMs 00. the hlts 
ck 91 11 o ,ponjto halo not toss £taly lcred 
to	 : qusst& of	 slab3,	 baa the p'4. 
of the11094414 s sstS2e114"t2 so$sbZt4 to pesdiet the 
•on.t ta sliest*. The panel to aiss at the e91nios 


•	 thee the aheoo1 apst	 i.o'sLv4 to I. Lisle ropo.a1, 
$ktto elia3 aes.eilo* got ft*tad toa.r, .lo 
be. i sZ s	 t. t.1nod.	 l- ltnd.tod soale of 
osrsttoc. 'esd te tun p3O It to behold that It 
WOM14 be	 and oe.t0to1 *á el]m to pieobe.. the 
u*o.ee olsndUls nr than to beUd	 I.sl plasts, 
the opwst&es me sit1an of *10k .td *.4la.say c-
pliest. . utta ppe.e of ~"ft the sicksi, ooblt 
end	 s fr themesa 1* sddtUss. It Is bli..d that 
• the s*l p a ra$t* pioe	 1d be bee ap, and 
hea. 3.e.s psrf..s then w It pwrSd, sad that to attain 
the v,w.ssi.. satteipated uould tavalloSonwe PrOGIPAtOLUM 


- La	 as post=MS. - ol *110 e?.e.S4 dsubt 
that the potential pur tton of Shaie t*h* sisilable fI 
the sa of suffl*ient lies to to at ostionol







It vl.w of thee* commute * iv is au"Osted that 
Guaei be informed that the Manganese leaml does not 


i'esoz*end that the Wig proposal be given Oovernasnt support. 


Very trti ,ours, 


Sinedz M. J. jyY 


Cbsiri*n, Mnganese kanel







P  of letter transaittad by . D. X. ssbsoe, &zeoutive
Dirsotor, Mirals sod Metals Advisory Soard, to 


• r. Irvin	 Aoting Dir.. tor, Keterisis DiviMou, 
• ZN, GSA. (Transcribed from telephone dictation.). 


January 19 1954 


Mr. L* Sokoto I RMOVUVO Dirsstor 
14nsrsi md iSetal. Advisory Soard 
atii Eessoreh Oouxiaii 


2101 Cos*Ututio* *venue 
Washington 2, D. C. 
Door Mr. ohne: 


The proposal of W. L. W. King for the recovery or 
cobalt, niosl, and	 -some tro. White Oak Moi*4ie ores 
In Tennessee Ms hoen .tr0622t.4 asengat the Nenan.se Panel. 
AddLttonsl intoritia oouisernisj Nw proposs3. neat available 
by Dr. Ltng throh Ib'. Leg's visit to the 3ng laboratory 
and the various visits Of W. Zisgto the LM,A.a. offices 
was also cirsuisted along with the proposal. 


Cc:nts frou the sabers of the Pawl wer* not favor. 
able to the proposal and Mr. Critehett, Chetreen of the 
Cobalt Panel, likewise e---at.4 mf*vorsbly. 


21* Kannese Panel is of the. opinion that the White 
oak $oustsin ore deposits hay, not been Idequctely explored 
to determine the Vontity of or available, nor has the grade 
of the deposit bees outtiaisstlj established to predict the 
esosess of this ezploi'ation. The ?*seI is also of the opinion 
that the ciweical operations involved in Dr. &iega proposal, 
although cl.v.rly cueaived and fitted tOttwr, are nevsrthe 
less very e.lex s*d quit. involved. On the ]4a1t4 so*le of 
operations praposad for this plan, it to believed that it 
soold be obs*pr sod seztaiflly such simpler to purchase the; 
nee.s.sry ohsui.als rathr than to build up cheicsl plants, 
the operation and coerdiostion of which would nec .ssij con-
plieste tin aStu parposs of recovering the nickel, obslt, 
and nsecw from the	 s In addition, it is helieved-that


h, j al se.Parations propøeed would be I.e& sharp, and 
hsna less perteot, then Dr. Wg p.rfoe'sod. sad that to attain 
the rsov.ri.s anticipated would involve zltipis precipitation 
In handling at p'*t expense • The Panel also •xpr.sa.d doubt 
th*t the pot.ntl.$1 production of these as tall available free 
the cree was of cuff iciest sise to be of aeticoaJ iartanc..











r- Y of letter transaitted by Ni'. L. H. Scinea, £xeoutive Director, Minerals and Jetals Advisory 8Oard, to 
Mr. Irving Obel, Actin Director, Materials Division, 
ZPS, OU. (Transcribed from telephone dictation.) 


Janusr l, 154 


r. Dli, Schnes, Exeautive )iresbor Miber'els and Metals Aftiftr7 board 
.batl.or*l aee.xah Council 1t3 Constitution kvaniae • b*8htntn 25v 
Dear !*. Sthñecz 


The proposal of Lr • L. %. King for the recover of cobalt, idakel, and aansneee from White Oak launtatn g'os 
in Tennessee Ms bean circulated awonjst the Man aneas ,Wael. 
A&itiosal infortion concerning the proposal aed* available 
by Li'. King through Kr. Long's Visit to the King labor*tor 
and the various visits Of Dr. Zig to the M.MIA .B. afrluex 
was also circulated along with the proposal. 


Cnnmenta from the seabers of the Panel were not favor-etle. to the roposai and Mr. Critchett, (h*iraan of tb 
obslt Panel, ii*ewiae eQeuented unfavorably. 


The M&tt*ne*e f'*iIeI in of the opinion that the White Qsi Mountain ore deposits have not bn *dequatei .1ore 
to datez'aine the quantity of or* available, nor ba g thS ee 
or the deposit beeu autticiently *&t*bl1&hw4 to pr tict the suecess of this exploration. Ihe Panel ii also of the 
that the eha*icsi operations involved in 3r. iCing's vupoeai, 
although cleverly ..ncei,ed and fitted together, are 1wverthe 
less very Ooaplex and quite involved. On the limited scale c 
operations proposed for this plan, it is blicved Lb5t 
would be cheaper and eztsis2 ieqeh siler to urcbsi the 
necessary cbe*io$la rather than to build up chanical planta, 
the operation and coordanatios of shickz would needlessly 
plicate the min purpose at recovering the nickel, cobalt,, 
and seneneae froø the *Ms. in ad4ition, it is Oulleved that 
the chemical. s epa ra tion proposed would be lees Bhar'J, *r.d 
hence less pertact, than Dr. Ung performed, and that to att,*jn 
the recoveries antioijated WoUldr involve aultipie prclitatiofl 
In handling at. crest ezpene. The Panel also expres"a doubt 
that the potential prooUction of these metals evailabie from 
the area was of sutti3teflt se to be of national 3orta?c.











0 P Y of letter transmitted by $r. i, X. ohnee, Xxoautive 
Director, Minerals and Metals Advisory 8oerd, to 


. Irving {liabel, Acting Directors Materials Division, 
2?$, A.	 (Transcribed from telephone dictation.) 


Jsntasr 19, 1954 


Mr. L L tobnes,, Executive Director 
Minerals and Metals Advisory Board 
Mettoesi Research Council 
2101 ConStitution Avenue 
Washington 25 4, D. C. 


Dear 14ro. Sc)*e: 


The proposal of Dr. L. w. King for the recovery of 
cobalt, t4oe1, *nd manganese Crc. White Oak 1ountain ores 
In Tennessee has been circulated *wongst the Manganese PaneL 
Additional iatora*tioe concerning the proposal sade available 
US 1*'. King through W . Long' $ visit to the King 1aora tory 
and the Various visits of Dr. King to the K.M.A.3. ottiea 
was also circulated along with the proposal. 


Cont. troø the asberts of the ?sael were not favor-
able to the proposal SM sr. Critch.tt, Chairn of the 
Cobalt Panel, likewise coiente4 unfavcrebl7. 


The Manganese Panel Is of the opinion that the white, 
Oak Mountain ore deposits have not been sdequatelj explored 
to d	 an etermine the qitity of ore available, nor has the rsde 
of the deposit been sufficiently established topredict Uw 
suesees of this azplortion. The anel is also of the sptdton 
that the oheaic*l operations ivo1ved in Dr. King's proposal, 
although cleverly coossived and. fitted toes the?, are nevazthe. 
less very ecaplex and quite involved. 00 the limited scale of 
opersUons proposed for this plan, it is beUced that it 
would be cheSper and certainly owh siapler to purchase the 
necessary chemiosis rather then to build up gheaical plants, 
the operation and :oordivatiea of which would needlessly con-
pliost* the main ppos of recovering the nickl, cobalt, 
and ass anes, from the ageou Inaddition, it is believed that. 
the chemical paraiQ* proposed would be less sharp, *nd 
hence less perr.ct, than Dr, King performed, Sod that to attain 
the recoveries anticipated would involve multiple recipitation 
In handling it great expense. The Panel also expressed doubt 
that the potential production of this* Metals availal4e from 
the ores was of sufficient size to be of nationSi importance.











DRAFT 
WSM/FEU 
7/9/56 


Dr. L. i. King 
470 E. State Street 
Salem, Ohio 


Dear Doctor King:


Re: Docket No. DMEA-2744 
Manganese-Nickel-Cobalt 


J. H. Artz land 
Bradley & Hamilton Counties, Tenn. 


Reference is made to the subject application dated October 


22, 1952, and our subsequent discussions with you. As you are aware, 


that application has been held in abeyance in consideration of the in-


formation and correspondence which you have had with the General Services 


Administration, and other agencies of the Government relative to the 


problem of beneficiating the particula± type of mineralization occurring 


on the captionedfprcperty. 


Although exploration already completed on the subject property 


under Contract No. Idm-E3, our Docket No. DMA-176X, has indicated the 


presence of appreciable tonnages of cobalt-bearing manganese mineraliza-


tion, it does not show that your property has definite promise of yielding 


materials of acceptable grade in quantities that will significantly improve 


the mineral supply position for the National Defense Program. The subject 


request was for exploration assitance in extending the explored areas. 


The new work might indicate additional reserves similar in character to 


those contained in the deposits already explored. 


It is our understanding that metallurgical tests to date have 


not indicated that the greater proportion of such material can be economi-


cally treated to yield a satisfactory product. If that is the case, unless
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further tests produce a satisfactory metallurgical process, additional 


exploration by the Government would be unwarranted in any area where 


we could expect to find only similar deposits of material which cannot 


be classed as ore by present standards.-


We have held final action on your request for additional ex-


ploration assistance in abeyance for more than two years pending satisfactory 


completion of the metallurgical testings. The DMEA cannot indefinitely 


postpone action on applications, and we feel sufficient time has been allowed 


to complete the tests. Under the circumstances, therefore, we regret to 


advise that your application for additional exploration assistance is denied. 


However, if at some future time the metaflurgof cobalt-manganese deposits 


of this type is satisfactorily solved, we shall be glad to consider a re-


vised application for additional exploration assistance. 


We wish to thank you for your interest in the DNEA program and 


for bringing your property to our attention. 


Sincerely yours, 


Administrator







Li


The attached draft is intended to combine Mr. Liebertts 
suggested reply (see attachment) and our unused letter of 
June 23, 1954, which passed the Operating Committee at that 
time but was noted as follows by the Administrator: 


"(i) Should we hold in abeyance until GSA takes firm 
and formal position? 


(2) Or - Knock off list, awaiting such action by GSA? 


"I prefer (1) unless Dr. King brings pressure on us. 


"(Johnson concurs.)"?
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Dr. L. W. King 
70 E. State Street  


Salem, Ohio	 Re: Docket No. DA 274, 
Manganese-Nickel-cobalt 


Dear Doctor King:	 J. H. Artz land
Bradley & Hamilton Counties, Tenn. 


Reference is made to the subject application dated 


October 22, 1952, and our subsequent discussions with you. 


As you are aware, that application has been held In abeyance 


in consideration of the information and correspondence which 


the General Services 'Administration, and 


other agencies of the Government relative to the problem of 


beneficiating the particular type of mineralization occurring 


on the captioned Droperty 


rUQ4^_	


Ppee' 


omise of yielding materials of acceptable grade in quantities 


that will significantly improve the mineral supply position fo 


Program. 


Ih47A xploration already completed on the subject property 


under Contract No. Idm-E83, our Docket No. DMA_ 176X, has	
I 


indicated the presence of appreciable tonnages of cobalt-bearing 


manganese mineralization; The subject request was for exp'ora- 


tion assistance in extending the explor ed areas, The new work 


might indicate additional reseries similar In character to 


those contained in the deposits already explored,
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It Is our understanding that metallurgical tests 


to date have not Indicated that thp greater proportion of 


such material can be conomically treated to yield a satis-


factory product. If that is the case, unless further tests, 


produce a satisfactory metallurgical process,, additional 


exploration by the Government would be unwarranted in any area 


where we could expect to find only similar deposits of material 


which cannot be classes as ore by present standards. 


If no satisfactory treatment process has yet been 


developed but you believe that your future research will 


	


result in a satisfactory process, you' may wish to withdraw 	 ( 


I the subject application with the idea of submitting a revised 


application for assistance to explore for additional reserves 


of w,1atever proportion of this type of material you subsequently 


	


C v\c (	 +0 
find ab±±' treatment. In that event, please refer to 


the captioned docket. 
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Re: L. W. King 


We have in our pending file your application No,. 


DMEA-27, for manganese  


It has not been acted upon in view of the information and 


correspondence which has passed between yourself, the General 


Services Ad.ministrtion, and other agencies of the Government 


relative to the problem of beneficiating the ores. We now 


would li]e to find out from you whether or not you desire 


to keep this application in a pending status or carry through 


your original ideas of exploration. Please advise us of your 


desires either to go forward with this project or to close it 


out.
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I. ftbWt A. L, lzicutiv. Qtltcui' 
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bnt )*vs been	 An	 *0 .snst t?xoe reports 
.red for 6L by rea af *ai. . loy.bs.Ws concluded tbere-. 


true tbst aita1lcal taste bevs not incated that the greater 
prepartLsu of the aitezial is qesetimi cam be aconozsieaUy treated 
to yield a s*tiafact'y pradisot, 


Ii**e1 as the reports in question VMS nDt aids 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
UNITED STATES 


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


PROM 13 PO$T OFFICE 


KNOXVILUE 2, TE.


August 17, 1956 


Memorandum 


To:	 Operating Committee, DMEA, Washington, D. C. 


From:	 Field Team, DNEP, Region V, Knoxville, Tennessee 


Subject : Di€A.27)41. (Manganese-nicket-cobalt) 
L. W. King, M. D., Salem, Ohio 
J. H. Artz land, Bradley and Hamilton Counties, Tennessee 


Reference is made to Mr. Nittendorf' s letter of August 2 
to the Applicant, denying the application. We infer from this that 
the results of Dr. King's research under a GSA contract were 
negative.


We have been unable to learn what was done in the way of 
metallurgical research by Dr. King, though we understand that he 
built a small mill at Salem and shipped a few truckloads of 
manganiferous chert from White Oak Mountain to it. 


Is there a copy of Dr. King's report to GSA which could 
be loaned to us? Although the application has been denied, we 
would be interested to know just what has been accomplished. 


Lt4 
Robert A. Laurence 
Executive Officer 


V. J. ynch 
Member, Bureau of Mines


- 


' i
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Dr. L. •. King 
TO E. State Street 


Salem, Ohio


Be t Dooet No. LA-2744, 
Manganese-NickeJ.-Cobalt 


J. H. Artz land 
•	 radley and Hav4lton Counties, 


Tennessee 


Dear Doctor zing: 


Reference is made to your letter of Auguct3, 
1956, calling our attention to ttea with which you dis
agreed in our letter of August 2. regarding the 3ub3ect 


	


•	 r roi ct.	 .	 .. 


From the copy which you enclosed of your letter 
of August 2 to Mr. Clarence A. Predell, Emergency Procure-
ment Service, General Servioes Administration, we note that 
you plan further discussions o iour process with that Agency. 
W h've consulted the report wieh you called to our atten-
tion. 'icnmr intOrm4tiOfl ls zippreciated. 


In ccozee with your request,,* the above-
mntiopcd zorre6ponC.anve Is beir niade a port at' Docket No.. 


Sincerely yors, 
0 Meu 


Administrator 


	


cc:	 Docket/ . .	 .. ... .	 • •	 .	 . 
Code kOO 
Adm. Read. File	 . .	 .	 •	 . 


•	 Oper. Coimn.	 .	 .	 •	 •	 .	 .. 
.L JCiilsgaard, USGS 
H. T. Reno, USBM	 • .	 •	 • 


.FT, Reg. 5	 • .. 
WSMartin/ls 8/15/56
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Reports on 


King Hydrochdlorlc Acid Process for Extraction 
of Manganese, Nickel, and Cobalt 


(1) Preliminary Report, The L. W. King Hydrochloric Acid Leaching 
Process for Nickeliferous Manganese Ores, dated August 10, 1955, 
by P. M. Ambrose and J. E. Conley. 


Extract from "Conclusions and Recommendations": (pp.4-5) 


"With the present set-up and operating procedures, there 
Is no sound basis for evaluating the process as to grade of 
ore treated, recoveries possible, costs of chemical reagents 
and estimated total production costs. Cost estimates are 
further complicated by the proposed plan to manufacture the 
hydrochloric acid by the salt-cake process using salt and 
sulfuric acid. 


,, * * * 


(2) Report No. 2, King Hydrochloric Acid Process for Extraction of 
Manganese, Nickel, and Cobalt from White Oak Mountain, Tennessee, 
Manganese Ore Contract DMP-103, Pilot-Plant Inspection and 
Monitoring of L. W. King Facilities, Salem, Ohio, from August 
30 to September 9, 1955. Report dated November 3, 1955, written 
by Ralph C. Kirly, and John E. Conley, Eastern Experiment Station, 


College Park, Md. 


Extract from "Comments": ( pp. 28-30) 


"Poor results are not necessarily inherent in this process. 
Some of the reasons for them, together with suggestions for 
their improvement, are listed below: 


it (9 practical suggestions followed). * * 


(3) Report No. 3, Supplementary Laboratory Investigation Following 
Pilot-Plant Inspection and Monitoring of L. W. King Facilities, 
Salem, Ohio, from August 30 to September 9, 1955. Report dated 
November 21, 1955, written by Ralph C. Kirly and John E. Conley. 


Extract from "Comments and Recommendations": (pp. 9-10) 
"The results of these tests substantiate the opinions expressed 


in Report No. 2. Most of the acid-soluble components can be 
leached from the ore. Their selective recoveries will depend on 
modification of the King process as demonstrated during the 
monitored period. 


"The ore was not reduced enough to obtain only MnO. Finer 
grinding and efficient agitation during the leach would help 
increase the recoveries. Careful attention must be given to 
the analysis of the ore-feed to the process in order to use 
enough acid to dissolve most of the Mn, Ni, and Co. If the main 
ore body does not contain aluminum-bearing minerals, then caution 
must, ,be used during the mining to keep clay overburden out of the 
ore.







L. W. KING, M. D. 
470 E. State Street


Salem, Ohio 


August 3, 1956 


(o 


Mr. C. 0. Mittendorf  
D.M.E.A. Administration	 J 
Dept. of Interior Bldg. 
Washington 25, D. C. 


Dear Mr. Mittendorf: 


I was surprised to receive your letter in reference to Docket 
D.M.E.A.-2744. 


It contains some inaccuries that I wish to correct by calling them 
to your attention, so that this statement which I will mail reg-
istered may come to your personal attention. 


The second and third paragraphs suggest that as "indicated that the 
greater portion of such material etc.'-- cannot be classed as ore 
by present standards" - is untrue as a pesa1 of Bureau of Mines 
report 3 on DMP Contract # 103 of whichcopies except the file 
copy were collected from them; will corroborate. I presume this re-
port was not made available to you in reference to this application. 
I think you personally can see it at the Bureau at College Park on 
request. 


I will enclose my last application for pilot plant assistance which 
will bring you up to date on our work. 


Will you please make this letter a part of Docket # D.M.E.A.-2744? 


Sincerely yours,
L. 


L. W. King, M. D. 
470 2. State St. 
Salem, Ohio.


re 


et 


LWK/mg







L. W. KING, M. D. 
470 a State Street


Salem, Ohio 


August 2, 1956	 AUG '61956 


Clarence A. Predell 
Acting Chief 
Expansion Branch 
Emqrgancy Procurement Service 
General Services Administration 
7rishington 2 15.,. D,' C. 


I wish to make a formal application for the construction or a pilot 
plant for the recovery, of Cobalt, Nickel and Manganese using South 
Appalachian ore which exists in "immense" quantity on our "tIiito Oak 
Mountain" Tennessee deposit. 


The size of this deposit can be verified by consulting a "White Oak" 
file seen by me previously to 1952 in the office of Ph'. Norwood Nel-
chior and the subsequent file covering work done under D7PA trench-
ing and DiP Contract #103 (a hydrochloric acid process developed by 
me and built at Salem Ohio to check this process.) 


During this contract we worked under a mistaken belief that our poor-
est ore contained an average of 3'for tn plus Co, and Ni This er-
ror led to an overfeed of ore that; on our supervised run during which 
we weighed all input of ore, wasted over 50, of our contained Pn. Co 
and Ni because not enough acid was used. It was later shown (see Sur-
eau of Wines report 3) that the method, itself was entirely workable. 


This mistake was made through a faulty method of analysis that. gave us 
a 'uxiiformly 4 low reading for liiln.' This was not caught by us, or any-
one else to our knowledge prior to our supervised run. Our original 
method will work on many types of United States' and Stockpile ores --
and at a profit. This error caused us to carefully re-examine all our 
data and all procedual methods, we proposed using. 


Because our original method Involved the manufacture of our . own 112904 
and H'1, in order to keep coats down; we obtained a license for the use 
of a patented successful H2804 process In operation in Italy and England 
since 1952 work with this process suggested that our ore, ita.lt, con-
tained catylitic material that should theoretically oxidize 302 (our 
starting point) to $0.3 -- H2 'SO4 at a temperature not over 500C, We 
decided to investigate' this possibility. . 


Six months ago we started work on this Investigation and found that 
with our 'ore ground to -50 tie. the results were extremely good. As 
this newly found method made our process very much loss costly ir 
plant construction, and operation oosta;.wo re-checked, six weeks ago, 
with the Pittsburgh Bureau of Hines * where tv had gotten all the lit-
oraturo available five years 	 and found that a very good







L. W. KING, M. D. 
470 B. State Street


Salem, Ohio 


piece of work had been done and released for publication In 1954 on SO2 
leaching on some Western Ores, some few of theao ores did not work as 
well as ours, duo to their different:make up. This process works beet 
with oxide ores such as found in our, and most other, South Appalachian 
ores. 


We believe we can develop a successful pilot plant for the recovery of 
Nickel, Cobalt and 2anganese with good purity of end products with this 
method, and at low cost for operation and plant construction. 


We think such a pilot plant would be of distinct value, to the country 
as it would make available a worthwhile contribution to the Cobalt and 
Nickel stockpile of the Nation using U. S. ores. 


(a) It uses a method, In part, that we have been trking with for six 
years. 


(b) Our independent laboratory results parallel the Bo'tvlder City pub-
lished reports, 


(c) It Will cost us nothing for our plant site and only for stripping 
the ore in Tennessee, which is an advantage. 


(d) I can get an experienced construction man on plant construction; 
he has just finished the construction of two limestone mining and 
processing plants which, through necessity, must be very efficient 
plants to operate profitably. 


(a) I can get the design services of a recently retired top flight ex-
perienced engineer who has designed among many other large projects, 
over a dozen 502 burners that have been uBed successfully in the 
paper, industry over the last twenty years. 


(f) We have built, and have In operation Improved controls for auto-
matically controlling all critical steps of the process. 


(g) We have a lot of experience in this work and have come up with 
some Independently found methods that we have found later have 
been in use in the world somewhere, as well as some new methods of 
worth of our: own. One of these is the carbonyl separation of Nickel 
used in Germany in thrid War II but marked "Restricted and Confident-
ial" here. Pilot plant work on this Nickel separation definitely 
should be done in this country. (See our reports for the last five 
years in conformation of our work on this process). 


(h) Such a pilot plant should be built to actually run about ten to 
twenty tens per day, each day, this is the way you correct faults 
and work out bugs found in operation.


I







Ve 0 L. W. KING, M. D. 
470 E State Street 


Salem, Ohio 


(i) I think ve are familiar t7tth pilot plant Oon3tructIofl 0 aa to re-
cords,, nothods of procedure, and o'in really save rnoney on such an 
operation. 


(j) ck, era not atterptth to develop a paeMed procodmo tboro anyone 
would have to be liconued to use tt in itaolt I thinks mor-
its con ideration of or proposal. 


(7.z) We can oopote this vorh In about a year and a ilaif if te Cot a 
reasonable "o ahead" date to utilize the euor and fall oasone: 
for conotruotlon. 


Will you, at your convenience, not up an Intorv1ov7 iith mo on thie pro-
ject? 2any quootione will probably occur to you, and your board that 
X can poeib1ij enøt'or and document,, and you vill have plenty of thern 
In viev of your fm, iliarIty .th the torte done through the departcien 
oovortn the ii, CO and ft projects to date,, and our work on D!iPdlO3. 


X have a aimed latter from the Soaratary °that &ta pertinent to your 
npplicaton, nov hold by the Department of The Interior, will be made 
freely available to the enSlneerino ataff of General Bervicoo fdintet-
ration". 
hir3 toether bLth material ve portonaily have developed in the lact 


six year viii be vorth golnS over. 


A personal reply that you have seen this requeot viii be appreciated. 


Yourc truly, 


r0. V. rant, M. D. 
470 1 3. State 8t. 
Salem, Ohio.
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AUG 2 1956 


Dr. L. W. King 
470 E. State Street 
Salem, Ohio 


Dear Doctor King:


Re; Docket No. DMA-274I, 
Manganese-Nickel-Cobalt 


J. H. Artz land 
Bradley and Hamilton Counties, 


Tennessee 


Reference is made to the subject application dated 
October 22, 1952, and our subsequent discussions with you. 
As you are aware, that application has been held in abeyance 
in consideration of the Information and correspondence which 
you have had with the General Services Administration, and 
other agencies of the Government, relative to the problem of 
beneficiatin3 the particular type of iineralized material 
occurring on the captioned property. 


Exploration airead completec on the same property 
under Contract No. . Idrn-83, our Docket No. DNA-176X, h.s 
Indicated the presence of appreciable tonnages of material 
containing cobalt and manganese, but does not show that your 
property has definite promise of yielding products of accept-
able grade In quantities that will significantly Improve the 
mineral supply position for the National Defense Program. 
The subject request was for exploration assistance in extend-
ing the explored areas. The new work might Indicate additional 
tonnages similar in character to the deposits already explored. 


It Is our understandings however, that metallurgical 
tests have not Indicated that the greater proportion of such 
material can be economically treated to yield a satisfactory 
product. Consequently, unless further tests produce a satis-
factory metallurgical process, additional exploration by the 
Government would be unwarranted in any area where we could 
expect to find only similar deposits of material which cannot 
be classed as ore by present standards.







., 


I	 C 


We have held final action on your request for 
additional exploration assistance in abeyance for more than 
two years in order to allow ample time for completion of 
your metallurgical tests. The D3EA oAnnot indefinitely 
postpone action on applications under such ciicum*t&ncee. 
We therefore regret to advise that your appiiction for 
additional exploration aseitance is denied However, if 
at some future time the metallurgy of cobalt-manganese 
deposits of this type is satisfactorily solved, we shall be 
glad to consider a revised application for additional ex-
ploration, assistance. 


We wish to thank you for your interest in the 
DMEA progrr and for bringing your property to our atten-
tion.


Sincerely, yours, 


0. 0. Mitterniort 


cc: Docket/ 
Code 4-OO 
Adm. Read. File-
Oper. Committee 
T. Kiilsgaard,TJSGS 


H - W. McInnis, tJSBM 
Field Team, Region  


• WSMartin/FEJohnson/ls 
7/26/56


Administrator
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ir. I.,. W	 Kind 
k7) . Stato Street 
S1 1e, Ohio


fi,: 1pcket No. £)IA-2744, 
)i&aenes.-1èiccel-CQbal t 


J.


 


H. Arta land 
Bradley and Maznl.lton Countt 


Dear Doctw Kinz 


•	 flerence 1' md* to the subjeci. 8pplicJ4ion c.atcn 
•	 October 22,	 52, and \ur subsequent di3cuxsloyl/.4 th ou. 


As you are aar, that	 pliction h	 en iiet Ln at'r
In consideration of the \ .nf3rmatior. :rtL corr3ondenee which 
you have had with the Geàra1 ervlceL hdi.stratio, 


•	 other agencies of the Govkx'nmerit, relative to the proble ,ps of 
boneflaiatirZ the p rticulkr tVps of inintaliztion accixiling. 
on the caption property. \ 	 / 


Although exploratioX aired coip1et on the sub- 
ject property under Contret N • I	 b3, our Docket No.
pW -lX, ha Indicated the pre n of appreciable tonna 
of cobalt-	 ring ncsc mine iaation, it does not shoik 
that your property has definite 	 mioe of yielding	 erii 
or acaeptaLle grade In quantiti a 	 t will aigUeantly 
improve the mineral supply poe tioi sr the kaUonal Defense 
Program. The subject reqzee was to exploration assistance 
it extending the •zplore4 a as. The es vork might Indicate 
additional reserves iWalls in ehar*et* to tlio*o containc 
it', the cecoetti lre4y plored. 	 jr 


It is ur w •rEtndin$ thst a. lurgical tests 
to d&te h v not iriiebtd that the gmatVr roporUon of 
Such atri .t1 iAn be econiasUy treated ti4 jold a sati - 
factory prrtuct. It that is the caso, 4c1ai 'urtr tea a 
produce stistactoi' met3ilurgictl procea,	 cittin-i 


•	 exploration by the Gounaant would be unsrrat 
share se 40U24 expect to find only siall r	 0A its of 


LicIi Qat4nat be classed as we by present tun&r'.a.







a 


We have held final action on your re eat for 
additional exploration sestitance in abeyance for more than 
two years pending satisfactory completion of the iøet.allUr-
gicel testings. The DMEA cannot 1n	 n1 y postpone action 
on applications, and we feel $ ticisnt t 	 has been allowed 
to complete the tests. Under e ciro	 no**, thretore, 
e regret to advise tht your is licatto for additional 


exploration assistance is denied Hew. *2', it at son* future 
time ta metallurgy of cobalt-man an** deposits at' this typo 
is ssti*t*otortly solved, we ehal be glad to consider a 
revised application for additional e loraUon assistance. 


We wish to thank you for ur Intert in the DA 
pro'm snd for bringing your prop y to our attention. 


Si 16er	 your,


.-


cc: Docket  
Code kOO 
Am. Read. File 
Oper. Committee. 
T. Kiilsgaard, USGS 
W. McInnis, USBM 
Field Team, Region V 


WSMartifl/FEJ0hfl50fl/18 


7/9/56
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DRAFT 


Dear Dr. King: 


Your letter of January 7, 195/áddressed to 


Mr. Lebert, has been referred to us ±4'x, 7repiy since it 
/ 


mention Mr. Meicher who was at the ine you specify, 


org i our Washington offic/ 


Your letter does n thake clear to us what 


report you de re to examine. ,Possibly you refer to a 


final report of ield Team rhared for the Defense Minerals 


Exploration Admini tratio 1
/
1951 and  


January 9, 1952, for Exp o.ation Project Contract Idm-E83 


(Docket No. DMA-176X), e/itled: "Artz Cobalt-Manganese 


Property, Operator: •/	 King, M.D., Cecil K. Scott, and


Lowell R. King, a Pptners ip; White Oak Mountain, Bradley 


County, Tennessee 


Suc Field Team r orts are for Government 


use only, but rter certain circ stances certain factual 


parts thereof ,can be discussed wit the land owner or his 


legal repre 'ntative. Your request 	 ould, therefore, be


addressed o Mr. C. 0. Mittendorf, Admi istrator, Defense 


Minerals xploration Administration, Depa tment of the 


Interior Washington 2.5, D. C. 


Gc-


— &SAR j 1 &A







OFFICE OF THE 


NThASSISTANT SECRETA( )OF THE INTERIt' 


WASHfliTON 


1/31/56 


To:


	


	 Mr. Mittendorf 
Room 4459 


(For yàir information) 


From: Mr. Liebert	 -







L. W. King. M. D. 
2. 470 E. State Street 


Salem, Ohio 
-'	


'January r, 1951 


t24 /4/4 ,g5


t FREJ N1 A' 	 r\O 272', 


Kr. Art Sharman 
General lsvtsia Lmni.tr&tt.* 
7th & D $t.. 
Washington U, D. 00 


Door Kr. Sh.*IISaI


III I*?A Oa$*st105 


Sine* our last report following the bur.mu of Kin.s report we have boon 
busy. 


Sins* finding that o .i'* is numb rish.r in Man4an.aS than tests shows, 
owtn	 i' to basis •r.rs in analysis, due to typo of •re as sontrastsd wit' 


a satisfaitory steelanalysis method; we have boon r..sxaaining all of 
our Unajor pr.sisso. 


one - Our Whit. Oak dsp.sit is one of the rishost in sosbinod Nut Co and 
ii in reported litoratur., nonatd.ring s... of mining and r..ovsry, and 
that the at of or. avatlabis is 'mu....'. 


Two - Our o*tltnod asthod of woosv.ry will mks nonoy. On a rooxaminat-
ton of every atop, we have sosm up with a r.al improvement in sost of 
operation and o.st of installation, that has pr.v.4 out on a laboratory 
sails vies. stepping it up tsouo hundr.4 pound ma., and so far have 
run into no airrt.ulti.s. In the next cozpl. ..ks, at tsr analysis has 
boon ahookod by a o.rsial laboratory, think 


we will have sonothing that 
Will be of int.r.st. 


we are rebuilding all our autasatis oontrols to inoorpsrats inbuilt check 
points on operation* Bush things should have boon built in originals aid 


than no question of "liability of information would have arisen and thy"* 
will be no stupid r.tnaals to believe Indisatod r.oulto. (Oro r*shn.ss 
for .x-.ple will be r..ognim.d). 


?ow. Our nation noda lisksl and Cobalt and *an uss Miagan.... Our 
work in ai.k.l and esbilt ..p3'attoa is progressing v.11. One ooma.roial 
firm has approoh.d M on buying our .oabtnsd prooipitats, no our suoosa 
In this work is only of finansial interest to no not to the t.aaibility 
Of Our installation. 


Will sail you soon and aske arrangements to go ever this latest work with 
you.


.	 Your, truly. 


(Signed) Lt WK	 M.D. 
to Kr. Pr.d.0	 470 1, State St. 


Kr. L.ibhart	 lalas, Ohio.







10/12/55 


DMEA 2744	 L.W.KING 


GSA's letter of 7/1/55 from here in DC 
said King had June, July & August to finish 
his work re White Oaks Mountain, Tenn., deposit 
& report expected in September. Perhaps we 
should now send a follow-up to ask for same. 


ls 


W. kt	 d


ci	 No 1 


%72e e//79	 Va ,',	 ,-







DNEA, Wshingto	
• 


- t"I"r) ql^^ & 7 
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 


Emergency Procuremet-Srvice 
Washington 25, D. C. 


I	 Js3y]19 
hi


US reply refer t; 1* 


W. lObert A. Leer.aoe 
Zxeeut.iy• Offtear 


WA Field 'ee*, AINSUR V 
Item l3 Pest WIM 
IaexvtUa 2, Isseem. st L. V. 11 


Usehet Jo.


RECEIVED 
JUL - 5 10


Im 


USE Zr. Uuvwoz 


Zeer jAttor CC jmw 22 to mr, . 5aiew has bean 
frwarded by his to is for reply. 


S.pte*r 3, 195s GSA signed a contract with 1k. LY V. 
ling, wh.rs*nsr he was to erect and operate, by mmx ct * grant 
of Oevera*t fends, * 8 1*c*i. pilot pla*t.e* his pr.sie.s in 
Salim, mis. The objective at this pilot pleat project was to test 
the prutie11ity of a tr.cess whisk he had devisd for extracting 


d	 I AUM Je, Ii ant Co centacd in law-grade, natwal deposits 
In	 Isitod States. 


ow seek deposit is the one sitaiated at White 0*5 
tat*, ?enness, which 1k'. hg controls. A f*w nontbs ago he 
'rated fro* that deposit, and traacported to Salon, about 100 tca of 


tsda1for use in the pilot Amt. 


According to original contract terms the pilot plt week 
was to have bean coapleted by JUM of this year. Bet, b.css of nn 
f.r.s.e* eireiasta*a tk ich delayed the work, GSA granted RK sxtoie* 
cc see *ontM. 


TM pilot plant has bees in operation since Jay aed the work 
is non well advced. it is expected that final rep0't3 npes the pilot 
plant woik will be aiailable in Sept.er. 


Teiy tfly yrs, 


it. C. r1fuLng 
toting Qdzfs, Ep&nSiQB 
materials 


	 Jra







January 11, 1956 


Mr. Martin:


L. W. KING, DMEA 2744 


GSA ltr of 7/1/55 said King had through August to finish 
work at White Oaks Mountain, Tenn., and his report expected in 
September. 


On November 15 when you phoned GSA, you learned that 
GSA at that time had "no report yet." 


When and is GSA expecting a report??? 


Acl	 'S 
is


//o/5 /o veS ¼ D-6 	 r 


L'1


e







UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 	 - 
ROOM 3 POST OFFICE BLDG. 


KNOxvlui 2, TENN.


June 220 1955 


1. Sind J. Sadoi, 
Ergency Procurement Service 
General Services Administration 
C/o Craaet, P. 0. Bo 815 
Chattanooga-,-,Tennessee 


Dear ir. Sadow:


Re '-. Docket No. EL-2714 
- (nganesen1ckei_eobat) 
L. W. King, applicant 
J. H. Arta land, Bradley and 
Hamilton Counties, Tennessee


( 


Some time ago, Dr. L. W. King of Salem, (hio, filed an 
application for aid in further exploration of cobalt-bearing 
manganese deposits on White Oak Mountain in Bradley and Hamilton 
Counties, Tennessee. We did not recsnd approval, because it 
could not be demonstrated that the knowa deposits were of coreial 
grade* h owever, the application was kept open while Dr. King con-
tinued his research. 


It is Ay understanding that his pilot plant, financed 
under a research contract with General Services Administration is 
about to go into operation. because the results of that project 
will to a very large extent influence any decision as to further 
action on Dr. King's exploration application, I would greatly 


	


•	 appreciate it if you could keep this office advised as to the 
progress of the research project. Also, if any considerable amount 
• of .material is being mined for this oject, it Is probab].. that 


	


•	 we will want to inspect the mine woricings. Any information you 
can provide will be helpful to us. 


Very truly yours 


Robert A. Laurence 
Executive Officer 


......DiXZA yield Team., Region V 


RAL/ing 
cc -Operating Coinittee (2)_-


 Lynch	 - 
Aflsnan 
Cleimnons	 -.	 . 
Pav].jdes.	 .. -







DOCKET
Surname: 
A.-


4&_ 


JUN 1 7 1955 


Mr. Robert A. Laurence, Executive Officer 
DMEA Pield Team, Region V 
Room 13, Post Office Building 
Knoxville 2, Tennessee


Re: Docket No. DMEA 27 (Manganese-
Nickel-Cobalt) 


L.W.King 
J. H. Artz land 
Bradley & Hamilton Counties, 


Tennessee 


Dear Mr. Laurence: 


Reference is made to your letter of June 10,.1955* 
inquiring about the statue or the subject application. 


From conversations with the staff of the Materials. 
Division, Emergency Procurem*nt 3ervice, General Services 
Administration, we have learned that the plant built tor 
the research project on Mr. King's process is about to go 
into operation. In another three months, the preliminary 
work in that plant should be'completed and we should be 
able to draw some conclusions about the merits 'of the pro-
posed process.  


It is suggeated.that you arrange to be kept 	 . 
advised of the progress of this same-research  project by 
the local GSA representative: Mr. Sigmund J. Sadow, Einer-. 
gency Procurement Service, General Services Administration, 
do Craniet, P. 0. Box 8157,. 'Chattanooga, Tennessee. 


Please let us know if our suggestion is feasible.. 


Sincerely yours, 


George C. SeIfrid 


Chairman, Operating Comrnitte 


Approved:	 .	 cc: DocketC 
Js H. Hedges	 '' Adm. Read. 'File 


ibir, Bureau UMine8	 '	
. Oper.'Cominittee


Code 400 


Thor H. giilsgaard	 .	 , Thor Kiilsgaard,. USGS 
____


 
G. DeHuff, USBM ,	 a 


Member, Geological
___________ 


Survey . 	 FT, .Reg. V	 . 
WSMartin:(--)  
6/17/55	 .	 .	 .


1'







UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


ROMSH I 9Q(pr4)g I CECBLDO. 
KNOXVILLE 2, TENN. 


June 10, 1955 - 


Memorandum 


To:
	


Operating Committee, DMEA - Washington 


From:	 Executive Officer, DMEA Field Team, Region V 


Subject; DMEA-2744 (Cabolt-.Manganese .4Jickel) L W. King, et al. 
Salem, Ohio. J. H. Artz Land, Bradley-Hamilton 
Counties, Tennessee. 


We are still carrying the subject application in our 


active files, although there has been no correspondence, or other 


activity, since October 23, 1953. 


Is this application still active, or has it been withdraun? 


Robert A. Laurence 


Ire 


ID


-


r 


r-j'	 J)t4f)L







.	 0- 


Called Materials Division, EPS 	 11-16-54 


They executed contract with L. W. King 


9/3/54 for construction of pilot plant. 


Cost to Government 	 $30,000.00
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AND 374T, 1,0ITE OAK MOUNTAIN NINE'' 


x:ted in our August progress report, determinations for cob1t and 
:cke1 were made on the sink products from the heavy media and heavy liquid 


of the .l" ^1/4" and i/I" +35 mesh fractions of samples 373T 
nd 374. T and also on the concentrates of two preliminary flotation tests3 


the results seemed somewhat erratic 9 those.products were re-assayed and 
terminations also were made on the various other products involved in the 


taote0 The manganese results of these tests were given in our. July progress 
report but for convenience also are included below with those of cobalt and 


•S&mple 373T Combined Resu1s of Heavy Media Separation of -al" -1/b" and 
Heavy Li 'd Separation of -1/4" +35 mesh fractions


% Distribution 
wt,	 Mn	 Co	 Ni	 Mn	 Co	 Ni 


1438 016 0078 
10000 1 14 Q? 0.76 
27363 5.51 0004 021 
31,,12 21.90 0.41' Lob 
706 391 0.03 0015 


Assayed Head 
Calculated Head 
.i" +1/4" float at 2,,389 5c gr0 
l" +1/4" sink at 2.389 and 2.670 
1/4" -1-35 mesh float at 2q60 


o.i/h" +3 mesh sink at 23609 2. 80, 
2.91 


mesh fration (untreated)


10000 10000 100.00 


	


1006 1,049	 769 
4000 51,,80 42087 


	


1.73 086	 1040 


1672 30004 o60 1.72 3317 40073 3809 


	


17 .347 876 003 0343 10304 212	 995 


Combined	 1"	 35 mesh float 34069 5 ,ol4 OOli 020 1179 53 909 
Combined .l" le35 mesh sink 47084 2467 00146 1.28 7817 923 8096 


Sample 374 .T - Combined Results of Heavy Media Separation of 1" +1/4" and 
L1 ioriof	 1/4" +35 mesh fractions


% Distribution 
Mt0 Mn Co Ni Mn Co Ni 


Assayed Head 4099 013 021 
Calculated Head 10000 497 013 021 100,,00 10000 l0000 


1"+1/4" float at 230 SPo gr0 2121 1084 007 OM 7.85 11.44 802L 
-1" +1/4" sink at 230 and 26 19,,60 723 038 023 8-50 7o39 2182 
.i/b" +3S mesh float at 260 sp. gr018062 1iil 002 009 S027 3O6 823 


-1/4" + 35 mesh sink at 20609 20809 
2.924 5.27 2460 043 080 •2607 1729 2037' 


35 mesh fraction 3530 135 004 0021t 3231 1082 4l37 


Combined .1" +35 mesh float 3983 1064 004 009 1312 iItoSO 16.44 
Combined .'l" +35 mesh sink 24087 1091 O39 0 6' 35 547 74068 42019







10000 10000 10000 
5976 3833 6269 


62 1317	 445 
12. 1L0 801	 1128 


7 . 45 5.33 
l5l14 3536 


7861 3997 8166 


S 


"luon Tests on SsmDles 373T and 37IT 


-)a'-Lnations for cobalt and nickel were made on the products from the to prs 
lir.iinary flotation tests on samples 373T and 37IT the manganese results of 


oh ware first given in our July progress report. The mnganese cobalt and 
ickel deterninations are given below-. 


ple 373T Test No02


% Distribution 
Wt. Mn	 Fe	 Co	 Xi• 


Assayed Head 
Calculated Head 
Concentrate 
Middling No. 1 
Middling 1,11o0 2 
Middling No, 3 
Middling No0 ) 
Middling Na. 5


 Tailing


1L38 
lCOCO 14- 75 


30.,16 2922 


829) - 
3.86) 
2.36) 6.35 
735 22,,88 
LL7l 2332 


43.27 5.16


204 0016 078 5038 U. 84 
0l]. 0.72 
014 1049 1350 1710 


0110 022 
0.12 1.10 
0.12 1.17- 
009 023 


0 .13 1.37 
Combined Conct0 + 
Nidd4 1-To0 LL & No. 5 4222 2716


Sample 374c'T Test No. 1


..ssyed Head 99 2q98	 0l3 021 7749 426 
Calculated .Head lO0O0 4o55 012 018 
Concentrate 1699 2223 035 097 2223 635 
Middling No. 1 1975) - 
Middling No. 2 324) 
Middling flo, 3 058) 151 O06 0,,06 
Tailing 590I4 073 008 OoO].


% Distribution 


100000 00000 100000 
82O64 49008 89.34 


782 3267 765 
9 °5I 39025 321 







6	 Q


0 


ir the purpose of obtaining an additional check on the cobalt jand nickel con-


of samples 373T and 374=T, a flQtation test as made on each lot producing 
a rougher oncentrate and tailing. The pro-ducts were assayed with the following 


g


Sample 373-T9 Test No, 22


Mn Co Ni S102 


Assayed Head 1438 0.16 078 50.38 
Calculated IIeth 10000 1403 024 O61 
Rougher ConcentrateEo o Co 22.11 034 1o014 * 


Rougher Tailing 50.00 .9)4 0014 018 


• Sample 37i!TTestNoo2? 


Mn CO Ni 


Assayed Head 4.99 0.13 0.21 77.49 
Calculated Head 100.00 5.07 0.1 0.21 
Rougher Concen. 23.23 18.76 0.55 0.61 * 
Rougher Tathng 76.77 0.93 .0.03 0.09


rf % Distribution
Ni 


118)4
100.00 100.00 100.00 
* 78,,82	 7083 825 


21.18	 29.17 1675 


% Distribution _ CO
9_ ---Ni


 


)4,26
100,00 100.00 100600 


*	 85.92 84.73 67.22 
14.08 1.27 32.78 


* Determinations for silica and alumina were not made on the rougher ooncentraes 
from above tests No. 22 and No. 27 but would be high in both cases. 


The foregoing results of determinations for nickel and cobalt, particularly the 
latter, still seem sainehat erratic. The analyst reports that the low cobalt con-
tent adds to the difficulty of the determination. It is noted, however, that less 
difficulty seems to be experienced with sample 374 .T than with 373 .T although the 
cobalt content of the latter is somewhat higher. In general, it appears that the 
cobalt content of sample 373 ..T mayb on the order of 0.24% rather than 0.16% as in-
dicated by direct assay of the original head sample. In preliminary flotation test 
No. 2 on sample 373 .T, the calculated head is only 0.11% cobalt and re-assay of the 
concentrate did not alter this result appreciably. As the 0.11% cobalt compares 
with a calculated head of 0.2)4% in test No. 22, further investigation trill, ilbe made 
of the cobalt analytical results on test No. 2 products. 


Additional Flotation Testing on Saiiles 373T and 37 


A number of additional flotation tests were conducted on samples 373 .'T and 374'T 
attempting to produce concentrates having higher manganese and lower silica and 
alumina contents. In general, the results therefrom were not better than in ear-
lier tests which appears due to the close association of a portion of the silica 
and alumina, particularly the latter, with the manganese. 


Flotation of gravity concentrates will be tried, 
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fn UNITED STATES	 1oo 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


N.	 WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 


N 
Doctoi\L, W. King 
470 East\State Street 
Salem, Ohio


N	 Re: Docket No, 2744,- Manganese, cobalt,
and nickel 


L. W. King, C. K. Scott, & L. R. King, 
partners 


The J. H. !rtz land 
Bradley and Hamilton Counties, Tenn, 


Dear Dr. King: 


Your application' for additional exploration assistance on the 
above-referenced property and other data available to us in Washington 
have been carefully reviewed. 


Projects approved by the Defense Minerals Exploration Admin-
istration must, in its judgment, show definite promise of yielding 
materials of acceptable grade in quantities that will significantly 
improve the mineral supply' position for the National Defense Program. 


Exploration already completed on the subject property under 
Contract No. Idm-E83, our Docket No. DNA 176X, has indicated the 
presence of appreciable tonnages of cobalt-bearing manganese minerali-
zation. The subject request was for exploration assistance in extending 
the explored areas. The new work might indicate additional reserves 
similar in character to those contained in the deposits already explored. 


Metallurgical tests to date have not indicated that the greater 
proportion: of such material can be economically treated to yield a 
satisfactory product. Therefore, unless further testing produces a satis-
factory metallurgical process, additional exploration by l the Government 
would be unwarranted in any area where we could expect to find only 
similar deposits of material which cannot be classed as ore, by present 
standards,	 . 


Under the circumstances, we regret to advise that we .are 
unable to approve a project for additional exploration of your property. 
However, if at some future date the metallurgy of cobalt-bearing manganese 
deposits of this type is satisfactorily solved, we shall be glad to con-
sider a revised application for assistance to explore for additional 
reserves of this type of material. If such request is made by you, please 
rwer to &ne subject aocicet,


Aj







. 


We wish to thank you for your interest in the Defense Minerals 
Exploration Program and for bringing this property to our attention. 


Sincerely yours, 


Administrator
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DOCKET 
SURNANE 


DoctAw L. W. K1a 
h?O East 3tate St'*et


Re: Dooint lbo 27114 ftgoneft., cobalt, 


I.W.Zthg.C.K.Sott,&L. g. .ng, 
tcors 


bs J. L Arts land 
and tz Cztiss ?*. 


Dear Dr. Xns 


'roii* applieation for Idditicati *iplat&o 4mistanoo on the abo,e-,eferene.(L pmparty and other data available to VS in Washington 
crevie.sd. 
}Iztoj,0t8 rse4 by the Dotomm, *ner*ia bplarattc A&dn-


utratim msts in its ji em, she, deti4te priae of 7uuftrt 
aateria2a of acceptaigo grade in q*astitie. that wlil sificmtI-
irove the ndisral s14p3 posit.an for the Iiattos*i Def*. Pzogr. 


•Miploratim already coatp]at.d on the iab3.ct property a.r 
Cocatrsct No. Id*.E83, our A4wt lb. D$& 1761, has irdioat.4 the 
presenft of apprectable toagas of cob ltbeath*g aazigaraae edrrelt 
*atteii. Tb* subject r.qst yes for eloratieei assistance in extending 


• the .xpl*rod areas. The mw liork 4t iadicatm addit&oøal reasrv.a 
s4tlar in character to theee eontaizd in the d.coits aiz'oedy 03q10r*8.. 


ta11 hgtesl te.to to date ha* not indtoated thet the greeter 
proportion of aeck aet4rial ow be e.enadaa13 treated to 71*24 a 
aat4afseto ict. T.for,, i3ao* turtber tastaag proeeo 
taetcry mtauwvioal precass, additkcel waz*t b7 the Oasasw 
vwdld be rrwited in wW am ubmw me could tzpeot to find w17 
stj1ar dsç'osita at tsz'ial iltiOb canaot be classed as ore, by present 


*er the cfrcaastascea, i.rsst to Myise that IN are 
hl. to proe a pr,ajact for a4ditte*i1 ep1orattas2 of low prep.rty. 


1)3INT.r, if at some futura date the tallvrgy of bslt-hesring amogwAft 
Mposits of this type is satisfactorily .olved, ve sl*U be glad- to am-
alder a revised açplieatttm for asaiatoe to eIora for addtticnsl 
eseri'es of this type of asterial. If such req'ast ic aide by you, phase refer to the subject docket.
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UNITED STATES 


OF	


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
3 IS	 DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


June 23, 1954 


MEMORANDUM 


To:	 Administrator, DNEA. 


From:	 Iron and Ferro-Alloys Division, DMEA 


Subject:	 Denial of exploration project in the amount of $25,000.00 
Docket No. 2744 - Manganese, cobalt, and nickel 
L. W. King, C. K. Scott, & L. R. King, Partners 
The J. H. .Artz land 
Bradley and Hamilton Counties, Tennessee 


The denial of the subject application by this Division is 
based on the following information: 


1. Dr. King requested additional exploration assistance to 
further extend the knot reserves delimited under DI"IEA Contract 
No. Idm-E83, Docket No. DNA 176X. The mineralized material in-
vestigated under this exploration contract was not considered to 
warrant certification, 


2. The property to be explored is the same as that covered 
by the previous application, Docket No, DMA 176X. The land consists 
of 963 acres, located partly in Bradley County and partly in Hamilton 
County, Tennessee, being in the white Oak Mountain area and known as 
the J. H. Artz land. 


3. The ore sought for was a cobalt oxide which was known to 
occur at shallow depths with the oxides of manganese and iron. The 
cobalt seems to be either adsorbed on the manganese minerals as a 
cobalt oxide or to be a constituent of the manganese minerals, 
Lithiophorite, U2 (Mn, Co, Ni) 2 A18 111110 0 - 11 HO, has been 
identified as occurring at the White Oak Mountain deposit. The 
cobalt-manganese deposits are considered to be supergene. In the 
area explored, the deposits occur as near surface replacements, 
incrustations, and fracture fillings in the Fort Payne chert. 


Exploration under Contract No. Idm-E83 consisted of four 
trenches varying from IL to 17 feet in depth, aggregating 1350 feet 
in length, and two test pits 16 and 38 feet in depth, respectively. 
The results of this work indicated that there is no continuity in 
the physical characteristics of the deposits. The cobalt-bearing 
manganese is erratically distributed along joints, bedding planes,


LIM







.	 . 


fractures, and other openings in the chert, and in residual material 
derived from the cherty beds. 


Based upon the results of the exploration and the analyses by 
the Operator, the Operator calculated that the trenching indicated 
9,600,000 tons of material averaging 0.20 percent cobalt, or 
38,400,000 pounds of contained cobalt. The DJEA Field Team calculated 
557,000 tons averaging 0.16 percent cobalt, or 1 1 790,000 pounds of 
contained cobalt, 


As there was some doubt of the accuracy of the Operator's 
analyses, check samples were run. Twenty of the thirty samples rerun 
by the Operator were a]so analyzed by the Bureau of Mines. The re-
sults follow:


PERCENT COBALT 
Operator	 Operator	 Bureau of Nines 
original	 check	 check 


Unweighted average 
30 samples	 0.387	 0.238 


Unweighted average 
20 samples	 0.491	 0.317	 0.207 


If the grade of .the reserves calculated by the Field Team is 
reduced in proportion to that indicated by the Bureau of Mines check 
samples, the material would contain (0.16 x 0.I2) 0.067 percent cobalt. 
On this basis, the reserves contain 746,380 pounds of cobalt. 


Analyses of twenty of the samples for manganese were made by 
the Operator and the Bureau of Nines with the following results: 


Operator - 6.9 percent 


Bureau of Nines - 7.0 percent 


The above cited averages contain one high sample of wad from 
which it is doubtful if commercial recovery could be made. With 
this sample eliminated, the rest averaged 4.5 and 5.8 percent 
manganese as determined by the Operator and the Bureau of Nines, 
respectively. 


The metallurgical treatment of this type and grade of ore for 
the recovery of cobalt, manganese, and nickel has not yet been 
perfected on a commercial basis • Similar ores of much higher grade 
may be treated in an electrolytic manganese plant and the residues, 
principally cobalt, recovered from the cells. 
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The Applicant has proposed a plant to recover the cobalt, 


nickel, and manganese. At present there is a possibility that the 
Government through the Emergency Procurement Service, Genera]. Service 
Administration, may participate in the construction of a small pilot 
plant. Mr. King's cost data were based on treating an ore, mined 
by selective stripping, that would contain in excess of 10 percent 
manganese, 0.1 percent cobalt, 0.4 percent nickel. No appreciable 
reserves of this grade have been delimited. 


1. The anticipated reserves are expected to be similar to 
those already explored under the prior contract (Contract No. 
Idm-E83). Until it has been proven that such material can be 
treated to yield satisfactory products, additional exploration for 
this type of cobalt-bearing manganese deposits is unwarranted. 


S. Mr. King has several tines been advised during conferences 
with DNFA. that additional exploration assistance will not be granted 
until the feasibility of his metallurgical plant has been proven. 


6. The Commodity Division of the Geological Survey recommends 
denial.


7. The Commodity Division of the Bureau of Ines has recommend-
ed that until satisfactory proof of a feasible process for recovery 
could be demonstrated, the deposit should be considered noncommercial, 
and concurs with denial of the subject application. 


41- -or 10V - 


W. S. Martin, Chief 
Iron and Ferro -Alloys Division







Sibj.ctz Dantsl. of amplw**Am project in the aowzt of *2,000.00
Docket *,. 27W - Mwig*n.as, cobalt, md nteke1 
L.b1.Kthg,C.LSOott,.&L.R.i,P1rth1r* 
The J* IL ArU IwA 


aI IW'(lton Comt4as, Teee 


The dental of the eubject app1icaUi by this D1.vtston is 
based on the fo]1v4r thforticc* 


1. Ir. 1*ng requested additional e1orati.cc asst.tai to 
further extend the knoi* relevvae Uaited *dsr D)EA. C.*tZ*Ct 
No. X'83, Docket No. :-- 1761. The .ralta.d material 1*1- 
estigstmd undor this .xploraticc contract was net considered to 


rant osrt&1c&tion. 


2. The proerIy to be ezp1sred is the ss*e as tl*t oozOd 
tbepz'eioos aUe*i&cc, Dec1t No, 3)1* 1761. 	 lad ox*ists 


of 963 acres9 1zcated partly in ftvMmy Couzity and partly in 
Cam%Wl, Teiaeesee, batW in the white Oak 1bta1n ares and UOM as 
the J.LArt%1pm. 


obc at ,hUav ftuw 4th the ozl4ee of aang*se *4 tras. The 
cobalt seam to be either adesebed cc the awwom000, sSx*rsIs as a 
cobalt o3dde or to be a cocetituent of Us, ganes 1ra1i. 
Lithicphott., Li2 (!, Ce, IO2 3e Jb O	 t-- bow 
itUt.t as occm'4	 it ng at the . Oak Not.n deposit. The 
ooba.1t.sangae dsposits are considered to be *eig.. in the 


'.a exLsrM9 t&* iMposits oem as near surtao. replaeents, 
• iasruet*k*, and frasbire ltfllngs in bbs Pert Pa7as thert. 


•	 ____	 10. I&W81 oisd of 
treeel*s aryS.ng ftm Ii to 17 feet 1* th, aggregatta 135O felt 
U ler*gth and too test pUs 36 and 38 feet in depth, rsp.ctiui. 
The reei1ts ct this wosk indicated th4 there is no ectLnaitj r is 
the p1.ioa1 charactoristim of the "Its. Mw qobelt-beavlal 
nangaes Ia ci tic*13y distribczt.d a3atig 3ointe, bedding planes,
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fractur.., aM ethei' eperduge In the Owto and in residual a*tsr1.a 
derived fros the chert r 	 , 


Based Upon the results of the ex910ation and the snairaes by 
the Operator, the Operater ca3eu2ated that the trenching ixicate4 


^
9,600,000 tens of material averaging 0.20 percent cobalt, or 


,tiOO,00Q pounds of cont4ned eeba2t. The D1L Piold Toxw cacu1ated 
1,000 tons averaging 046 percent cobalt*. or 3,790,000 pounds of 


contained cobalt. 


M titere ies s• thnbt of the aocuracyr of the Operator's 
naiyes, check sarples were rm. Twenty of the thirty a3ss *'erun 


by the Operator ware also ane3z.d by the Bureau of Nines. The ro-
matw toUows


1ERERT COBAZL 
Operator	 .rator Bwsau cC limes 
original	 check	 Check 


thwaighted average 


	


0 aarp]as	 0.387 


17nweiglted average 


	


20 ean1es	 0.191	 0.317	 0.207 


If the grade of the reserves calculated by the Field Te* U 
reduced in proportion to that indicated by the Bureau. of 1lLnss check 
sazls, the material would contain (0.16 x o.42) , 0.067 pez'cene cobalt. 
On this basis * the reserves contain 746,380 pounds Of cobalt. 


1y3es of twenty of the samples for naMansse were made by 
the Operator and the Bureau of Mines vith the 1ol1owing resultes 


Operator - 6.9 percent 


Bureau of Nines 	 7.0 percent 


The above cited averages contain opp high eainple of wad tre* 
ithicli it is dDubttul if corcisl recovery could be made. With 
this eaIa eliminated, the rest averaged 1 j and 5.8 percent 
inenganese as dSt.nICLT*d by the Operator aid the Bureau of IWsa, 


• •	
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The metallurgical treatment of this type end grade of oft for 
the recovery of cobalt.4 mengamese, and nickel has not yet been 
perfected on a -commercial basis. $4 ar ores of such higher grade 
may be treated in at electro3rtic maigasese plant and the residues, 
principally- cobalt, zecovezred Xrcmt the osile.
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au of	 has	 .. ed mat until aatiafact proof of a feasible process for meovez7 . could be demonstrated, the depojt should be considered cOncurs with denial of thesubject 1ieatj, 
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C 0 P Y of letter transmitted by Mr. D. H. Schnee, Executive' 
Director, Minerals and Metals Advisory Board, to 
Mr. Irving Gumbel, Acting Director,.Materials Division, 
EPS, GSA. (Transcribed from telephone dictation.) 


January 19, 1951 


Mr. D. H. Schnee, Executive Director 
Minerals and Metals Advisory Board 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25, D. C. 


Dear Mr. Schnee: 


The proposal of Dr. L. W. King for the recovery of 
cobalt, nickel, and manganese from White Oak Mountain ores 
in Tennessee has been circulated amongst the Manganese Panel. 
Additional information concerning the proposal made available 
by Dr. King through Mr. Long's visit to the King laboratory 
and the various visits of Dr. King to the M.N.A.B I offices 
was also circulated along with, the proposal. 


Comments from the members of the Panel were not favor-
able to the proposal and Mr. Critchett, Chairman of the 
Cobalt Panel, likewise commented unfavorably. 


•	 The'Manganese Panel Is of the opinion that the White 
Oak Mountain ore deposits have not been adequately explored 
to determine the quantity of ore available, nor has the grade 
of the deposit been sufficiently established to predict the 
success of this exploration. The Panel is also of the opinion 
that the chemical operations involved in Dr. King's proposal, 
although cleverly conceived and fitted together, are neverthe-
less very complex and quite involved. On the limited scale of 
operations proposed for this plan, It is believed that it 
would be cheaper and certainly much simpler to purchase the 
necessary chemicals rather than to build up chemical plants, 
the operation and coordination of which would needlessly com-
plicate the main purpose of recovering the nickel, cobalt, 
and manganese from the ores. In addition, it Is believed that 
the chemicalseparations proposed would be less sharp, and 
hence less perfect, than Dr. King performed, and that to attain 
the recoveries anticipated would involve multiple precipitation 
in handllng . at great expense. The Panel also expressed doubt 
that the potential production of these metals available from 
the ores was of sufficient size to be of national importance.
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In view of these comments, it is suggested that 
Mr. Gumbel be informed that the Manganese Panel does not 
recommend that the King proposal be given Government support. 


Very truly yours, 


Signed: M. J. DAY 


Chairman, Manganese Panel







FILE COPY 
SURNAME: 


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


NOV 5 1953 


Mr. Robert A. Lirence, Executive Office? 
DA Yield Te&, Region VII 
Room 13, Poet Office Buildine. 
Knoxville 2, Tennessee


Re: Docket No. 1E& 2744 - 
ffenenese and Cobalt 


L.:;. King etal. 
e 3, H. Artz. land 


Bradley and 3anilton Counties, 
Tennessee 


Deer 'r. Lz,urence: 


Por your information we are enclosing to copies of a. 


reply to Our letter of October 23, 1953, from Clarence A. Predell, 


Acting Chief, xpansion Branch, 11atoriac Division, flrierency Pro-


cureent Service, Genera]. services Adnini,tration. 


Sincerely yours, 


George C. Seifridge 
Chairnn, Operating Coimitte 


Enclosure	 cc:
PT, REG. VII 


AP?ROVBD:	 CODE 400 
-	 (IPER. COMM. 


ADM. READ. FILE 


J, H9 Hedges


	


	 LOUIS PATLIDES, USGS 
GILBERT DE HUFF, USBM 


Member,. Thireen of',Ain-es. 


A. R. Kinkel, Jr	
FABu.tledge/le


 
Member, Geological vei)
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GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION r' 
Emergency Procurement Service 


:	
Washington 25, D.C. 


October 28, 1953 


In Reply Refer Tot EDE 


Mr. Frank B. Johnson" 
Acting Administrator 
Defense Minerals Exploration 
Administration 


Department of the Interior 
Washington 25, D. C.


Ret Docket No. DNEA 2744 
ICing, Scott & King 


Dear Mr. Johnson: 


Reference is made to your letter of October 23, 1953, 
addressed to Mr. Irving Gumbe]., Director, Materials Division, requesting 
a copy of the field report on this application. 


In connection with the determination of the economic 
treatment of the mineral, the field investigation is being conducted by 
theMinlmlaand Metals i	 Boardof the National Academyf Sciences. 
Yhen-their zecomnendations of this entity are made to this Agency., we 
shall be 911— thep to yOU fOr ypppØderaticn. 


Very truly yours,


2q 
Clarence A. Fredsfl 
Acting Chief 
Expansion Branch
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SURNAME: 


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENTOF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


OCT23 1953 


Mr. Irving Quel, Director 
Materials Division 
Emergency Pzcurent Service 
General Services Ainistratjon 
Washington 2, D. C,


Re: Docket Mo. DM 27 - Manganese 
and Cobalt 


L. IL sing et al. 
The J. H. Arts land 
Bradley and Hamiltonountis,, Tenn. 


Dear Mr. tlumbel 


Reference is made to the subject application for exploration 
assistance from Mi'. King who previously completed an exploration 
project on the s*e property under Contract No, Idit..983, Docket No. DM1761, 


• S	 We were aware that Mr. King also had a related production 
application on file with the Defense Materials Procurennt Adninis.. 
tration, now the Materials DivLsion, Emergency Procurnt Service, 
Gen.ral Services Administration, and we have been, holding the refer-
enced exploration application in abeyance until 'it could be detenTd.ned 
whether the woreft might be economically treated. 


It has recently been called tb our attention that GSA has 
requested a field examination. Therefore, when your field report has 
been coipleted, it would 'be appreciated if you would furnish us with •	 copies - for our consideration. 


•	 Sincerely yours, 	 S 


• FARutledge:foc	 Frank E. Johns • 10.'23i'.53 
cc: Docket
	 ;LCTING Administrator 


•	 RT.BEG.7 
Admr, Reading File 
Operating Comm. 
H. W. Davis, USBN 
Philip Guild, USGS 


_______	 V '•
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WASHINGTON 25. D.C.
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UNITED STATES
'DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WASHINGTON 25, D.C.


IN REPLY REFER TO: 


October 28, 1952 


Memorandum 


To:	 George C. Selfridge 


From:	 T. P. Thayer 


Subject: DMEA 2744 — Cobalt-manganese 
L. W. King 
470 E. State St. 
Salem, 0. 
Artz Mountain deposits, Tennessee 


Dr. King prbposes to spend $25,000 more exploring the 
cobaltiferous manganese deposits which were partly explored by 
DMA Project 176. The Field Team estimated reserves of 557,000 short 
tons of material contain i ng 1,790,800 lbs. of cobalt, or averaging 
0 916 percent cobalt metal. Later.. Bureau of Mines check assays and 
applicants recheck showed the original assays were somewhere between 
50 percent and 250 percent too high.. If the original assays are 
discounted by half, the "reserve" of contained metal drops to about 
900,000 lbs. or .08 percent, 


The Bureau of. Mines assays show a definite correlation 
between Mn and Co in samples. The ratio of Mñ:Co in the 20 check 
samples ranges from 7:1 to 115:1, probably averaging about 40:19 If 
it were possible to produce a concentrate averaging 20 percent Mn,. 
which seems doubtful by ordinary methods, it would average only about 


-5% Co or one pound per ton, if all the cobalt is in the manganese 
oxides. Samples of "the one high-grade pocket" showed no ore above 
25 percent Nn., and a sample from a small wad deposit assayed 31.1 
percent Mn and 0.51 percent Co. One pound of cobalt metal per ton, 
at $2.50 per pound, would allow only $2.50 for recovery by chemical 
methods ,,, assuming that the manganese would carry mining and mi11IT%g 


costs. The economics of recovering either the manganese or cobalt seem 
to be far from known, and extremely doubtful0 


Two of the criteria for DNEPI exploration projects are the 
availability of a feasible method of treatment, and probability of a 


\ , significant contribution to the national supply. In this case the 
general grade of material likely to be found has been demonstrated, 
and the cobalt content is very low. The Geological Survey sees no 
point in seeking more materialuitil a method of recovf has been 
developed.	 '
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Action recommended: 


Deny the application on the grounds that metallurgical 
Problems should be solved before more money is spent on exploration. 


T.P. Thayer..


/







UNITE STATES
DPAMLd? 07 TM IJEIOR 


WASHINGTON 25, D., 0.


October 17 1952 


•	 Mr. C. 0. Xittendorf	 •• 
Administrator, D X I A	 (7 : 
General Services Building 
Washington 25 D. C..


Re: Docket go. DMA-1761-
Manganese-Cobalt-lickel 


•	 The J. E. Arts land: 
Bradley and Hamilton Counties, 


•	
••	 Tennessee. - Contract Ida-E-83 


Dear Kr. Mittendorf: 


Responding to your letter of October 15, 1952,. on the extrac-
tiveprocess proposed by Dr. L. V. King for treatment in a pilot plant 
of 10 tone daily of ore from the J. H. Arts land in Tennessee. I have  
read the material and comment as follows: 


1. The chemistry of his prOposed process appears sound, ant, 


although I do not expect his separation between nickel and cobalt to be 
clean, there is a market for a considerable amount of mixed nickel and 
cobalt in the permanent magnet industry King has used as reducing 
furnace for converting manganese to acid-soluble KnO, a design he found 
at work in a Baltimore plant making manganese chloride as a commercial 


• -. . product. He is also ccmying the dissolution in hydrochloric acid., 
which he proposed to make from salt and sulphuric acid by well-known 
methods. His precipitation of cobalt and nickel as sulphide, by 


hydrogen sulphides Is also something that is well known.. Precipitation •	
of manganese carbonate and calcination of Xn0 2 is also well known and


has produced Kn02 of battery grade by the steps he describes. 


2. As to whether Dr. King can be rated as a.competen't 
operator, I have some doubt. I know of no cmpetent operators In • 
his employ His presentation has been that of an amateur 


	


• •	
3. Construction costs give details of first cost of equip-


ment, but anpear not to provide for erection and housing. I have 


•	 tried to extend his operating costs to a larger plant, but find. few 
• economies thet would result with larger tonnage. Also, he has not 


	


•	 calculate& operating capital needed. I therefore an at a loss to 
check his figures on amortization and interest. 	 •







li. Dr. King's early operation 'will be based on loading 
of selected material without concentration. Whether he knows bow 
to concentrate his lean ore I do not know. Prom his description 
of the undeveloped area it would appear that more trenches might 
well turn up such sore ore, but he stated tome that you bad called.. 
a halt on exploration until you know more about what he could do 
with the ore he has already uncovered.	 . 


5. This deposit appears to have more cobaltiferous man,-. 
ganese than in the-usial sctithera deposits, and I would like to see 
It in more competent bands and given a better examination It 
could provide a plant to w4ch the small lots of ore from elsewhere 
could be shipped the nickel content is small in terms of national 
needs, but acceptable for what it is worth. The market for battery 
grade manganese ore is small, but not too small to take the output 
from this operation if Dr. King can show that he can make an accept-
able , produet.


Sincerely yours, 


/1 0. C. BaiBton 
0. C. Ralston . 
Chief Metallurgist 


cci Mr. Paul Zinner 
Mr. N. B. Melchor 


tra copy to Mr Mittendort
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64 


Office MemPandum • UNITED STES GOVERNMENT 


TO	 Mr. C. 0. Mittend.orf, Administrator, DA	 DATE: October 31, 1952 


FROM :	 Iron and Ferro-Alloy Division, DMBA 


SUBJECT:	 Metallurgy 
Dockets Nos. 176 and 2744 (Cobalt.-Nickel-Manganese) 
Dr. L. W. King, et al. 
The J. H. Artz land. 
Bradley and Hamilton Counties, Tennessee 


The writer met with Mr. 0, C. Ralston, Chief Metallurgist 
of the Bureau of Mines, and. Messrs. Mann and Brussolo of DNPA, on 
the morning of October 30 to discuss the metallurgical problems 
set forth in our letter of October 15 to Mr. Ralston, copies of 
which were sent to Mr. Howard. Young on the same date. 


After discussion of the entire matter for some time it 
was learned that the Signal Corp was buying part of the manganese 
production of a subsidized 1-ton chemical plant at 20 cents a 
pound for batteries. This compares to 5 cents a pound. for African 
ore. Industry is also buying part of the product. The plant is 
being enlarged to 10 tons and uses from 10 to 30 percent crude ore. 
Other projected manganese chemical plants were also mentioned.. 


With regard to King 1 a process, it appears feasible. 
There is a market for a mixed nickel-cobalt product. The iron 
and manganese can be separated, the iron precipitating at a Ph of 1+. 
The magnesium content is not known and should be a minimum as it 
comes down with the Mn003 . The amount of acid is O.K. 


Mr. Ralston spoke of other smaller but richer cobalt-
manganese deposits that might ship to such a plant. The U. S. 
Geological Survey has a list. DMPA made tentative arrangements 
to have a small representative lot beneficiated. by the Bureau of 
Mines at Tuscaloosa to learn if a richer feed could be obtained 
for the chemical plant. 


Our problem regarding further exploration was explained. 
Mr. Mann's office is studying the matter of the proposed chemical 
plant. If the grade of the "ore" promises possible economic feasi-
bility (possibly with subsidies), the D! . A will so advise us. If 
its report is favorable, it will then be up to DMRA to provide for 
further exploration to increase the now indicated tonnage. to a figure 
sufficiently large to warrant the proposed. plant. 


/	 G. C. Selfridge, Chief 


:' /	 Iron and Perro-Alloy Division







Doctor L. W. King 
1470 B. State Street 
Salem, Ohio


Subj1I4EA'27141i 
tp].oration ossistance 


-0
	


S 


October 24, 1952 


My dear Doctor King: 


The receipt of your application dated October 22 1 1952 


for exploration assistance under the Defense Production Act of 1950, 


as amended, is hereby acknowledged. 


Your application has been assigned Docket Number 11EA-2744 


and referred to the	 and Ferro-Alloy Division. 


Kindly refer to	
27	


in any future correspondence 


relating to your application.


Sincerely yours, 


c 


Robert B. Adams 
Chief, Operation Control 
and Statistics Division


25451
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MF-103	 UNITED SES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEi 	 Form Approved. 
(Revised April 1952)


DEFENSE NERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 	
Budget Bureau No. 42—R1035.2. 


APPLICATION FOR AID IN AN
EXPLORATION PROJECT, PURSUANT TO 
DMEA ORDER 1, UNDER THE DEFENSE 


PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950, AS AMENDED


Not to be filled in by applicant 


Metal or Mineral -----------------------------------
Date Received j Z/ 
Estimated Cost -------------------------------------------
Participation (Government %) --------------------


INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Name of applicant.—(a) State here your full legal name, in the form in which you will wish to contract, and your 


mailingaddress --------- L.iin.g,M.D.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Li.70 E. State Street 


-------------------------Sal--iOiiic. 


-----


(b) If other than an individual, add to your name above whether a corporation, partnership, etc., and the name of the State 
in which incorporated or otherwise organized. 


(c) If a corporation, add to above statement, titles, names and addresses of officers. 
(d) If a. partnership, add to the above statement the names and addresses of all partners. 


2. General.—Read DMEA Order 1, "Government Aid in Defense Exploration Projects," before completing this application. 
Submit this application and all accompanying papers in quadruplicate (four copies), with your name and address on each 
sheet of the application and on all . accompanying papers. Where sufficient space is not provided on the form for all required 
information, state it on an accompanying paper, with a reference in each case to the instruction to which it refers by number. 
Comply with all applicable instructions; or, if not applicable, so state. File the application with Defense Minerals Exploration 
Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C., or with the nearest field executive officer thereof. 


3. Applicant's property rights.—(a) State the legal description of the land upon which you wish to explore, including all 
land which you possess or control that may be benefited by the exploration, and excluding any land or interest in land, which is 
not to be included in the exploiation project contract 	 --------------------


-------------- flotDML17.6 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  -------- -----------. 


(b) State any mine name by which the property is known. None 
(c) State your interest in the land, whether owner, lessee, purchaser under contract, or otherwise I.See 


(d) If you are not the owner, submit with this application a copy of the lease, contract, or other document under which 
you control the property. See Docket DMA 176. 


(e) If you own the land, describe any liens or encumbrances on it - -----TjP---appi—-abi 


(f) If the land consists of unpatented claims, add to the description above, the book and page numbers for each recorded 
location notice.	 None 


4. Physical description.—(a) Describe in detail any mining or exploration operations which have been or now are being 
conducted upon the land, including existing mine workings and production facilities. State your interest, if any, in such 
operations. Also describe accessibility of mine workings for examination purposes. See DMA Docket 176 


(b) State past and current production, and ore reserves, if any, giving quantities and grades. Above. 
(c) Describe the geologic features of the property, including mineralization, type of deposit (vein, bedded, etc.), and your 


reasons for wishing to explore. Illustrate with maps or sketches. Send with your application (but not necessarily as a part 
of it) any geologic or engineering report, assay maps, or other technologic information you may have, indicating on each 
Whether you require its return to you. 


(d) State the facts with respect to the accessibility of the project: Access roads, distances to shipping, supply and residence 
points.	 .	 .	 .. - - 


(e) State the availability of manpower, materials, 	 ti.ipower.	 Above. 
Defense	 ieraI8 Ath;a;ztrahon 


RECEIVED 


OCT 2 3 1952







5. The exploration pro fee	 ) State the mineral or minerals for which 	 vish to explore	 9!i-----------------------------------------------
	 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


(b) Describe fully the proposed work, including a map or sketch of the property showing a plan (and cross sections if needed) 
of any present mine workings, and the location of the proposed exploration work as related to such features as contacts, 
veins, ore-bearing beds, etc.	 See DMA. Docket 176 


(c) The work will start within 3O----- days and be completed within FQV2 months from the date of an exploration 
project contract. 


(d) State the operating experience and background of the applicant with relation-to the abilit y to carry out such exul - 
ration project, and also that of the person or persons who will SurSeat.e 	 nffd project 


6. Estimate of costs.—Furnish a detailed estimate of the costs of the proposed work (you will have to use a separate sheet), 
under the following headings. Add the totals under all headings to give the estimated total cost of the project: 


(a) Independent contracts.—(Note.—If the applicant does not intend to let any of the work to contractors, write "none" 
after this item. To the extent that the work is to be contracted, do not repeat the cost of the contract-work in subsequent 
items.) State the cost of any proposed independent contracts for the performance of all or any part of the work, expressed in 
terms of units of work (such as per foot of drilling, per foot of drifting, per hour of bulldozer operations, per cubic yard 
of material moved, etc.). 
• •. (b) Labor, supervision, consultants.—Include an itemized schedule of numbers, classes and rates of wages, salaries or fees 
for necessary labor, supervision and engineering and geological consultants. 


(c) Operating materials and supplies.—Furnish an itemized list, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each, 
and power, water and fuel. 


(d) Operating equipment.—Furnish an itemized list of any operating equipment'to be rented, purchased, or which is owned 
and will be furnished by the Operator, with the estimated rental, purchase price, or suggested use-allowance based on present 
value, as the case may be. 


(e) Rehabilitation and repairs.—Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of any necessary initial rehabilitation or repairs 
of existing buildings, installations, fixtures, and movable operating equipment, now owned by the Operator and which will be 
devoted to the exploration project. 


(f) New buildings, improvements, installations.-.--Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of any necessary buildings, fixed 
improvements, or installations to be purchased, installed or constructed for the benefit of the exploration project. 


(g) Miscellaneous.—Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of repairs to and maintenance of operating equipment (not 
including initial rehabilitation or repairs of the Operator's equipment), analytical work, accounting, workmen's compensation 
and employers' liability insurance, and payroll taxes. 


•	 (h) Contin.—Give an estimate of any necessary allowances for contingencies not included in the costs stated above. 
- N0TE.—No items of general overhead, corporate management, interest, taxes (other than payroll and sales taxes), or any 


other indirect costs, or work performed or costs incurred before the date of the contract, should be included in the 
estimate of costs. 


7. (a) Are you prepared to furnish your share of the cost of the proposed project in accordance with the regulations on 
Government participatiqn (Sec. 7, DMEA No. 1)? Yes 


(b) How do you propose tc- furnish your share of the costs? 


Money	 1X IUse of equipment owned by you	 FXI Other 


Explain in detail on acompanying paper.


CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned, whether as an individual, corporate officer, partner, or otherwise, both in his own behalf and acting for 


the applicant, certifies that the information set forth in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete, to the best 
of his knowledge and belief. 


Dated------------Q? -----------------------------------, io.


(Applicant) 


By____________________________________________________________________________________ 


0 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any depart-
ment or agency of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


U. b. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 	 16-6651-I







.	 . 


L. W. King, M.D.	 (To accompany MY-103) 
470 E. State St. 
Salem, Ohio. 


S(b) Proposed work: Purpose of this project is to extend the previous 
work described in DMA. Docket 176 which indicated that ore of commercial 
grade might exist on the property. This project is to establish definitely 
that ore does exist on the property, that the ore occurs in more than one 
area, and also, by trenching methods described in DMA 176, would establish 
a tonnage measurement of over 1,000,000 tons material. 


Maps, sketches of the property, location of the project are shown in 
Docket DMA 176. 


This project would consist of trenching to an aggregate depth of 18 feet 
and 3 feet wide, to a total lineal length of 5000 feet. Individual 
trenches to average 300 feet in length to be placed at any location on 
the property in order to explore for ore between the two areas described 
"North" and "Middle" on maps in Docket DPL& 176.	 I 


6. Estimate of Costs: 


(a) No work is to be let under contract. 


(b) Labor is included in rental of equipment. This includes workmen's 
compensation, liability insurance. One laborer to drill shot holes, 
load, and shoot dynamite, maintain air compressor; includes wages, 
transportation to project and workman's compensation. 	 - '" 


Supervision: One general supervisor. . .. •.•....... ......... . .$800.0O 


(c) Operating materials: Dril steel, rock bits, dynamite caps, 
lead wire, battery box, fuel for air compressor............... SOO.00 


(d) Operating Equipment: 
1. One TD 14 International Tractor with bull dozing blade; 


operator, oiler, fuel, lubrication, maintenance tàJ3e 
rented for total of $12.00 per hour. 


2. One 1/2 yard Insley Deisel powered shovel with 1/2 
yard back hoe attachment; ioperator, oiler, fuel 
lubrication, and maintenance to be rented at $12.00 
per hour. 


3. One Ingersol-Rand 105 Air compressor, 85 Jack Hammer. 
$12.00 per month. 


4. One four-wheel drive Universal Willys Jeep $100 per 
month. Owned by operator. Includes fuel, oil, insurance. 


(e) Rehabilitation of existing 10' x 14' building for the storage 
of dynamite and caps, drill steel and rock bits, air hose, 
fuel, oil, repair parts, maps, etc ............................. 


Rehabilitation of existing access roads within the property...120.00 


CONCLUSION: The total 5000 lineal feet of trenching can be accomplished at a 
total cost of $.00 per lineal foot which includes all equipment, personnel, 
materials, etc.. Thus the entire project is estimated not to cost over 
$25,000.00.







MF-203	 OWNER'S CONSENT TO LIEN 


WHEREAS, the undersigned, as owner, co-owner, lessor, or seller has an interest in certain 


H,1,4,(Th&) 
property in the State of 7)&ES3ff&	 , County	 , descri 'ed as 


follows:


e-	 2-- i7$ 


which is the subject of a p'po	


me jt


sed exploration project contract, hereinay(er called the "contract",


between the United States of'4merica, hereinafter called the "Govern", and 


at
	 L.. W1 /'. I .)	 -. c ec / 


hereinafter called the "Operator"; and 


WHEREAS, under certain provisions\f said ooract which are set forth on the reverse 


side hereof, the Government is entitled to a pcentagroyalty on production and to certain other 


rights and equities which do or may conflict wit\or/e adverse to the interest of the undersigned 


in said property; 


NOW THEREFORE, the undersigned, in coide\ation of said contract and as an inducement 


to the Government to enter into same, undertaket and aees as follows: 


1. The Government's equity


/igned,


right to di mantle, sever, take possession of, and 


remove and dispose of facilities, bu 	 fixtures, eqpment, or other items as provided in 


the contract, or any amendment thereo l prevail over	 d be prior and superior to any con- 


flictirig or adverse rights of the und 	 and the Governnt is authorized to enter upon the 
land for such purposes. 	 \ 


2. To secure the paymex$ to the Government of the per\entage royalty on production3/ 


provided for under the terms of /id exploration project contract, \r any amendment thereof which 


does not increase the maximum alunt of the Government's claim here 


s\thland
or alter the provisions 


for repayment, there is hereby granted to the Government a lien upon  herein described and 


upon any production of minerstherefrom, until the royalty claim i y paid in the amount of 


the Government's contribut^n,not in excess of 4/$ 	 . or ten 
years have elapsed from	 date of the contract. 


3. Theundo 
flict with the lien,J 
This agreement shal/b 


of the undersignecI 


	


Dated this
	


day of	 O&-A_, 195 ,. 


[Seal] 
/


ISeall 


[seal] 


1/ Either (a) insert the legal description of the land, or (b) strike out the words "as follows" 
and insert "in a lease [or contract, deed, or other document] dated , and 
recorded in book  page ________ official records of said county." If (b) is used, 


the book and page of recordation cannot be dispensed with. If the space provided is insuf-


ficient, use an Annex, and refer to the Annex in the space. 


2/ Insert the name of the Operator as it will appear in the exploration project contract. 
3/ Mining or production from the land is not required, and in the absence of production there is 


no obligation to repay the Government. 
4/ Insert the maximum amount of the Government's contribution. 


igned shall commit no act nor assert any claim that ma\ contravene or con- 


claim, or rights of the Government under the provisions \of said contract. 
ending upon the heirs, executors, administrators, succe ors, and assigns bi 







RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS 


Repayment by Operator. (a) If, at any time, the Government considers that a discovery 


or a development from which production may be made has resulted from the exploration work, 'the 


Government, at any time not later than six months after the Operator has rendered the required 


final report and final account, may so certify in writing to the Operator. The certification shall 


describe broadly or indicate the nature of the' discovery or development. In the event of such 


certification, any minerals mined or produced from the land described in Article 2 within 10 years 


from the date of this contract, including any mined or produced before the certification, shall 


be subject to a percentage royalty which the Operator or his successor in interest shall pay to 


the Government, upon the net smelter returns, the net concentrator returns, or other net amounts 


realized from the sale or other disposition of any such production, in whatever form disposed of, 


including ore, concentrates, or metal, until the total amount contributed by the Government, with-


out interest, is fully repaid, or said 10 years have elapsed, whichever occurs first, as follows: 


(1) One and one-half (lfl per cent of any such net amounts not in excess of eight dollars 
($8.00) per ton. 


(2) One and one-half (lfl per cent of any such net amounts, plus one-half () per cent 
such net amounts for each additional full fifty cents ($0.50) by which such net amounts exceed 


eight dollars ($8.00) per ton, but not in excess of five (5) per cent of such net amounts. 


(For instance: the percentage royalty on a net amount of five dollars ($5.00) per ton, 


would be one and one-half (li) per cent; onanet amount of ten dollars ($10.00) per ton, three 


and one-half (3j) per cent.) 


(b) As here used, "net smelter returns", "net concentrator returns", and "other net 


amounts realized from the sale or other disposition", mean gross revenue from sales; or if not 


sold, the market value, the market value of the material after it is mined in the form in which 


and the place where it is held. In the case of integrated operations in which the material is not 


disposed of as such, these terms mean what is or would be gross income from mining operations for 


percentage depletion purposes in income tax determination. 


(c) To secure the payment of its percentage royalty, the Government shall have and is 


hereby granted a lien upon the land described in Article 2 and upon any production of minerals 


therefrom, until the royalty claim is extinguished by lapse of time or is fully paid. 


(d) This article is not to be construed as imposing any obligation on the Operator or 


the Operator's successor in interest to engage in any mining or production operations. 


Title to and disposition of prope. All facilities, buildings, fixtures, equipment, 
or other items costing more than $50.00 each, paid for or purchased with funds contributed jointly 


by the Operator and the Government, although title may be taken in the name of the Operator, shall 


belong to the Opetator and the Government jointly, in proportion to their respective contributions, 


and upon the completion of the work or the termination of the contract shall be disposed of promptly 


by the Operator for the joint account of the Government and the Operator, either by return to the 


vendor, by sale to others, or purchase by the Operator at a price at least as high as could other-


wise be obtained, as may appear to be for the best interest of the Government, unless the Govern-


ment, in writing, waives its interest in any such item. If necessary to accomplish such dispo-


sition, the Operator shall dismantle, sever from the land, and remove any such item, the cost 
thereof to' be for the joint account of the parties in proportion to their respective interests. 


If the Operator, within 90 days after the receipt of written notice from the Government, fails, 


neglects, or refuses to dispose of such property, the Government may itself enter upon the land, 


take possession of, and remove and dispose of any such property as above provided. 


Interior—Duplicating Section, Washington, D. C.	 18264







95 Z_. 


[Seal] 


- [Seal] 


Dated this


MF-203	 OWNER'S CONSENT TO LIEN 


WHEREAS, the undersigned, as owner, co-owner, lessor, or seller has an interest in certain 


,fi't, L7-uJ 


property in the State of 	 County of	 described as 


follows :/


	


.2'o c< e	 -	 17 jr,;	 -- 


which  is the subject of a proposed exploration project contract, hereinafter called the "contract", 


between the United States of America, hereinafter called the "Government". and 


2/	 L,	 ic? I U cC'—	 Z>	 C'Ec / . 	 _5(2.0"J7 


4 w Z.	 Fe.	 Ie IA-) - 	
ML	 6'/& 'J be S #Yi-# 


hereinafter called the "Operator"; and 


WHEREAS, under certain provisions of said contract which are set forth on the reverse 


side hereof, the Government is entitled to a percentage royalty on production andto certain other 


rights and equities which do or may conflict with or be adverse to the interest of the undersigned 


in said property; 


NOW THEREFORE, the undersigned, in cc tnsideration of said contract and as an inducement 


to the Government to enter into same, undertakeI and agrees as follows: 


1. The Government's equity in and rght to dismantle, sever, take possession of, and 


remove and dispose of facilities, buildings, f:xtures, equipment, or other items as provided in 


the contract, or any amendment thereof, shall prevail over and be prior and superior to any con-
flicting or adverse rights of the undersigned, i l.nd the Government is authorized to enter upon the 


land for such purposes. 


2. To secure the payment to the Gov)rnment of the percentage royalty on production/ 


provided for under the terms of said exploration, project contract, or any amendment thereof which 
does not increase the maximum amount of the Govenment's claim here stated or alter the provisions 


for repayment, there is hereby granted to the Gorernment a lien upon the land herein described and 
upon any production of minerals therefrom, until the royalty claim is fully paid in the amount of 


the Government's contribution, not in excess o: 4/$ Z$1 00 0 -, or ten 
years have elapsed from the date of the contract 


3. The undersigned shall commit no act nor assert any claim that may contravene or con-
flict with the lien, claim, or rights of the Gvernment under the provisions of said contract. 


This agreement shall be binding upon the heirs, Executors, administrators, successors, and assigns 
of the undersigned.


[seal] 


1/ Either (a) insert the legal description of tho land, or (b) strike out the words "as follows" 
and insert "in a lease [or contract, deed, or other document] dated and 


recorded in book _________ page ________ official records of said county." If (b) is used, 


the book and page of recordation cannot be dspensed with. If the space provided is insuf-
ficient, use an Annex, and refer to the Annex Ln the space. 


2/ Insert the name of the Operator as it will appar in the exploration project contract. 


3/ Mining or production from the land is not required, and in the absence of production there is 
no obligation to repay the Government. 


4/ Insert the maximum amount of the Government's ontribution.







6
RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS 


Repayment by_Operato .K. (a) If, at any time, the Government considers that a discovery 


or a development from which production may be made has resulted from the exploration work, the 


Government, at any time not later than six months after the Operator has rendered the required 


final report and final account, may so certify in writing to the Operator. The certification shall 


describe broadly or indicate the nature of the discovery or development. In the event of such 


certification, any minerals mined or produced from the land described in Article 2 within 10 years 


from the date of this contract, including any mined or produced before the certification, shall 


be subject to a percentage royalty which the Operator or his successor in interest shall pay to 


the Government, upon the net, smelter returns, the net concentrator returns, or other net amounts 


realized from the sale or other disposition of any such production, in whatever form disposed of, 


including ore, concentrates, or metal, until the total amount contributed by the Government, with-


out interest, is fully repaid, or said 10 years have elapsed, whichever occurs first, as follows: 


(1) One and one-half (1+) per cent of any such net amounts not in excess of eight dollars 


($8.00) per ton. 


(2) One and one-half (lf) per cent of any such net amounts, plus one-half (k) per cent 
such net amounts for each additional full fifty cents ($0.50) by which such net amounts exceed 


eight dollars ($8.00) per ton, but not in excess of five (5) per cent of such net amounts. 


(For instance: the percentage royalty on a net amount of five dollars ($5.00) per ton, 


would be one and one-half (1+) per cent; onanet amount of ton dollars ($10.00) per ton, three 


and one-halt ( 3k) per cent.) 


(b) As here used, "net smelter returns", "met concentrator returns", and "other not 


amounts realized from the sale or other disposition", mean gross revenue from sales; or if not 


sold, the market value, the market value of the material after it is mined in the form in which 


and the place where it is held. In the case of integrated operations in which the material is not 


disposed of as such, these terms mean what is or would be gross income from mining operations for 


percentage depletion purposes in income tax determination. 


(c) To secure the payment of its percentage royalty, the Government shall have and is 


hereby granted a lien upon the land described in Article 2 and upon any production of minerals 


therefrom, until the royalty claim is extinguished by lapse of time or is fully paid. 


(d) This article is not to be construed as imposing any obligation on the Operator or 


the Operator's successor in interest to engage in any mining or production operations. 


Title to and disposition of __property. All facilities, buildings, fixtures, equipment, 


or other items costing more than $50.00 each, paid for or purchased with funds contributed jointly 


by the Operator and the Government, although title may be taken in the name of the Operator, shall 


belong to the Operator and the Government jointly, in proportion to their respective contributions, 


and upon the completion of the work or the termination of the contract shall be disposed of promptly 


by the Operator for the joint account of the Government and the Operator, either by return to the 


vendor, by sale to others, or purchase by the Operator at a price at least as high as could other-


wise be obtained, as may appear to be for the best interest of the Government,•unloss the Govern-
ment, in writing, waives its interest in any such item. If necessary to accomplish such dispo-


sition, the Operator shall dismantle, sever from the land, and remove any such item, the cost 
thereof to be for the joint account of the parties in proportion to their respective interests. 


If the Operator, within 90 days after the receipt of written notice from the Government, fails, 


neglects, or refuses to dispose of such property, the Government may itself enter upon the land, 
take possession of, and remove and dispose of any such property as above provided. 
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Dated this


0	 I 
MF-203	 OWNER'S CONSENT TO LIEN 


WHEREAS, the undersigned, as owner, co-owner, lessor, or seller has an interest in certain 


., C? Cam 
property in the State of	 , County 0fjtLY, described as 


follows :/


56	 O C  


which is the subject of a proposed exploration project contract, hereinafter called the "contract", 


between the United States of America, hereinafter called the "Government", and 


(.	 i¼' /6.) 6-	 •.	 c. ec, ..	 ,<.	 5co- 


(/..-	 Fe. _ P - 74) tTpq 


hereinafter called the "Operator"; and 


WHEREAS, under certain provisions of said contract which are set forth on the reverse 


side hereof, the Government is entitled to a percentage royalty on production and to certain other 


rights and equities which do or may conflict with or be adverse to the interest of the undersigned 


in said property; 


NOW THEREFORE, the undersigned, in consideration of said contract and as an inducement 


to the Government to enter into same, undertakes and agrees as follows: 


1. The Government's equity in and right to dismantle, sever, take possession of, and 


remove and dispose of facilities, buildings, fixtures, equipment, or other items as provided in 


the contract, or any amendment thereof, shall prevail over and be prior and superior to any con-
flicting or adverse rights of the undersigned, and the Government is authorized to enter upon the 


land for such purposes. 


2. To secure the payment to the Government of the percentage royalty on production/ 


provided for under the terms of said exploration project contract, or any amendment thereof which 


does not increase the maximum amount of the Government's claim here stated or alter , the provisions 
for repayment, there is hereby granted to the Government a lien upon the land herein described and 


upon any production of minerals therefrom, until the royalty claim is fully paid in the amount of 
the Government's contribution, not in excess of /$ - 0 , or ten 
years have elapsed from the date of the contract. 


3. The undersigned shall commit no act nor assert any claim that may contravene or con-


flict with the lien, claim, or rights of the Government under the provisions of said contract. 


This agreement shall be binding upon the heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns 
of the undersigned. 


195	 -. 


_ [Seal] 


- [Seal] 


— [Seal] 


/ Either (a) insert the legal description of the land, or (b) strike out the words "as follows" 
and insert "in a lease [or contract, deed, or other document] dated 	 and 
recorded in book  page  official records of said county." If (b) is used, 
the book and page of recordation cannot be dispensed with. If the space provided is insuf-
ficient, use an Annex, and refer to the Annex in the space. 


/ Insert the name of the Operator as it will appear in the exploration project contract. 
/ Mining or production from the land is not required, and in the absence of production there is 


no obligation to repay the Government. 


4/ Insert the maximum amount of the Government's contribution.







6 -0 
RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS 


Repayment by Operator. (a) If, at any time, the Government considers that a discovery 


or a development from which production may be made has resulted from the exploration work, the 


Government, at any time not later than six months after the Operator has rendered the required 


final report and final account, may so certify in writing to the Operator. The certification shall 


describe broadly or indicate the nature of the discovery or development. In the event of such 


certification, any minerals mined or produced from the land described in Article 2 within 10 years 


from the date of this contract, including any mined or produced before the certification, shall 


be subject to a percentage royalty which the Operator or his successor in interest shall pay to 


the Government, upon the net smelter returns, the net concentrator returns, or other net amounts 


realized from the sale or other disposition of any such production, in whatever form disposed of, 


including ore, concentrates, or metal, until the total amount contributed by the Government, with-


out interest, is fully repaid, or said 10 years have elapsed, whichever occurs first, as follows: 


(1) One and one-half (1+) per cent of any such net amounts not in excess of eight dollars 


($8.00) per ton. 


(2) One and one-half (lj) per cent of any such net amounts, plus one-half (j) per cent 


such net amounts for each additional full fifty cents ($0.50) by which such net amounts exceed 


eight dollars ($8.00) per ton, but not in excess of five (5) per cent of such net amounts. 


(For instance: the percentage royalty on a net amount of five dollars ($5.00) per ton, 


would be one and one-half (lfl per cent; onanet amount of ten dollars ($10.00) per ton, three 
and one-half (3*) per cent.) 


(b) As here used, "net smelter returns". "net concentrator returns", and "other net 


amounts realized from the sale or other disposition", mean gross revenue from sales; or if not 


sold, the market value, the market value of the material after it is mined in the form in which 


and the place where it is held. In the case of integrated operations in which the material is not 


disposed of as such, these terms mean what is or would be gross income from mining operations for 


percentage depletion purposes in income tax determination. 


(a) To secure the payment of its percentage royalty, the Government shall have and is 


hereby granted a lien upon the land described in Article 2 and upon any production of minerals 


therefrom, until the royalty claim is extinguished by lapse of time or is fully paid. 


(d) This article is not to be construed as imposing any obligation on the Operator or 


the Operator's successor in interest to engage in any mining or production operations. 


Title to and disposition of Pro pe rty . All facilities, buildings, fixtures, equipment, 


or other items costing more than $50.00 each, paid for or purchased with funds contributed jointly 


by the Operator and the Government, although title may be taken in the name of the Operator, shall 
belong to the Operator and the Government jointly, in proportion to their respective contributions, 


and upon the completion of the work or the termination of the contract shall be disposed of promptly 


by the Operator for the joint account of the Government and the Operator, either by return to the 


vendor, by sale to others, or purchase by the-Operator at a price at least as high as could other-


wise be obtained, as may appear to be for the best interest of the Government, unless the Govern-
ment, in writing, waives its interest in any such item. If necessary to accomplish such dispo-


sition, the Operator shall dismantle, sever from the land, and remove any such item, the cost 
thereof to be for the joint account of the parties in proportion to their respective interests. 


If the Operator, within 90 days after the receipt of written notice from the Government, fails, 


neglects, or refuses to dispose of 'such property, the Government may itself enter upon the land, 


take possession of, and remove and dispose of any such property as above provided. 
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I	 I' 
MF-203	 OWNER'S CONSENT TO LIEN 


WHEREAS, the undersigned, as owner, co-owner, lessor, or seller, has an interest in certain. 


property in the State of
	


County of	 - , described as 


follows:/ 


which is the subject of a proposed exploration project contract, hereinafter called the "contract", 


between the United States of America, hereinafter called the "Government", and 


2/	 -•	 •	 & 6-	 ''- Q '	 C	 0 


Et- L	 c',	 -_	 ,4	 D-'-T :J E S 


hereinafter called the "Operator"; and 


WHEREAS, under certain provisions of said contract which are set forth on the reverse 


side hereof, the Government is entitled to a percentage royalty on production and to certain other 


rights and equities which do or may conflict with or be adverse to the interest of the undersigned 


in said property; 


NOW THEREFORE, the undersigned, In consideration of said contract and as an inducement 


to the Government to enter into same, undertakes and agrees as follows: 


1. The Government's equity in and right to dismantle, sever, take possession of, and 


remove and dispose of facilities, buildings, fixtures, equipment, or other items as provided in 


the contract, or any amendment thereof, shall prevail over and be prior and superior to any con-
flicting or adverse rights of the undersigned, and the Government is authorized to enter upon the 


land for such purposes. 


2. To secure the payment to the Government of the percentage royalty on production/ 


provided for under the terms of said exploration project contract, or any amendment thereof which 


does not increase the maximum amount of the Government's claim hero stated or alter the provisions 


for repayment, there is hereby granted to the Government a lien upon the land herein described and 
upon any production of minerals therefrom, until the royalty claim is fully paid in the amount of 


the Government's contribution, not in excess of 4/$ 95, ct • or ten 
years have elapsed from the date of the contract. 


3. The undersigned shall commit no act nor assert any claim that may contravene or con-


flict with the lien, claim, or rights of the Government under the provisions of said contract. 


This agreement shall be binding upon the heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns 
of the undersigned. 


Dated this 	 day of	 , 195	 . 


[Seal] 


	


-'--L	 [Seal] 


[Seal] 


1/ Either (a) insert the legal description of the land, or (b) strike out the words "as follows" 
and insert "in a lease [or contract, deed, or other document] dated	 -, and 
recorded in book  page ________ official records of said county." If (b) is used, 
the book and page of recordation cannot be dispensed with. If the space provided is insuf-


ficient, use an Annex, and refer to the Annex in the space. 


2/ Insert the name of the Operator as it will appear in the exploration project contract. 


3/ Mining or production from the land is not required, and in the absence of production there is 
no obligation to repay the Government. 


4/ Insert the maximum amount of the Government's contribution. 


b.







6	 0 
RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS 


Repayment by Operator. (a) If, at any time, the Government considers that a discovery 


or a development from which production may be made has resulted from the exploration work, the 


Government, at any time not later than six months after the Operator has rendered the required 


final report and final account, may so certify in writing to the Operator. The certification shall 


describe broadly or indicate the nature of the discovery or development. In the event of such 


certification, any minerals mined or produced from the land described in Article 2 within 10 years 


from the date of this contract, including any mined or produced before the certification, shall 


be subject to a percentage royalty which the Operator or his successor in interest shall pay to 


the Government, upon the net smelter returns, the net concentrator returns, or other net amounts 


realized from the sale or other disposition of any such production, in whatever form disposed of, 


including ore, concentrates, or metal, until the total amount contributed by the Government, with-


out interest, is fully repaid, or said 10 years have elapsed, whichever occurs first, as follows: 


(1) One and one-half (14) per cent of any such net amounts not in excess of eight dollars 
($8.00) per ton. 


(2) One and one-half (14) per cent of any such net amounts, plus one-half (4) per cent 
such net amounts for each additional full fifty cents ($0.50) by which such net amounts exceed 


eight dollars ($8.00) per ton, but not in excess of five (5) per cent of such net amounts. 


(For instance: the percentage royalty on a net amount of five dollars ($5.00) per ton, 


would be one and one-half (14) per cent; onanet amount of ten dollars ($10.00) per ton, three 
and one-half (3j) per cent.) 


(b) As here used, "net smelter returns", "net concentrator returns", and "other net 


amounts realized from the sale or other disposition", mean gross revenue from sales; or if not 


sold, the market value, the market value of the material after it is mined in the form in which 


and the place where it is held. In the case of integrated operations in which the material is not 


disposed of as such, these terms mean what is or would be gross income from mining operations for 


percentage depletion purposes in income tax determination. 


(c) To secure the payment of its percentage royalty, the Government shall have and is 


hereby granted a lien upon the land described in Article 2 and upon any production of minerals 


therefrom, until the royalty claim is extinguished by lapse of time or is fully paid. 


(d) This article is not to be construed as imposing any obligation on the Operator or 


the Operator's successor in interest to engage in any mining or production operations. 


Title to and disposition of prope rty . All facilities, buildings, fixtures, equipment, 
or other items costing more than $50.00 each, paid for or purchased with funds contributed jointly 


by the Operator and the Government, although title may be taken in the name of the Operator, shall 


belong to the Operator and the Government jointly, in proportion to their respective contributions, 


and upon the completion of the work or the termination of the contract shall be disposed of promptly 


by the Operator for the joint account of the Government and the Operator, either by return to the 


vendor, by sale to others, or purchase by the Operator at a price at least as high as could other-


wise be obtained, as may appear to be for the best interest of the Government, unless the Govern-


ment, in writing, waives its interest in any such item. If necessary to accomplish such dispo-


sition, the Operator shall dismantle, sever from the land, and remove any such item, the cost 
thereof to be for the joint account of the parties in proportion to their respective interests. 


If the Operator, within 90 days after the receipt of written notice from the Government, fails, 


neglects, or refuses to dispose of such property, the Government may itself enter upon the land, 


take possession of, and remove and dispose of any such property as above provided. 
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